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ABSTRACT

Many clients present to psychotherapy with lingering feelings of anger, bitterness, or resentment
in response to interpersonal grievances. The current project sought to compare the effects of
cognitive reappraisal and needs identification interventions on lingering anger while determining
whether intervention effects occur through shared or distinct mechanisms of change. Using an
experimental, therapy-analogue design, 197 undergraduate participants (Study 1) completed a
brief, self-guided online intervention involving either anger rumination (comparison condition),
cognitive reappraisal, or needs identification. This design was replicated in a clinical sample of
31 participants (Study 2) who were recruited from local mental health clinics using the same
interventions completed in-person with a clinician. In both subclinical and clinical samples,
cognitive reappraisal was found to facilitate improvements in self-reported anger arousal,
resolution, and forgiveness of interpersonal grievances. Needs identification was associated with
improvements in forgiveness in the subclinical sample, but not in the clinical sample. The
comparison condition of anger rumination produced little change in outcomes in a subclinical
sample, while in the clinical sample it appeared to exacerbate anger-related difficulties. Text
analyses and observer ratings of cognitive and affective processes in participants’ written
responses to intervention prompts (Study 1 only) provided limited support for hypothesized
intervention-specific mechanisms of change. The current project replicates and extends previous
research by suggesting that cognitive reappraisal is more than just an emotion-regulation strategy
– it is also an effective meaning-making strategy that helps people reduce lingering feelings of
anger toward resolution or forgiveness of interpersonal grievances. The findings also suggest that
the clarification of existential needs related to one's anger is a process that may offer a unique
benefit depending on clinical severity.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
Working through lingering anger following interpersonal grievances: Examining
mechanisms of change in rumination, reappraisal, and identification of unmet needs
Anger has been defined as “an emotional state that consists of feelings that vary in
intensity, from mild irritation or annoyance to intense fury and rage” (Spielberger & Reheiser,
2010). Anger is an approach-motivated emotion that typically occurs in response to perceived
violations of ethical norms or situations where an important goal/value is threatened or blocked
(Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 2016). Anger is often associated with negative outcomes such
as hostility, aggressive and violent behaviour, interpersonal conflict, and symptoms of physical
and mental illness (Veenstra, Bushman, & Koole, 2018). As a result, there has been much
interest and research examining psychosocial treatments of anger problems, the majority of
which are based in cognitive and behavioural therapeutic approaches (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018).
Process-experiential theories of emotion (Greenberg & Paivio, 1997; Kennedy-Moore &
Watson, 2001) further differentiate between qualitatively distinct kinds of anger that vary in
adaptability; namely, less productive rejecting anger, which has a fighting against quality, and
more productive assertive anger, which has a fighting for quality. Furthermore, Pascual-Leone
and Greenberg’s (2007) sequential model of emotional processing suggests that movement from
undifferentiated distress to emotional resolution occurs through prototypical, stepwise changes in
emotional expressions whereby rejecting anger is transformed into assertive anger through the
identification and exploration of core unmet existential or interpersonal needs. Although this
model has been validated in several observational studies of psychotherapy process (PascualLeone, 2018), this specific micro-process has yet to be tested experimentally.
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The purpose of the current study is to examine intervention-specific change mechanisms
involved in working through unresolved feelings of anger in response to an anger-provoking
autobiographical interpersonal interaction, such as unfinished business. Using an experimental
therapy analogue design, the current study compares cognitive processing and emotional
processing in brief (15-20 minute) anger rumination (comparison condition), cognitive
reappraisal, and needs identification interventions. The goals of this study are to deepen our
understanding of how different therapies work, to validate the sequential processing model of
anger resolution in both a subclinical and a clinical sample, and to guide clinical practice aiming
to reduce destructive forms of anger and aggressive behaviour while increasing healthy anger
and constructive expressions of assertiveness.
What is Anger? Defining the Construct and its Various Components
Anger is a ubiquitous human experience that has been studied from ethico-religious,
philosophical, and empirical perspectives throughout the course of recorded history (for
historical reviews, see Potegal & Novaco, 2010 and Spielberger & Reheiser, 2010). Much of this
history depicts the destructive, irrational, and turbulent forces of anger. However, the potential
adaptive features and forms of anger – sometimes described as righteous, just, natural,
appropriate, constructive, prosocial, or healthy anger – have been debated since at least the days
of Plato and Aristotle. Though this debate continues today, support for the view that anger is an
adaptive emotion, but with maladaptive potential, has increased over time (Potegal & Novaco,
2010). Nevertheless, today, as in the past, the social and economic costs of problematic anger
remain high (Hare, 1999) and further empirical and clinical attention to healthy anger resolution
is warranted.
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Despite this long history, many researchers (e.g., Cox & Harrison, 2008; Eckhardt,
Norlander, & Deffenbacher, 2004; Spielberger & Reheiser, 2010) have lamented the fact that
psychological science has often produced ambiguous or contradictory conceptual and operational
definitions of anger, leading to inconsistent findings and incomplete theoretical models.
Spielberger and Reheiser (2010) emphasize the subjective and phenomenological qualities of
anger, defining anger as “an emotional state that consists of feelings that vary in intensity, from
mild irritation or annoyance to intense fury and rage,” often as a reaction to being mistreated (p.
406). However, in their review of anger measures, Eckhardt and colleagues (2004) stated that
anger includes more than just subjective feeling states. Most definitions “regard anger as a
multidimensional construct consisting of physiological (general sympathetic arousal,
hormone/neurotransmitter function), cognitive (irrational beliefs, automatic thoughts,
inflammatory imagery), phenomenological (subjective awareness and labeling of angry feelings),
and behavioral (facial expressions, verbal/behavioral anger expression strategies) variables” (p.
20). Kassinove and Sukhodolsky (1995) also include socio-cultural aspects in their definition of
anger, including norms for the appropriate verbal and bodily communication of anger.
A large reason for conceptual ambiguity in the literature on anger involves whether
hostility and aggression are part of the anger construct or related-but-distinct from anger. For
instance, Spielberger and Reheiser (2010) differentiate between anger, hostility, and aggression;
whereas anger is defined in terms of subjective feelings, hostility involves “attitudes that
motivate aggressive behaviors directed toward destroying objects or injuring other people” and
aggression is “destructive or punitive behaviour directed towards other persons or objects” (p.
406). In contrast, Cox and Harrison (2008) argue that aggression is characterized by malicious
intent (and hence, is distinct from defensive or fear-induced aggression) and represents the
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integration of angry feelings and hostile cognitions. They further argue that, although factor
analyses of self-report measures often distinguish between these three domains, the overlap
between them could be interpreted to mean that “the terms anger, hostility and aggression may
merely serve as convenient, heuristic labels to differentiate between the affective, behavioral,
and cognitive components of a single [anger] construct” (Cox & Harrison, 2008, p. 373).
Nevertheless, distinguishing between angry feelings, hostile thoughts, and aggressive
behaviours is clinically useful for case formulation and treatment planning. For example,
consider the following two clients who both experience high arousal of angry feelings –
therapists will likely work differently with one client who hides her anger and engages in harsh
self-criticism than with another client who has a chronically hostile attitude and lashes out at
others in aggressive verbal and physical outbursts. Furthermore, therapeutic orientations will
differ from one another in their relative emphasis on certain domains, such as, cognitive
therapies addressing hostile attitudes relative to experiential therapies focussing on the
exploration of subjective feelings. As such, this distinction between feelings, attitudes, and
behaviours will be maintained for its clinical utility in the context of the current study.
Spielberger and Reheiser (2010) have further differentiated various clinically meaningful
features of the experience, expression, and control of angry feelings. State anger is defined as
transient anger intensity experienced at a particular time, whereas trait anger represents stable
individual differences in anger proneness, that is, the frequency of state anger experienced over
time. Angry feelings can be kept hidden or expressed through verbally or physically aggressive
behaviours. Lastly, anger can be controlled by preventing outward expressions of anger or by
reducing inner arousal of anger by calming down.
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Other clinically relevant factors that can be considered in case conceptualization and
treatment planning for working with anger problems include addressing deficits in emotional
awareness or alexithymia, dysfunctional emotion-related beliefs, and self-criticism. Relative to
those who are emotionally aware, individuals who have difficulty identifying, describing, and
reflecting on inner feelings tend to be more emotionally dysregulated and impulsive (Lumley,
Neely, & Burger, 2007), which contributes to greater aggressive behaviour (Garofalo, Velotti, &
Zavattini, 2017; Roberton, Daffern, & Bucks, 2012). Similarly, those who believe that emotions
are uncontrollable are also less effective at regulating angry feelings and make less use of
adaptive cognitive strategies such as cognitive reappraisal, compared to those who believe that
emotions are controllable (De Castella et al., 2013; Gutentag, Halperin, Porat, Bigman, & Tamir,
2017).There is also some evidence to suggest that, relative to those who are less perfectionistic
and self-critical, those who maintain unrealistically high expectations for themselves and others
also tend to experience more anger rumination and anger arousal (Besharat & Shahidi, 2010;
Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016; Whelton & Greenberg, 2005), are more socially disconnected
and hostile (Stoeber, Noland, Mawenu, Henderson, & Kent, 2017), and express more aggression
toward the self and others (Chester, Merwin, & DeWall, 2015). Lastly, men and women do not
differ in the general frequency or intensity with which they experience anger, though men and
women regulate and express anger differently depending on social context (Fischer & Evers,
2010). For example, women tend to express more anger than men in the context of intimate
relationships but express relatively less anger in most other social situations (Fischer & Evers,
2010).
Emotion-focused conceptualization of anger: Emotion schemes and unmet needs.
Although anger is often regarded colloquially as a symptom to get rid of, anger can be an
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appropriate, healthy, and empowering response to violations of moral values or psychological
needs, for example, for those who have been abused (Van Velsor & Cox, 2001). According to
emotion-focused theory (Greenberg & Paivio, 1997), the emotion system is an adaptive orienting
system whereby discrete emotions are densely packaged units of information involving rapid
access, appraisals of, and reactions to core existential and interpersonal needs (Frijda, 1986;
Lazarus, 1991). Pleasant, positively-valenced emotions signal that needs are being met, whereas
unpleasant, negatively-valenced emotions – including anger – signal that needs are unmet and
motivate goal-directed behaviours that will increase the likelihood of getting one’s needs met.
When an emotion is aroused, it activates a multimodal network of information called an emotion
scheme, which is comprised of feelings, images, memories, and implicit or explicit beliefs and
expectations about the self and others (Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007). As such, the
emphasis in emotion-focused therapy (EFT) is on activating emotion schemes so that these
networks of information can be accessed and altered.
The identification and elaboration of unmet existential and interpersonal needs is a
purported change mechanism in a wide variety of psychotherapies (Flanagan, 2010). A number
of clinicians and theorists, including McDougal (1908), Freud (1920), Murray (1938), and
Maslow (1954), have speculated about fundamental needs; however, the psychotherapy literature
currently lacks a unified conceptual framework outlining definitions, properties, and criteria for
generating and evaluating needs (Flanagan, 2010). One of the most empirically-validated models
of needs is Deci and Ryan’s (2000) self-determination theory. In defining needs, Ryan and Deci
(2008, p. 657) differentiate between wants – “individual differences in the strength of a person’s
motives and desires” (e.g., as in the colloquial use of the word need in “I need another cup of
coffee”) – and basic psychological needs, which are “nutriment[s] essential for psychological
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growth, integrity, and wellness” that are necessary for all people, regardless of genetic
predisposition, personal history, and culture or socialization (e.g., needs for connection or
autonomy).
Since many lists of needs have been proposed on an ad hoc basis, there is little consensus
regarding the precise number and nature of essential psychological needs (Flanagan, 2010). This
means that any list of needs that has been proposed to date is far from definitive and any such
demarcations should be regarded as initial starting points awaiting further refinement and
empirical validation. Self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000) proposes that there are
three core psychological needs; namely, for relatedness, competence, and autonomy. Relatedness
involves a sense of belongingness or of being socially connected, competence consists of
experiencing mastery and feeling effective in one’s actions, and autonomy consists of being able
to initiate and control one’s own behaviour (Deci & Ryan, 2000).
Integrating principles of cognitive (Beck, 1983) and schema therapy (Young, Klosko, &
Weishaar, 2003), evolutionary psychology, and clinical experience with a review of existing
conceptualizations of needs, Flanagan (2010) proposed six psychotherapeutically-salient basic
needs in the development of an integrative needs-based model of therapy. Flanagan’s (2010)
model includes needs for desirability, connection, autonomy, change, stability, and selfcomprehension. Desirability involves seeking and maintaining a positive self-image; connection
consists of feeling nurtured and forming lasting bonds with others; and autonomy is defined as
being free and independent in taking action and expressing one’s own ideas and opinions.
Change consists of being able to have an effect on one’s environment and to seek out novelty,
excitement, and creativity; stability involves perceiving that events are consistent and
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predictable; and self-comprehension consists of being able to understand oneself and having
knowledge of one’s own personal qualities, strengths, and limitations.
Flanagan (2010) describes additional properties of needs. For example, a) needs can
overlap or conflict with one another or shift in relative importance over time, such as the
increased importance of autonomy from childhood into adolescence, b) flexible behavioural
strategies toward fulfilment of needs are required in order to successfully adapt to changing
situational, sociocultural, and developmental demands, c) needs are often not apparent until they
are unmet, and d) chronic maladjustments often result from needs being unmet earlier in life.
Though not explicitly included in these reviews, it should be noted that these
conceptualizations of needs also have considerable overlap with psychodynamically-inspired
conceptualizations of wishes as in Core Conflictual Relationship Themes, for example (Luborsky
& Crits-Christoph, 1998). Similarly, there is also an affinity to self-object needs described in
self-psychology (Kohut & Wolf, 1978), such as needs for mirroring or affirmation of one’s sense
of value and competence, idealizing or being supported and accessing a source of calmness and
omnipotence, and twinship or feelings of closeness and connectedness. As such, identification
and exploration of unmet needs appears to be a common trans-theoretical psychotherapeutic
process that is worthy of further study.
Differentiating adaptive and maladaptive kinds of anger. Unmet needs play a pivotal
role in the highly differentiated perspective of emotion described in EFT theory. Deeper and
more fundamental feelings that are evoked in direct response to environmental stimuli are called
primary emotions (Greenberg & Paivio, 1997). Primary emotions are adaptive when they
mobilize healthy action toward getting needs met, such as anger in response to interpersonal
violation, which mobilizes self-protective behaviours (Paivio, 1999). Secondary emotions are
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reactions to more primary cognitive or emotional processes. A common example is secondary
anger in response to feelings of fear/shame or to cognitive attributions of malicious intent
(Paivio, 1999). Lastly, instrumental emotions serve a functional purpose for obtaining some
desirable outcome, such as the use of anger as a means of intimidating or controlling others
(Paivio, 1999).
Although anger can be adaptive, EFT also posits several ways in which feelings and
expressions of anger can become maladaptive and destructive. Based on EFT formulations of
maladaptive anger, Pascual-Leone, Gillis, Singh, and Andreescu (2013) suggest that problematic
expressions of maladaptive secondary and/or instrumental anger (e.g., rage and hate) often
become conditioned and entrenched patterns of responding. This perspective on problem anger
argues that anger is negatively reinforced by short-term relief from intolerable and painful affect
(e.g., fear, shame, or emotional pain) and positively reinforced by an increased sense of power
and control (Korman, 2005). In other words, getting angry can feel good because it can help us to
feel safe, strong, or in control. This formulation is supported by neurological evidence suggesting
that getting angry and focusing on the other person’s provocation, rather than on one’s own
needs, can become addictive because it is neurobiologically rewarding (Peters, Chester, Walsh,
DeWall, & Vaer, 2018). Unfortunately, however, this often results in unhealthy social and
emotional functioning in the long-term (Korman et al., 2008) and blocks awareness of unmet
needs and healthy mobilization toward getting needs met (Paivio, 1999).
In addition to the potentially addictive nature of chronic anger, Pascual-Leone and
colleagues (2013) note that anger can be problematic in at least three other ways. Specific and
adaptive anger can deteriorate into rage when clearly identified unmet needs become obscured
by excessive arousal, as is sometimes seen in socio-political protests. Self-directed hate in the
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form of harsh self-criticism also has been found to contribute to the onset and maintenance of
depression (e.g., Greenberg & Watson, 2006; Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016) and other mental
disorders. And it’s also worth noting that the suppression of adaptive anger – that is, not getting
angry when one should get angry – can be another, different kind of anger problem (e.g., Cox,
Van Velsor, & Hulgus, 2004). In short, EFT formulations suggest that anger can be problematic
if it is excessively chronic, intense, or self-directed, or if primary adaptive anger is suppressed.
These and other findings (e.g., Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 2001) suggest that certain
kinds of anger are more productive than others. Building on emotion theory (Greenberg &
Figure 1
The Sequential Model of Emotional Processing

High Degree of Emotional Processing Low

Aroused
emotion..

Global
Distress

Rejecting
Anger

Behavioral self-soothing

Shame /
Fear

Express
Self-contempt

Negative
Evaluation

Need
Feel Relief

Positive Self-Evaluation
Assertive Anger

Grief /
Hurt

or

Self-Compassion
Positive

Feel Relief
Self-Evaluation

Acceptance
and Agency
A sense of closure,
Resolution

Approach

Action Tendency

Withdraw

Note. Adapted with permission from Pascual-Leone & Greenberg
(2007) and Pascual-Leone (2018).
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Paivio, 1997), Pascual-Leone and Greenberg (2007) developed a sequential model of emotional
processing, shown in Figure 1, using an intensive task analysis differentiating between good and
poor outcome cases in EFT for depression and ongoing interpersonal problems. To date, support
for the sequential model of emotional processing has been found in no fewer than 24 studies
examining these processes in seven different treatment modalities, for at least five different types
of presenting clinical problems, in clinical and sub-clinical samples recruited primarily in
Canada, Europe, and Israel (for a review, see Pascual-Leone, 2018).
One branch of the sequential model involves the differentiation of secondary rejecting
anger into primary assertive anger through the identification of unmet needs (Pascual-Leone,
2018; Pascual-Leone and Greenberg, 2007). Rejecting anger is characterized by blaming, rage,
repulsion, and destructive anger that “pushes away” and creates distance from the source of
emotional pain. The meaning underlying rejecting anger is not clearly differentiated, giving it a
fighting against quality in which there is a definite articulation of what one does not want
whereas a sense of what one does want – the need being pursued – remains obscured. Next, the
identification and articulation of a core unmet need such as the need for affiliation or mastery,
functions as a critical steppingstone preparing the way for more adaptive expressions of emotion,
such as assertive anger. Assertive anger, then, is a constructive expression of anger that involves
fighting for a specific unmet need, which mobilizes efforts to actualize the need by way of
confronting the source of emotional pain, making a demand for restitution, defending against
attack or intrusion, or enforcing interpersonal boundaries.
Expressions of unmet needs and assertive anger, and sometimes rejecting anger, have
been found to be predictive of good psychotherapeutic outcome with assertive anger being the
strongest predictor (Pascual-Leone, 2018; Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007). The clinical
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utility of differentiating between rejecting and assertive anger has been most clearly
demonstrated in a study of dialectical behavioural therapy (DBT) in the treatment of borderline
personality disorder (Kramer et al., 2016). Although DBT is an established treatment for this
population, Kramer and colleagues (2016) suggested that inconsistent findings in the DBT
literature regarding anger-related outcomes may be the result of failure to differentiate between
different kinds of anger. In this study, they demonstrated that DBT lead to general symptom
improvements over the course of treatment and that, although there were no changes in rejecting
anger, expressions of assertive anger actually increased over time and significantly mediated the
beneficial effects of DBT treatment on outcomes.
Taken together, the research reviewed here suggests that not all forms of anger are
maladaptive or destructive and that differentiating between rejecting and assertive anger is
clinically informative for case conceptualization and intervention. Furthermore, although the
sequential model was originally developed on the foundation of EFT theory, the conceptual
importance of psychological needs in experiential meaning-making and empirical validation of
the model across therapeutic modalities suggests that this formulation of emotional processing
may be a transtheoretical common factor in the resolution of anger problems. For this reason, the
term experiential therapies/approaches will be used throughout the remainder of this paper to
refer broadly to a range of therapeutic orientations, not limited to emotion-focused therapy
(EFT), that employ interventions focussing on emotional exploration and insight through the
identification of unmet needs, such as some contemporary psychodynamic therapies. Now that
an overview of different conceptualizations of anger has been presented, we will turn to research
into manifestations of anger problems that commonly bring clients into psychotherapy, keeping
in mind that not all forms of anger are necessarily maladaptive.
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Anger Problems: Potential Negative Consequences of Maladaptive Anger
Relative to those who are lower in trait anger, individuals who are high in trait anger are
more likely to experience a variety of anger-related problems, including elevated state anger
arousal, aggressive and violent behaviour, physical abuse and intimate partner violence, and
cardiovascular disease (Birkley & Eckhardt, 2015; Cheriji, Pintea, & David, 2012; Spielberger &
Reheiser, 2010; Veenstra et al., 2018). Both under-regulated and over-regulated anger have been
linked to aggression through different mechanisms (Roberton et al., 2012). Those who are underregulated have difficulty containing intense anger, maintaining goal-directed behaviour, and
inhibiting impulsive aggressive behaviours (Roberton et al., 2012). In contrast, those who are
over-regulated avoid inner experiences or suppress expression of emotion and often engage in
aggressive behaviour as a response to elevated negative affect and physiological arousal. They
also show reduced inhibition of aggression, compromised decision-making processes, and
difficulty resolving conflict and maintaining social networks (Roberton et al., 2012). Although a
direct relationship between anger and aggression is often assumed, it should be noted that, in the
general population, only an estimated 2-10% of anger episodes result in aggressive behaviour
(DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2007).
In the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), excessive or inappropriate
anger is a symptom of many disorders, including oppositional defiant disorder, post-traumatic
stress disorder, bipolar disorder, and antisocial or borderline personality disorders. Intermittent
explosive disorder and oppositional defiant disorder are the only DSM-5 diagnoses for which
anger is a primary component of the presenting problem. As such, a number of authors have
argued that typologies of anger disorders would be a clinically-meaningful and useful addition to
the current diagnostic system (Ahmed, Kingston, DiGiuseppe, Bradford, & Seto, 2012;
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DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2007; Eckhardt & Deffenbacher, 1995). For example, Eckhardt and
Deffenbacher (1995) outlined situation-specific and generalized anger disorders, paralleling
specific phobias and generalized anxiety disorder in the DSM, with or without accompanying
aggressive behaviour.
Furthermore, anger can often be an important factor to consider in case formulations
where the primary presenting problem is not an anger problem per se. In a review of the
literature, Cassiello-Robins and Barlow (2016) found that anger tends to be elevated across
emotional disorders such as depression and anxiety and, when present, negatively impacts
symptom severity and treatment outcome. Harsh self-criticism or self-hate has also been shown
to contribute to the onset and maintenance of depression (Whelton & Greenberg, 2005), eating
disorders (Fennig et al., 2008), substance abuse (Blatt, 2004), and social anxiety (Cox, Fleet, &
Stein, 2004). Regardless of whether or not specific typologies of anger disorders will be
incorporated into future revisions of the DSM, considerations of the chronicity, expression,
regulation, and triggers of anger are clinically-relevant factors to consider in treating clients who
present to psychotherapy with anger-related problems.
When considering anger problems more specifically, anger rumination has been
identified as an important maladaptive cognitive process underlying problematic anger (Owen,
2011; Wilkowski & Robinson, 2010). Anger rumination is defined as “the tendency to focus
attention on angry moods, recall past anger episodes, and think over the causes and consequences
of anger episodes,” which often leads to increases in the frequency, intensity, and duration of
state anger (Sukhodolsky, Golub, & Cromwell, 2001, p. 692). Mischkowski, Kross, and
Bushman (2012) illustrate this process vividly, stating that “people tend to ruminate after being
provoked, which is like using gasoline to put out a fire—it feeds the flame by keeping aggressive
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thoughts and angry feelings active.” This was supported in a 4-month longitudinal study of
Japanese undergraduate students by Takebe, Takahashi, and Sato (2016) who found that anger
rumination was associated with increases in trait anger over time and that, relative to those low
in anger rumination, individuals high in anger rumination also tended to respond with anger to a
wider range of situations and to suppress their anger.
Unfinished business: Lingering and unresolved anger following interpersonal
offenses. Anger and conflict often contribute to, and are exacerbated by, interpersonal
difficulties in intimate relationships (Dutton, 2010). Anger is frequently elicited by interpersonal
triggers such as interpersonal rejection (Leary, Twenge, & Quinlivan, 2006), the intentional
obstruction of a personally significant goal, or improper behaviour and violation of social norms
(Berkowitz & Harmon-Jones, 2004). Another common type of difficulty, called unfinished
business (Greenberg, Rice, & Elliot, 1993; McMain, Goldman, & Greenberg, 1996), occurs
when individuals experience lingering and unresolved bad feelings toward a significant other in
response to upsetting interpersonal situations. Greenberg and Foerster (1996) defined unfinished
business as being comprised of the following four markers: “(a) statement of the experience of a
lingering unresolved feeling such as resentment, hurt, or grief; (b) the feeling is related to a
significant other; (c) the feeling is currently experienced but not fully expressed; and (d) the
experience is currently problematic for the client.” These lingering bad feelings are not limited to
persistent anger and resentment and could consist of other unresolved feelings, such as grief over
separation or loss in addition to, or independently from, unresolved anger. Such lingering bad
feelings are typically related to chronically unmet needs that are easily and inappropriately
triggered in new situations, which negatively impacts interpersonal functioning (McMain et al.,
1996).
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Using task analysis, Greenberg and Foerster (1996) delineated four performance
components that are involved in the resolution of unfinished business in the context of imaginal
confrontation of the significant other (i.e., empty-chair task) in EFT. These are intense
expression of feeling, expression of need, shift in representation of the other, and self-validation
or understanding of the other. The sequential model of emotional processing (Pascual-Leone &
Greenberg, 2007) suggests that there are at least two emotional experiences that together are
involved in resolution of unfinished business: primary anger and primary sadness. Indeed,
accessing and expressing previously avoided feelings of either primary anger (Greenberg &
Foerster, 1996; McMain et al., 1996) or primary sadness (Narkiss-Guez, Enav Zichor, Guez, &
Diamond, 2015; Zhan et al., 2017), along with the mobilization of associated unmet needs, has
been found to differentiate those whose lingering anger is resolved from those whose anger
remains unresolved.
Unfinished business is a common presenting problem in psychotherapy and a number of
studies have investigated interventions to facilitate the resolution of unfinished business in the
context of emotion-focused or other therapies (Diamond, Shahar, Sabo, & Tsvieli, 2016;
Greenberg & Foerster, 1996; Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Greenberg, Warwar, & Malcolm,
2008; Lampropoulos & Nicholas, 2001; Paivio & Greenberg, 1995; Paivio, Hall, Holowaty,
Jellis, & Tran, 2001; Steinmann, Gat, Nir-Gottlieb, Shahar, & Diamond, 2017; Tsvieli &
Diamond, 2018). Brief therapy analogue and expressive writing-type interventions have also
been found to be beneficial in facilitating the resolution of unfinished business (Chen, Williams,
Fitness, & Newton, 2008; Liao, Wei, Russell, & Abraham, 2012; McCullough, Root, & Cohen,
2006; Rohde, Stein, Pascual-Leone, & Caspar, 2015). Findings from these studies have generally
validated the resolution process as outlined by Greenberg and Foerster (1996) and are reviewed
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more extensively in the section below on experiential interventions for unresolved anger.
Common types of interpersonal offenses that were reported in studies of unfinished business
include experiences involving the termination of a valued relationship; perceived neglect or
empathic failure; being devalued, criticized, or betrayed; sexual infidelity of a partner;
deliberately hurtful or vengeful actions; being lied to or lied about; and being mistreated or
sexually/physically assaulted (Blatt & Wertheim, 2015; Liao et al., 2012; McCullough et al.,
2006).
The concept of unfinished business is distinct from, but closely related to, unforgiveness
and holding grudges. Unforgiveness is characterized by feelings of resentment, bitterness,
hostility, hatred, anger, fearfulness, and depression, along with the motivated avoidance of, or
retaliation against, an offender (McCullough et al., 1998). It is distinguished from forgiveness
which involves a choice to relinquish unforgiveness and perhaps seek reconciliation with the
offender, as appropriate (Worthington & Wade, 1999). Unforgiveness is positively correlated
with symptoms of mental ill-health (e.g., depression, anxiety, PTSD, phobia, panic, etc.) and
negatively correlated with subjective well-being (Toussaint & Webb, 2005). In contrast, trait
forgiveness is negatively correlated with state and trait anger and vengeful rumination, with
vengeful rumination mediating the associations between forgiveness and state or trait anger
(Berry, Worthington, O'Connor, Parrott, & Wade, 2005). As such, considerations of
unforgiveness and trait forgiveness are important for both clinicians and researchers alike in
understanding and facilitating anger resolution in unfinished business.
In summary, problematic anger is associated with a wide range of difficulties including
underregulated and chronically elevated anger arousal (i.e., high trait anger), destructive
aggressive and violent behaviour, and lingering anger associated with unfinished business in the
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context of significant interpersonal relationships. This latter type of anger difficulty is broader
and tends to be less severe than the other types of anger problems, such as those more directly
related to personality disorders or violence. As such, anger related to unfinished business will be
the focus of the current project. Relative to other anger problems, difficulties with lingering
anger due to unfinished business occur within a specific interpersonal context; namely, it is a
response to interpersonal grievances involving a significant other that interferes with the
offended person’s ability to function in daily life. Functional impairments may include elevated
emotional discomfort or distress, as well as inappropriate activation of unresolved feelings in
new situations in ways that interfere with one’s abilities to establish and maintain other
relationships (McMain et al., 1996; Narkiss-Guez et al., 2015). This lingering anger could
similarly be described as resentment, bitterness, holding a grudge, or feeling betrayed by, or
frustrated with, an offender. Such lingering anger is often accompanied by other feelings that
may also be at the heart of the issue, typically feelings of sadness, hurt, and loss (McMain et al.,
1996; Narkiss-Guez et al., 2015).
Psychotherapeutic Interventions in the Treatment of Anger Problems
A total of 21 meta-analyses have been conducted examining the effectiveness of various
psychosocial interventions for treating anger and aggression problems across the lifespan (Lee &
DiGiuseppe, 2018). A narrative review of these meta-analyses concluded that interventions for
anger are moderately effective, with average Cohen’s d values ranging from .58 to .76, in clinical
and non-clinical samples alike (DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2003; Kusmierska, 2011; Saini, 2009).
Common outcomes that were assessed in previous meta-analyses included reductions in
aggressive behaviour (including verbal or physical aggression, violence, and conduct or
delinquency problems), subjective anger arousal (trait and state), arousal of other emotions,
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physiological arousal (e.g., blood pressure), and anger expression, as well as increased anger
control and forgiveness. Regarding treatment type, Lee and DiGiuseppe (2018) reported that
cognitive- and behaviourally-oriented interventions predominate the literature on anger
treatments, utilizing both individual and group-based formats. Relaxation interventions tended to
show the strongest effects (average Cohen’s d ranging from .82 to .90), followed by social skills
training (d = .80), cognitive-relaxation (d = .76), cognitive therapies (d = .64 to .82), and
cognitive-behavioural therapies (CBT; d = .68; Del Vecchio & O’Leary, 2004; DiGiuseppe &
Tafrate, 2003; Edmondson & Conger, 1996). In addition, one meta-analysis (Saini, 2009)
reported a large effect size of 1.40 for psychodynamic therapy, however, this was based on only
two studies.
Recent meta-analyses (Akhtar and Barlow, 2018; Wade, Hoyt, Kidwell, & Worthington,
2014) have found that forgiveness interventions are also effective in reducing anger and hostility,
depression, anxiety, and stress, as well as increasing positive affect, hope, state forgiveness, and
trait forgiveness. The two most widely used forgiveness interventions were developed by Enright
(1996) and Worthington (2001). Both involve a) acknowledging psychological harm and feelings
of anger, b) developing empathy and compassion for the offender, c) considering and committing
to forgiveness, and d) accepting and finding meaning in suffering as a result of the hurt.
Compassion-focused reappraisal, which focusses on increasing kindness and mercy for the other
person, seems to play a particularly key role in promoting and maintaining forgiveness, when
compared to rumination or benefit-finding reappraisal, which involves reflecting on the benefits
that one has gained from the experience (Baker, Williams, Witvliet, & Hill, 2017). Other
effective forgiveness interventions (e.g., Luskin, Ginzburg, & Thoresen, 2005) are based on
cognitive-behavioural approaches and consist of psychoeducation about forgiveness and the
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effects of grudge-holding, use of visualization and relaxation techniques, and cognitive
restructuring. Lastly, EFT has also been shown to facilitate forgiveness and letting go of anger in
response to unresolved emotional injuries inflicted by a significant other (Greenberg et al.,
2008).
CBT-based and experiential approaches, such as humanistic-experiential or
psychodynamic-experiential approaches, emphasize emotional processes to varying degrees,
facilitate them in different ways, and rest on different theoretical rationales. However, they
arguably both work with emotion in some way. This work includes using different kinds of
interventions to facilitate awareness and arousal of emotion, enhanced emotion regulation,
reflection on emotion, and emotional transformation (Greenberg & Pascual-Leone, 2006).
Cognitive- and behavioural-based approaches to working with unresolved anger.
CBT-based conceptualizations emphasize the impact of maladaptive thinking patterns and
behaviours on emotion, including feelings of anger (Beck, 2011). As a result, CBT-based
interventions tend to focus on cognitive and behavioural strategies to reduce anger arousal, rather
than to deepen meaning-making through affective experiencing (Kannan et al., 2011). Cognitive
processes that are thought to contribute to trait anger and aggression include a) selective attention
to hostile social cues, b) frequent and automatic hostile interpretations of others’ intent, c)
rumination on hostile thoughts and anger-eliciting events, and d) lack of self-regulation skills for
controlling hostile thoughts and angry feelings (Owen, 2011; Wilkowski & Robinson, 2010).
Commonly used cognitive interventions include psychoeducation, challenging
dysfunctional automatic thoughts, addressing cognitive distortions in core beliefs, cognitive
reappraisal, recognizing and anticipating situational triggers, and problem solving (Lee &
DiGiuseppe, 2018). Behavioural interventions include relaxation, mindfulness-based meditation,
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role playing and modeling social interactions, exposure and systematic desensitization,
visualization and imagery, and behavioural reinforcement. Dialectical behaviour therapy (DBT)
is an effective anger treatment that has elaborated on CBT-based skills training in areas such as
emotion regulation, distress tolerance, and interpersonal communication (Frazier & Vela, 2014).
CBT-based anger treatments typically make use of various combinations of cognitive and
behavioural interventions as part of a treatment package. However, to better understand
mechanisms of change underlying the effectiveness of these treatments, it is also useful to
examine processes and outcomes associated with specific interventions in isolation. To this end,
the current study will focus on processes involved in cognitive reappraisal. Reappraisal was
selected since it is frequently included in CBT-based anger treatments and there is a wealth of
available research supporting its effectiveness (Webb, Miles, & Sheeran, 2012). As such,
reappraisal was judged to be an established gold standard against which to compare a relatively
less-researched experiential intervention for working through anger.
Anger resolution through cognitive reappraisal. Cognitive reappraisal occurs prior to
the activation of behavioural responses and “consists of changing how we think about a situation
in order to decrease its emotional impact;” that is, regulating emotion by changing perceptions of
the meaning or self-relevance of the eliciting stimulus itself (Gross, 2001, p. 214). Cognitive
reappraisal is generally a more effective strategy for working with emotion than suppression
which “involves inhibiting outward signs of emotion” after behavioural responses have already
started to be generated; that is, regulating emotion by decreasing expressive behaviour (Gross,
2001, p. 214). Those who use more reappraisal tend to experience and express more positive
emotion, less negative emotion, and report better interpersonal functioning relative to those who
use more suppression (Gross & John, 2003).
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A number of experimental therapy analogue studies have been conducted which
generally support the relative effectiveness of cognitive reappraisal strategies compared to anger
rumination or suppression for reducing feelings of anger or aggressive behaviour in response to
autobiographical angering events (Ayduk & Kross, 2008; Kross, Ayduk, & Mischel, 2005;
Offredi et al., 2016; Ray, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2008; Szasz, Hofmann, Heilman, & Curtiss, 2016;
Takebe, Takahashi, & Sato, 2017; Wimalaweera & Moulds, 2008), induction of angry moods
(Blake, Hopkins, Sprunger, Eckhardt, & Denson, 2018; Mischkowski et al., 2012), and upsetting
political events (Gutentag et al., 2017). Two techniques that have been used to facilitate
cognitive reappraisal include taking a self-distanced, observer perspective (Kross & Ayduk,
2011; Wallace-Hadrill & Kamboj, 2016) or engaging in benefit-finding or positive perspectivetaking (Szasz et al., 2016; Takebe et al., 2017).
Kross and Ayduk (2011) differentiate between reflecting on negative experiences from
self-immersed versus self-distanced perspectives. In a self-immersed perspective, depending on
the way it is done, the details of one’s experiences are sometimes narrowly recounted in a way
that is similar to anger rumination and inflexible cognitive styles, in that one mentally visualizes
being back in the moment as if it were happening all over again. In contrast, a self-distanced
perspective allows one to reinterpret the experience in ways that reduce distress and facilitate
reflection on the meaning of a past event, for example, by visualizing autobiographical memories
as if watching a movie about oneself. By considering the broader context of the event, one is
exposed to new information, such as new facts or interpretations of the event, that could
potentially reduce the negative emotional impact of the event. In short, self-distancing facilitates
change by promoting cognitive insight and emotional closure, whereas certain ways of engaging
in self-immersion may facilitate rigidity if one simply revisits old emotional wounds without
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changing one’s experience of the event in memory, much as the “broken record” telling the
“same old story.” This is consistent with the results of a naturalistic daily diary study (Yasinski,
Hayes, & Laurenceau, 2016) which showed that – in the absence of moment-by-moment
guidance to facilitate new information – taking a self-immersed perspective when recalling the
most stressful event of the day was associated with increases in negative emotion and ruminative
processing relative to taking a self-distanced perspective.
In two experimental studies (Ayduk & Kross, 2008; Kross et al., 2005), undergraduate
students from Australia or the United States were asked to recall experiences when they were
angry from either a self-immersed (one’s own) perspective or from a self-distanced (observer)
perspective. Consistent with expectations, they found that self-distanced reappraisal was
associated with lower levels of self-reported anger arousal, implicit anger (measured using a
word completion task), and blood pressure reactivity, relative to self-immersed recall. The use of
implicit and physiological measures reduces the likelihood that these results are due to demand
characteristics or experimenter expectancy effects. Similar intervention effects also have been
obtained when self-distancing was used in the “heat of the moment,” immediately following
experimental induction of angry moods (Mischkowski et al., 2012), rather than only during
retrospective recall of autobiographical memories. Furthermore, participants in the study by
Kross and colleagues (2005) wrote about their stream of thoughts during the task, which was
later coded for concrete versus abstract reasoning using observer ratings. Concrete reasoning was
defined as the expression of “what” statements (i.e., descriptions of what happened during the
event) or blaming attributions without elaborating on reasons for fault (e.g., “He was mean”). In
contrast, abstract reasoning was characterized by statements of insight (i.e., changes in one’s
understanding of the event) or closure (i.e., seeing the experience in a broader narrative context).
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Relative to self-immersing, self-distancing was associated with lower levels of concrete and
higher levels of abstract reasoning, which mediated the aforementioned effects of perspective on
anger reactivity (Ayduk & Kross, 2008; Kross et al., 2005).
Kross and colleagues (2005) further found that focusing on the explanation and
justifications of why one was experiencing feelings of anger, in contrast to focusing on what one
was experiencing, produced elevated arousal in the self-immersed condition, but not in the selfdistanced condition. However, this was not replicated in an Australian study by Wimalaweera
and Moulds (2008) who found that a why focus elicited negative ruminative effects regardless of
whether participants took a self-distanced or self-immersed perspective, such that there was no
reduction in anger and greater intrusive thoughts reported 24-hours later compared to those in
what conditions. Nevertheless, a re-analysis of the data in the Wimalaweera and Moulds study
(Ayduk & Kross, 2009) suggested that the 2008 study may have been under-powered and
examination of effect sizes revealed that the distanced-why condition was associated with
reductions in avoidance while the immersed-why condition was associated with increases in
avoidance.
A study by Ray and colleagues (2008) reported findings that were consistent with the
studies by Kross and Ayduk using a similar experimental paradigm, while further investigating
the nature of underlying cognitive change processes. As in previous studies, they found that
reappraisal led to less anger experiences, less prolonged angry thoughts, and lower sympathetic
nervous system activation relative to rumination. Furthermore, written descriptions of how
participants thought about the angering event revealed that those who engaged in reappraisal
were more likely to reinterpret the event more positively and also used more words that
conveyed insight and change (e.g., realized, discovered, different, more, less, etc.) as compared
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to those who ruminated. As such, this study supported reappraisal’s hypothesized mechanism of
change, which involves a shift in perspective leading to the generation of new information that
changes one’s understanding of the event and its self-relevance, typically in a more positive way.
Recent studies (McCullough et al., 2006; Szasz et al., 2016; Takebe et al., 2017) have
included explicit instructions to reappraise autobiographical anger-eliciting events in more
objective and positive ways. While thinking about an anger-inducing event from an observer
perspective, undergraduate student participants were encouraged to also consider positive aspects
of the event, such as useful lessons that were learned or ways that the event helped them to grow
or become stronger and more mature. Relative to rumination, positive reappraisal was found to
produce fewer angry feelings, reduce tendencies to suppress behavioural expressions of anger,
and increase adaptive efforts to control angry feelings by calming down in a Japanese sample
(Takebe et al., 2017). In addition, positive reappraisal also promoted more adaptive decisionmaking strategies and reduced maladaptive risk avoidance in computer-based tasks involving
assessment of risk and reward in a Romanian sample (Szasz et al., 2016).
A writing task focused on benefit-finding also showed reductions in unforgiveness
motivations of avoidance and revenge relative to writing that was emotionally neutral or focused
on negative aspects of experiences in an American undergraduate sample (McCullough et al.,
2006). This relative advantage of benefit-focused writing was further found to be mediated by
greater use of cognitive processing words (McCullough et al., 2006). Taken altogether, the
studies reviewed here provide strong support for cognitive reappraisal as an effective
intervention for alleviating distress associated with unresolved feelings of anger, through
processes that involve seeking out new contextual information and cognitive insights that lead to
reductions in anger arousal.
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Although research generally supports the effectiveness of reappraisal for emotion
regulation, it should be noted that not all studies have found reappraisal to be beneficial. For
example, self-distancing appears to be more effective for reducing immediate feelings of anger,
sadness, and fear than feelings of guilt and shame because self-conscious emotions involve both
self-evaluations and perceived third-person evaluations of the self by real or imagined others
(Katzir & Eyal, 2013). Reappraisal has also been associated with increases in depressive
symptoms among those who tend to make overly negative interpretations of stressful life events
(Giovanetti, Revord, Sasso, & Haeffel, 2019). Consequently, Giovanetti and colleagues (2019)
speculated that reappraisal may be contraindicated for those with cognitive vulnerabilities to
depression because reappraisal may lead them to mistakenly attribute blame to themselves or
reappraisal may interfere with their ability to generate self-affirmations, label affect, or work
through emotional experiences. Lastly, reappraisal may be less effective under conditions of
acute physiological stress due to increased demands on executive functioning, whereas the
regulatory benefits of working directly with emotions that counteract anger (e.g., sadness) is not
impeded by physiological stress (Zhan et al., 2017).
As such, most reappraisal studies typically focus on immediate changes in emotion, but it
is unclear if these effects are enduring or if reappraisal could even be detrimental for more
enduring moods such as depressive symptoms. Furthermore, distinctions should be made
between rumination and other self-immersed perspectives. In the absence of moment-by-moment
guidance, a self-immersed perspective is likely to be detrimental insofar as participants merely
recount their experiences without adding any new information, as in the case of rumination.
However, perhaps a self-immersed perspective could be beneficial if participants are provided
with guidance that facilitates the generation of new information, for example, through the
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identification of unmet psychological needs that underlie feelings of anger and other negative
emotions.
Experiential approaches to working with unresolved anger. Although there are
relatively few studies examining experiential treatments explicitly for anger problems, there is
evidence to support their effectiveness (e.g., Lawson, Kellam, Quinn, & Malnar, 2012; PascualLeone, Bierman, Arnold, & Stasiak, 2011; Saini, 2009). Several studies have found emotionfocused therapy to be effective in facilitating the resolution of anger problems related to
unfinished business (e.g., Greenberg & Foerster, 1996; Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002), hostile
self-criticism (Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016; Whelton & Greenberg, 2005), and complex
trauma (Paivio & Pascual-Leone, 2010).
Other studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of experiential treatments for anger or
aggression problems by comparing them with CBT or control conditions. In samples of
incarcerated offenders of intimate partner violence, three studies (Lawson, 2010; Lawson et al.,
2001; Saunders, 1996) found integrated CBT-psychodynamic groups to be at least as effective as
CBT-only groups for reducing negative outcomes such as physical and verbal aggression,
recidivism rates, and interpersonal problems. Another study found greater reductions in physical
and sexual assault at 3-year follow-up in response to an emotion-focused group treatment
relative to treatment-as-usual controls (Pascual-Leone et al., 2011). Among male veterans of war
with a history of assault, psychodynamic group therapy has been found to be more effective than
a treatment-as-usual control (Lanza, Satz, Stone, & Kayne, 1995), and equally effective as CBT
group therapy (Lanza et al., 2002) for reducing aggressive behaviour and experiences, and
expressions of anger, as well as increasing anger control. A comparison of emotion-focused and
CBT groups among a sample of anger-prone undergraduate students (Deffenbacher, McNamara,
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Stark, & Sabadell, 1990) found both groups to be equally effective in reducing trait and state
anger, which were both better than a no-treatment expectancy control group. Although two of
these studies (Lanza et al., 2002; Lawson, 2010) reported that psychodynamic interventions
resulted in greater improvements than CBT interventions on some outcomes, it is too early to
draw conclusions regarding whether psychodynamic approaches are more effective than CBT for
treating anger problems.
Experiential interventions tend to focus on strategies to deepen affective experiencing
rather than to reduce anger arousal per se (Kannan et al., 2011). Experiencing involves affective
and cognitive integration whereby the focus is on exploration and elaboration of inner feeling
states (Klein, Mathieu-Coughlan, & Kiesler, 1986), which leads to alleviation of emotional
distress and predicts good final treatment outcomes (for a review, see Pascual-Leone &
Yeryomenko, 2017). In working with anger, this requires differentiating between secondary
maladaptive expressions of rejecting anger and primary adaptive expressions of assertive anger
(Pascual-Leone et al., 2013), in which one identifies and stands up for one’s unmet existential or
interpersonal needs (Paivio, 1999; Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007). In other words, while
cognitive reappraisal focusses on changing perceptions of the external anger-eliciting event,
emotion-focused and other experiential interventions emphasize exploration of the internal
subjective affective experience of anger in connection with underlying unmet needs.
Anger resolution through identification and exploration of unmet needs. EFT models
(Greenberg & Paivio, 1997; Paivio, 1999; Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007) of emotional
processing for anger have been empirically supported in several process-outcome studies
(Pascual-Leone, 2018). The effectiveness of experiential interventions specifically addressing
unfinished business has been demonstrated in subclinical samples (Liao et al., 2012; Rohde et al.,
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2015) and various clinical samples (Diamond et al., 2016; Greenberg & Foerster, 1996;
Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Greenberg et al., 2008; Lampropoulos & Nicholas, 2001; McMain
et al., 1996; Paivio & Greenberg, 1995; Steinmann et al., 2017). Studies using writing
interventions among subclinical samples of undergraduate students reporting interpersonal
grievances have also been found to reduce negative affect (Liao et al., 2012). Furthermore, those
who engaged in relatively more advanced affective meaning-making reported greater resolution
than those who engaged in early expressions of distress in a German sample (Rohde et al., 2015).
However, studies have yet to demonstrate the causal role that identifying one’s needs seems to
have in the resolution of anger using randomized controlled experimental manipulations like
those used in the cognitive reappraisal studies reviewed above. The feasibility of randomizing
needs identification by conditions seems promising in light of a previous quasi-experimental
study of this process (see Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016).
In earlier research, Les Greenberg and colleagues were the first to conduct an intensive
task analysis describing and validating a sequence of emotional processing steps involved in the
resolution of unfinished business in the context of emotion-focused therapy (see McMain et al.,
1996 for a review). Greenberg and Foerster (1996) identified four client behaviours that
discriminated between those who achieved resolution and those who did not. Those behaviours
were: intense expression of specific emotions (typically anger or sadness), expression of
previously unmet needs, a shift in representations of the other, and assertion/self-validation or
understanding of the other. This resolution process has been found to be a stronger predictor of
outcome – that is improvement on general symptom distress, interpersonal problems, unfinished
business, and feelings of affiliation toward the other – than the working alliance in emotionfocused therapy for unfinished business (Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Paivio & Greenberg,
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1995). Furthermore, the process of expressing and letting go of unmet needs has been found to
facilitate forgiveness (Greenberg et al., 2008).
Diamond and colleagues (Diamond et al., 2016; Steinmann et al., 2017; Tsvieli &
Diamond, 2018) also provided support for experiential models of emotional processing
specifically in the context of treatments for feelings of unresolved anger toward a parent among
young adults of Israeli Jewish background. These researchers found that greater emotional
processing predicted greater decreases in psychological symptoms in both attachment-based
family therapy and emotion-focused therapy (Diamond et al., 2016), both of which include
explicit tasks designed to facilitate the expression of unmet needs to clients’ parents, either in
face-to-face or imaginal dialogues, respectively. In a qualitative follow-up study (Steinmann et
al., 2017), clients in both treatments reported “improved relationships with parents, gaining a
new perspective of their parent, increased compassion toward [their] parent, less reactivity to
anger, feeling cleaned-out, and acquiring new coping strategies” (p. 281). Moreover, clients
attributed these changes to expressing and exploring their emotions and saying difficult things
aloud to their parents that had never been said before, which often included expression and
assertion of unmet needs.
In an experimental study by Rohde and colleagues (2015), undergraduate students were
assigned to one of two conditions in which they were primed to engage in either early
expressions of distress (i.e., global distress, rejecting anger, and fear/shame) or advanced
affective meaning-making (i.e., assertive anger, self-soothing, and grief/hurt) using a sentence
completion task (Pascual-Leone, 2010). This was then followed by an expressive writing
intervention for unfinished business. Participants in both conditions were emotionally engaged
during the single 15-minute writing session, but those in the meaning-making condition reported
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less unresolved feelings and a greater sense of mastery than those in the distress condition after
writing (Rohde et al., 2015). These findings support Pascual-Leone and Greenberg’s (2007)
overall sequential model of emotional processing using an experimental design, and hence,
provide preliminary support for differentiating between rejecting and assertive anger as well.
However, the identification of unmet needs was not directly manipulated and the sequential
pathway toward anger resolution – that is, the pathway from rejecting anger, to needs
identification, to assertive anger – was not investigated independently from other affective states
in the model.
In a sample of undergraduate students, Whelton and Greenberg (2005) found that those
who reported more depressive symptoms expressed more contemptuous self-criticisms, felt more
sad and ashamed, and were less assertive than those who were lower in depression. However, the
groups did not differ in terms of self-critical cognitive content. In other words, the content of
self-criticism matters less than the manner in which (i.e., how) it is delivered. As such, cognitive
models, which focus on content rather than process, are incomplete if emotional processes are
not taken into account. Further extending these findings using a quasi-experimental design,
Kramer and Pascual-Leone (2016) instructed undergraduate students to complete a sequence of
processing steps: participants were asked to (1) recall a past personal failure, (2) express selfcriticism, (3) complete a written priming task to facilitate identification of unmet needs and
assertive anger, and (4) respond to the self-criticism. This compound task reduced participants’
distress as well as fear/shame and increased expressions of assertive anger. However, those
participants who were identified as anger-prone expressed more self-contempt and had greater
difficulty articulating their unmet needs than those without anger problems. Although unable to
demonstrate causality, this study does suggest that a) healthy assertive anger can be facilitated by
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the identification of unmet needs and b) this sequence of emotional processing likely plays a role
in the successful resolution of anger problems.
Rationale for the Current Project
Although it is widely agreed that different psychotherapeutic modalities are generally
equally effective (Cooper, 2008), more research is needed to better understand how different
therapies work (Kazdin, 2009). To this end, the purpose of the current process study is to
examine change mechanisms involved in interventions that facilitate working through and
resolving lingering feelings of anger in response to anger-provoking autobiographical
interpersonal grievances. The current study seeks to contrast distinctive processes that are
theorized to be involved in interventions that utilize either cognitive reappraisal or needs
identification. Whereas resolution of emotional difficulties (including problematic anger) in
cognitive-based treatments is thought to involve changing one’s thoughts and perceptions
regarding an external antecedent event (Blagys & Hilsenroth, 2002; Ray et al., 2008),
experiential treatments emphasize deepening of internal emotional experiencing and processing
(Blagys & Hilsenroth, 2000; Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Pascual-Leone et al., 2013). These
distinct theorized mechanisms of change were examined using an experimental design, allowing
for causal inferences to be made regarding how these interventions facilitate anger resolution.
Furthermore, cognitive behavioural therapies are predominant in the literature on anger
treatments, while experiential psychotherapies have been under-researched as potential
treatments for problematic anger (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018). As such, the current study seeks to
add to the few other studies that have examined the potential usefulness of experiential
interventions when the primary presenting concern involves unresolved anger (Diamond et al.,
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2016; Lanza et al., 2002; Steinmann et al., 2017) couched within the broader context of
unfinished business due to interpersonal grievances (e.g., Greenberg et al., 2008).1
Another objective of the current study is to further validate one component of PascualLeone and Greenberg’s (2007) sequential model of emotional processing using an experimental
design based on a single-session analogue of therapy. The model posits that some kinds of anger
are more productive than others and that advanced emotional processing can be facilitated by
therapeutic interventions that help clients to move from expressions of rejecting anger, to unmet
needs, and to assertive anger (see Figure 1). This specific stepwise sequence for productive anger
has been supported in observational studies of psychotherapy (Pascual-Leone, 2018), but has yet
to be demonstrated in response to direct experimental manipulation (cf. Kramer et al., 2016;
Rohde et al., 2015).
This project also has a high degree of clinical utility, connecting research with clinical
practice and important social outcomes. Findings from this study are useful for researchers,
clinicians, and clients alike, with direct implications for psychotherapy interventions and other
practical efforts to resolve destructive forms of anger and increase constructive expressions of
assertiveness.
The current project consists of two studies using nearly identical experimental designs
conducted in a subclinical sample (Study 1) and a general clinical sample (Study 2). The purpose
of Study 1 is to compare the effects of rumination, reappraisal, and needs identification on anger
arousal and clinically relevant outcomes, while investigating intervention-specific mechanisms
of change that are thought to underlie each condition. The purpose of Study 2 is to determine the

1

Note that this does not take into account studies where the treatment of anger problems is secondary to other
presenting concerns, such as complex trauma, depression, and so forth, that are the main focus of treatment. There is
ample evidence supporting the effectiveness of experiential and insight-oriented psychotherapies in these contexts.
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extent to which findings from Study 1 replicate and generalize to a clinical sample. The overall
purpose is to better understand how cognitive reappraisal and needs identification interventions
work, allowing us to determine whether these intervention effects occur through shared or
distinct mechanisms of change.
Study 1 hypotheses. Five sets of hypotheses were examined in a subclinical sample of
undergraduate students who completed the study online. S1.H1: The first set of hypotheses
sought to replicate previous research on the effects of reappraisal on anger arousal relative to
anger rumination, while extending previous research by examining the effects of needs
identification on anger arousal as well. Based on previous research, those in the reappraisal
condition were expected to report greater decreases in anger arousal from before to after
responding to condition-specific prompts than those in the rumination condition (S1.H1a) and
that these levels of anger arousal would be maintained following anger expression (S1.H1b).
More tentatively, those in the needs condition were expected to report little change in anger
arousal from anger activation to condition-specific prompts (S1.H 1c) and from prompts to anger
expression (S1.H1d) at a level of arousal that is in between that of participants in the rumination
and reappraisal conditions.
S1.H2: In addition to testing condition effects on anger arousal, the second set of
hypotheses sought to extend previous research by examining direct effects of condition on
clinically relevant outcomes. The reappraisal and needs identification conditions were not
expected to differ from one another, but these two intervention conditions (considered together)
were expected to result in relatively greater improvements on outcomes than the rumination
comparison condition. More specifically, following the intervention, those in either the
reappraisal or needs identification conditions were expected to report lower levels of unfinished
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business than those in the rumination condition (S1.H2a). Those in an active intervention
condition were expected to report lower levels of unforgiveness, that is, fewer motivations for
revenge and avoidance in relation to the offender than those in the rumination condition
(S1.H2b). Lastly, those in an active intervention condition were expected to report higher levels
of useful processes, that is, a greater sense of direction and increased self-awareness than those
in the rumination condition (S1.H2c).
S1.H3: The third set of hypotheses was designed to test potential indirect effects of the
conditions on outcomes in mediation models in participants’ expression of anger to the imagined
offending other. Given their theoretical and empirical associations with beneficial intervention
outcomes, cognitive process words and productive anger processing during anger expression
were both expected to independently mediate the condition effects on outcomes, comparing the
rumination condition versus the reappraisal or needs identification conditions. More specifically,
relative to the rumination condition, those in either the reappraisal condition or the needs
identification condition were expected to demonstrate greater use of cognitive processing words.
Use of cognitive processing words was then expected to be associated with greater improvement
on dependent variables; namely, lower levels of unfinished business (S1.H3a) and unforgiveness
motivations (S1.H3b), as well as higher levels of useful processes (S1.H3c). The same pattern of
mediation was also expected to emerge for emotional processing. That is, relative to the
rumination condition, those in either the reappraisal condition or needs identification condition
were expected to express more productive anger in anger monologues. Productive anger was
then expected to be associated with lower levels of unfinished business (S1.H3d) and
unforgiveness (S1.H3e), as well as higher levels of useful processes (S1.H3f).
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S1.H4: The fourth set of hypotheses was designed to assess intervention-specific
mechanisms of change during anger monologues. Relative to the needs identification condition,
those in the reappraisal condition were expected to use more cognitive processing words, and
these cognitive processing words were then expected to be negatively associated with unfinished
business (S1.H4a) and unforgiveness (S1.H4b), and positively associated with useful processes
(S1.H4c). The opposite pattern of mediation was expected to emerge for emotional processing.
Namely, relative to the reappraisal condition, participants in the needs identification condition
were expected to express more productive anger, and productive anger would in turn be
negatively associated with unfinished business (S1.H4d) and unforgiveness (S1.H4e) and
positively associated with useful processes (S1.H4f).
H1.5: Lastly, in order to further specify mechanisms of change underlying cognitive
reappraisal of angering events, the fifth hypothesis was exploratory and designed to identify
word categories that were unique to reappraisal relative to rumination or needs identification in
participants’ anger monologues (for similar text analyses, see Denson, Moulds, & Grisham,
2012; McCullough et al., 2006; Park, Ayduk, & Kross, 2016; Witvliet, Knoll, Hinman, &
DeYoung, 2010). Analyses included the following word categories: first-person singular,
negative emotion, positive emotion, negation (e.g., no, not, never), cognitive insight (e.g., think,
know), causation (e.g., because, effect), differentiation (e.g., hasn’t, but, else), discrepancy (e.g.,
should, would), tentative (e.g., maybe, perhaps), and certainty (e.g., always, never) words. If
significant differences were found, all significant word categories would be entered as mediators
of the effects of reappraisal versus need identification on study outcomes, as was done in
hypothesis four above.
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Study 2 hypotheses. The first two sets of hypotheses were also examined in a clinical
sample of participants recruited from community mental health clinics who completed the study
in person. These hypotheses regarding condition effects on anger arousal (S2.H1) and clinically
relevant outcomes – namely, unfinished business (S2.H2a), unforgiveness (S2.H2b), and
usefulness (S2.H2c) – were the same as in Study 1.
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CHAPTER II – STUDY 1: METHOD
Study 1: Participants
Two-hundred and nine undergraduate students were recruited through the psychology
department’s Research Participant Pool in return for course credit. Twelve participants were
excluded from the dataset prior to analysis. Two participants were excluded who took more than
one hour to complete the intervention and ten participants were excluded who did not express
anger in the letter to the offending other. As such, the final sample consisted of a total of 197
participants who were included in analyses. Data was collected from March 2019 to December
2019. Of those included in the final dataset, 88% of participants identified as female (11% male
and 2% transgender or non-binary) and 62% identified as White/Caucasian, with an average age
of 22 years (SD = 6; range: 17 to 58). These gender, ethnicity, and age demographics are
generally comparable to studies of cognitive reappraisal or experiential interventions for anger
that employ samples of undergraduate students.
Inclusion criteria were similar to those used in previous studies of unfinished business
(e.g., Greenberg & Foerster, 1996; Rohde et al., 2015), with a specific focus on lingering and
unresolved feelings of anger in response to a specific interpersonal grievance. Eligible
participants indicated that the angering event a) occurred at least one month prior to
participation; b) involved an interaction with an important person, such as a friend, family
member, romantic partner, etc.; c) elicited feelings of anger that continued to be experienced at
the time of the study; and this unresolved anger was d) perceived to be problematic for the
participant. These types of difficulties with lingering anger could similarly be described as
resentment, holding a grudge, or feeling betrayed by, or frustrated with, a significant other. The
requirement that the interaction did not occur more recently was to ensure that the event caused
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significant and problematic distress and that natural recovery processes had time to work so that
feelings of anger were indeed lingering and unresolved, rather than the result of acute responses
in the immediate aftermath of an anger-eliciting interaction.
The prevalence of unfinished business has yet to be empirically established, but such
experiences do appear to be common among undergraduate student populations. Previous studies
using samples of primarily Caucasian (51%-92%) and female (55%-70%) undergraduate
students in the United States have recruited sample sizes as large as 175 to 304 participants who
reported experiencing lingering bad feelings in response to a romantic betrayal (Couch &
Sandfoss, 2009) or an interpersonal transgression causing psychological hurt or pain (Liao et al.,
2012; McCullough et al., 2006). In the current study, 41% to 52% of students who were
registered in the Participant Pool2 endorsed experiencing lingering anger.
Regarding mental health background, 60% of participants indicated that they had been
diagnosed or treated for a mental disorder. When asked if participants themselves or anyone
close to them had ever been concerned about their anger, 31% said yes, while 53% said no and
16% were unsure. Regarding mental health treatment, 31% of participants indicated that they
had been prescribed psychiatric medication, either in the past (12%) or currently (19%). Most
participants also endorsed past (40%) or current (14%) engagement in psychotherapy or
counselling. Measures of mental health symptomology are not routinely reported, so it is difficult
to draw direct comparisons with samples in previous studies. The current sample reported more
severe mental health symptomology than was expected in a subclinical sample (cf., Park et al.,

2

A total of 2,931 students were registered in the Participant Pool from Winter 2019 to Fall 2019 of which 1352
(46% of total registered students) endorsed experiencing lingering anger and 209 (15% of those who were eligible)
participated in the study.
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2016; Yasinski et al., 2016)3, though total DASS scores in the current sample were comparable
to those reported in a study by Wimalaweera & Moulds (p. 406, 2008).
Study 1: Procedure
Research Ethics Board approval was obtained prior to commencement of the study.
Participants were assigned unique identification numbers which were linked with their data to
maintain confidentiality. Upon selection, participants were invited to complete the study online
in a private location of their choice where they could complete the study on their own, without
interruption. The purpose and nature of the study was explained, along with potential risks and
benefits to participation. After participants provided informed consent, they were asked to
complete pre-assessment self-report questionnaires (Step 1; see measures section), followed by a
three-step intervention (Steps 2-4). Only the instructions in Step 3 differed between conditions
and is where random assignment to one of the three experimental conditions took place. This was
followed by post-intervention outcome questionnaires (Step 5) and debriefing (Step 6). See
Figure 2 for an overview of the procedure.
Step 1 pre-assessment: Pre-intervention questionnaires. Participants completed online
self-report demographics and measures of trait aggression, trait forgiveness, supplementary
measures, and dependent measures. Two dependent measures were completed both before and
after the three-step intervention-phase, whereas a retrospective dependent measure was
administered only post-intervention. Two single-item self-report measures of state anger and
state sadness were administered at four time points; that is, at the end of the pre-assessment (Step
1), after anger activation (Step 2), after experimental intervention (Step 3), and after anger
expression (Step 4). These measures are described in detail below.

3

Participants in studies by Park and colleagues (p. 350, 2016) and Yasinski and colleagues (p. 229, 2016) reported
average depression scores in the normal or non-depressed range on the Beck Depression Inventory II.
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Figure 2
Chronological Step-by-Step Procedure
Step 1

Step 2

Pre-Assessment

Anger Activation

Step 3
Experimental Intervention

Step 4

Step 5

Anger Expression

Outcome

Condition A
Anger
Rumination

PreIntervention
Questionnaires

Describe Event

Condition B
Cognitive
Reappraisal

Letter (Study 1)
/
Monologue
(Study 2)

PostIntervention
Questionnaires

Condition C
Needs
Identification

Note.

= Anger arousal was reported at the end of Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4. Dependent variables

included unfinished business (UBRS), unforgiveness motivations (TRIM), and useful
processes (UPQ). In both studies, between-condition differences in terms of changes in anger
arousal from Step 2 to Step 3 (H1a & H1c) and from Step 2 to Step 4 (H1b & H1d) were
examined, as were changes in clinically relevant outcomes from Step 1 to Step 5 (H2). In
study 1, hypothesized cognitive and affective mechanisms of change were investigated using
mediating variables that were coded from participants’ letters in Step 4 (H3-H5).
Step 2 anger activation: Description of the interpersonal angering event. The
intervention phase began by asking participants to spend 2 minutes recalling the angering event
in their mind. Verbatim instructions can be found in Appendix A. Participants were encouraged
to re-experience the event in detail by recounting where they were, what was happening around
them, what they could see/hear/touch, and what exactly was said and done by each person
involved. The primary purpose of this step was to activate autobiographical memories and to
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increase anger arousal and emotional engagement in preparation for the condition-specific
intervention prompts in Step 3 (experimental intervention). Participants rated their state anger
and sadness prior to proceeding to Step 3.
Step 3 experimental manipulation: Condition-specific intervention. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions which involved a guided task to
assist them in working with the event and associated feelings of anger. Each condition was
intended to facilitate a distinct psychological process involved in working with anger; namely,
anger rumination (comparison condition; n = 67), cognitive reappraisal (n = 64), or identification
of unmet needs (n = 66), with reappraisal and needs conditions being the active intervention
conditions. Each of the three conditions were structured in a similar manner and involved a 30second open-ended prompt for reflection, followed by written responses to 3 to 4 questions and
statements that were designed to guide and further elaborate upon targeted processes. Efforts
were made to achieve, as best as possible, approximate equivalence across all three conditions in
terms of time and effort demands, as well as format and structure (i.e., each involved a written
task rather than some alternative such as abdominal breathing). The design also controls for other
potential confounding factors that could account for differences in dependent variables between
conditions, such as face validity as a plausible approach to working with anger (i.e., to manage
placebo effects) and engaging with the angering event in some way (i.e., rather than using
distraction/suppression). Following the completion of their assigned condition intervention, all
participants provided a subjective rating of anger arousal and sadness arousal prior to expressing
their anger in Step 4.
Anger rumination (comparison) condition. The anger rumination condition was
designed to function as a comparison group with which the other conditions of cognitive
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reappraisal or needs identification could be contrasted. It utilized instructions that have been
adapted from previous studies comparing cognitive reappraisal with anger rumination (e.g.,
Kross et al., 2005; Ray et al., 2008). The objective of the anger rumination condition was to
encourage participants to work with the angering event in a way that is representative of what
people commonly do on their own when experiencing unresolved anger, while providing a
sufficient task focus to occupy participants enough to limit the possibility that they might
spontaneously engage in cognitive reappraisal or exploration of unmet needs. The anger
rumination condition was intended to be distinct from the other two conditions in that
participants were expected to re-experience the event from their own perspective while focussing
on old hostile thoughts and feelings, rather than on self-reflection. The intention was to design
the comparison condition in such a way that participants experienced little change in terms of
generating new experiences or insight.
In the anger rumination condition (see Appendix B), participants were asked to “Take a
moment to replay the event in your mind’s eye once again. Think about the event from your own
perspective, turning it over and over again in your mind. Try to re-experience the event, focusing
on the things that initially made you feel so angry and then how you responded in the way that
you did. Focus on repeating the experience in your mind one, two, or more times.” After 30
seconds, they were then prompted to provide one- or two-sentence responses to four questions
asking them to write about their angry and hostile thoughts, ways that the other person may have
been deliberately inconsiderate or mean, the negative impact this event has had on their life, and
a fair punishment that the other person deserves.
Cognitive reappraisal condition. The cognitive reappraisal condition was designed to
encourage participants to work with the angering event in a way that is representative of
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cognitive reframing interventions that are commonly used in cognitive-based psychotherapies.
This condition used instructions that were adapted from previous studies comparing cognitive
reappraisal with anger rumination (e.g., Kross et al., 2005; Ray et al., 2008; Szasz et al., 2016).
The cognitive reappraisal condition is distinguished from the other two conditions in that
participants were invited to experience the event anew, from the perspective of an outside
observer, reflecting on ways that this new perspective changes their understanding of the event
and its impact on them.
In the cognitive reappraisal condition (Appendix C), participants were asked to “Take a
moment to replay the event in your mind’s eye once again. However, this time, take a few steps
back… Move away from the situation to a point where you can now watch the interaction unfold
from a distance, from the perspective of an uninvolved observer or commentator.” After 30
seconds, they then provided one or two sentence responses to three questions asking them to
write new observations about things they may not have fully seen or been aware of in the
moment, the potential good that could come out of the event, and ways that this observer
perspective helps them to think about or experience the event differently.
Needs identification condition. The needs identification condition was designed to
encourage participants to work with the angering event in a way that is representative of
interventions commonly used in experiential therapies, while mirroring the instructions in the
anger rumination and cognitive reappraisal conditions. The needs identification condition is
distinguished from the other two conditions in that participants were invited to deepen their own
affective meaning-making processes, changing their understanding of themselves and their
unmet needs in relation to the other person and the event. This experience was intended to
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involve a qualitative shift from relatively unproductive to productive kinds of anger, rather than
reducing anger arousal per se.
In the needs identification condition (Appendix D), participants were asked to “Take a
moment to consider what you needed most (or still need), but didn’t get, in this specific event.
Ask yourself: what is my frustration and anger about? Underneath all those feelings of anger,
what I needed most was… (e.g., love/affection, recognition, safety/security, etc.).” After 30
seconds, they identified two personally unmet needs in their own words. A list of examples was
given for guidance, which were adapted from Pascual-Leone (2010). They then provided one or
two sentence elaborations on their identified needs by writing about the specific ways in which
they did not get what they needed, as well as what it was like for them and meant to them that
each need was violated/unfulfilled. As they continued to reflect on their unmet needs, they also
completed the following sentence stem: “Sometimes anger can be helpful. And I have a right to
be angry because I…”.
Step 4 anger expression: Letter to the offending “other.” Instructions for the 7-minute
anger letter were identical for all conditions, asking participants to express their feelings of anger
in writing to the imagined other who was involved in the angering event. More specifically,
participants were told the following, with the other person’s name entered in the bracketed
spaces: “for the next 7 minutes, tell [other person] about the anger that you feel right now, in this
moment, in response to this event. Share your thoughts and feelings openly… show him/her what
it’s like for you and how it feels on the inside. Tell [other person] what all those angry feelings
are about. Speak from that place of anger and just say whatever comes to your mind.” Additional
prompts were displayed in case participants felt stuck or unsure of what else to write about.
These additional prompts are listed in Appendix E. Step 4 was intended to be used as an
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indicator of little “o” in-session event outcome (i.e., as opposed to big “O” final treatment
Outcome; Greenberg & Pinsof, 1986). The task and prompts were designed in such a way as to
facilitate expression of anger in ways that are congruent with any of the three conditions without
inherently favoring any one condition over the others. Participants’ written letters were later
coded for cognitive and emotional processes. Participants completed Step 4 by providing a final
rating of their state anger and sadness arousal.
Step 5 outcome: Post-intervention questionnaires. Lastly, participants completed postintervention questionnaires, including three dependent measures, two of which were already
administered in Step 1, plus a third, retrospective measure. Other measures included instruction
adherence items and a questionnaire assessing how relevant participants felt that the exercise was
for them to their daily lives.
Step 6: Debriefing. Before exiting the study, participants were debriefed and provided
with a downloadable PDF file containing a relaxation exercise as well as a list of community
mental health resources including crisis hotlines. Finally, participants were thanked for their
participation in the study and were asked to refrain from discussing the study with others until
the date at which data collection was expected to be completed.
Study 1: Measures
Participants completed self-report measures of demographics, trait aggression, trait
forgiveness, supplementary measures, dependent measures, state anger, state sadness, instruction
adherence, and intervention relevance. Additionally, completion times were recorded during the
intervention phase of the protocol in order to assess the time participants took to complete each
step of the intervention. A screening question was administered to the entire participant pool,
asking all students whether or not they experienced lingering anger difficulties associated with
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unfinished business. This made it possible to a) estimate the prevalence of unresolved
interpersonal anger in an undergraduate population and b) provide descriptive data regarding
potential sampling bias, that is, how many individuals endorsed experiencing unresolved anger,
but chose not to participate in the study.
Demographics. Demographic items are listed in Appendix F. Participants were asked to
self-identify their age, gender, ethnicity, relationship status, highest level of education, academic
status, and employment status. In terms of mental health history, participants were asked if they
had ever been diagnosed or treated for a mental disorder, if they had been prescribed psychiatric
medication or received therapy/counseling (past or current), and if they or anyone close to them
had ever been concerned about them having an anger problem.
Lastly, participants were asked to provide information about the angering event that was
the focus of the study. They were asked to define the event in a single sentence and then to
describe various aspects of the event, including the perceived seriousness of the event, how long
ago the event occurred, the nature of their relationship with the other person, as well as their
level of emotional closeness to and perceived remorse of the other person. Participants also were
asked to indicate their own first name, as well as that of the person who was involved in the
angering event. The purpose of collecting information about first names was strictly for use
during the three intervention phases of the study, in order to customize prompts to make them
more evocative (e.g., “What would you want to say to John” rather than “What would you want
to say to the other person”?). In order to protect participant confidentiality, only first names were
used and first name data were deleted upon completion of data collection.
Trait Aggression. The Aggression Questionnaire (Buss & Perry, 1992; see Appendix G)
is a 29-item self-report measure widely used to assess dispositions toward physical aggression
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(e.g., “I have become so mad that I have broken things”), verbal aggression (“When people
annoy me, I may tell them what I think of them”), anger (“I have trouble controlling my
temper”), and hostility (e.g., “I sometimes feel that people are laughing at me behind my back”).
Each item is rated on a scale from (1) extremely uncharacteristic of me to (5) extremely
characteristic of me, with higher scores indicating more anger-related problems.
Regarding scale reliability, internal consistency was found to be strong (α = .91) in the
current sample, in line with ratings reported in previous studies (α = .85 to .93; Buss & Perry,
1992; McPherson & Martin, 2010). Although the scale was developed using samples of college
students, the Aggression Questionnaire is valid for use with general adult populations (Gerevich,
Bácskai, & Czobor, 2007) and many clinical populations, such as violent offenders (Redondo,
Peña, Graña, José, & Andreu, 2017; cf. Pettersen, Nunes, & Cortoni, 2016). Good convergent
and discriminant validity is indicated by correlations in the expected directions between the
aggression total and subscale scores with other measures of aggression, impulsivity,
assertiveness, competitiveness, and emotionality, as well as non-significant associations with
sociability (Buss & Perry, 1992; Redondo et al., 2017). Moderate correlations were found
between self-reported and peer-reported total aggression (Buss & Perry, 1992). Although items
in the Aggression Questionnaire are influenced by socially desirable responding, social
desirability has minimally distorting effects on the validity and factor structure of the measure
(Becker, 2007).
Trait forgiveness. The Trait Forgiveness Scale (TFS; Berry et al., 2005; see Appendix
H) is a 10-item self-report measure of the tendency to forgive interpersonal transgressions across
different times and situations. Respondents rated their level of agreement to each item on a 5-
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point scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. Sample items include “I feel
bitter about many of my relationships” (reversed) and “I am a forgiving person.”
Internal and eight-week test-retest reliability estimates indicated adequate reliability in
samples of undergraduate students, with estimates of alpha values ranging from .74 to .80 and r
= .80, respectively (Berry et al., 2005). A Cronbach’s alpha value of .78 was found in the current
sample. Construct validity of the TFS also has been supported; self-reported TFS scores are
significantly correlated, in expected directions, with partner-reported TFS, a scenario-based
measure of forgiveness, agreeableness, empathic concern, perspective-taking, extraversion,
neuroticism, trait anger, hostility, depression, fear, and vengeful rumination (Berry et al., 2005).
The TFS has been used in investigations of group or self-help interventions (lasting 6 or more
hours in total) specifically targeting forgiveness (e.g., Greer, Worthington, Lin, Lavelock, &
Griffin, 2014; Sandage et al., 2015; Wade, Worthington, & Haake, 2009).
Supplementary measures for potential follow-up studies. In the current study, several
additional self-report measures were administered because they are likely to be relevant (e.g., as
potential moderators) to the process of working through unresolved anger in response to an
interpersonal transgression. Although these measures are not explicitly included in hypotheses
and planned data analyses for the current study, these additional measures were included for their
potential utility to provide archival data for subsequent follow-up studies. This supplemental
dataset was comprised of psychometrically-validated measures of psychiatric symptoms (the 21item Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale; DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995; and the 22item Impact of Events Scale – Revised; IES-R; Weiss & Marmar, 1997), dispositional emotional
awareness (the 20-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale; Parker, Taylor, & Bagby, 2003), negative
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beliefs about emotion (the 12-item Beliefs About Emotion Scale; Rimes & Chalder, 2010), and
self-criticism (the 22-item Levels of Self-Criticism Scale; Thompson & Zurof, 2004).
Dependent measures. This study included three dependent measures assessing
unfinished business, unforgiveness, and useful psychological processes.
Unfinished Business. The Unfinished Business Resolution Scale (RS; Singh, 1994; see
Appendix I) is an 11-item self-report measure assessing problematic and unresolved feelings in
response to a long-standing interpersonal grievance. Respondents rated the degree to which each
item represented their current feelings about the offender, using a 6-point scale ranging from (0)
not at all to (5) very much. To be consistent with the direction of other symptom measures, this
scale was coded such that higher scores indicated greater difficulties due to unfinished business
and lower scores indicated greater resolution. Representative sample items include “I feel
frustrated about not having my needs met by this person,” “I feel worthwhile in relation to this
person” (reversed), “I see this person negatively,” and “I feel unable to let go of my unresolved
feelings in relation to this person.” One-month test-retest reliabilities range from .73 and .81 in
undergraduate and clinical samples, respectively, with high correlations between the RS and
other outcome measures (e.g., general psychiatric symptoms and interpersonal problems; Paivio
& Greenberg, 1995; Singh, 1994). Consistent with previous studies indicating adequate internal
consistency (α = .80, Mundorf & Paivio, 2011; α = .77, Rohde et al., 2015), the current sample
produced Cronbach’s alpha values of .80 for both pre- and post-intervention ratings. The RS has
been used in psychotherapy outcome studies (e.g., Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Paivio &
Greenberg, 1995) and has been shown to be sufficiently sensitive to detect intervention effects
following single 15-minute expressive writing tasks using similar emotion processing
manipulations as those used in the current study (Rohde et al., 2015).
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Unforgiveness motivations. The Transgression-Related Interpersonal Motivations
Inventory (TRIM; McCullough et al., 1998; see Appendix J) is a 12-item measure that assesses
unforgiveness motivations. Unforgiveness motivations are defined as responses to interpersonal
offenses that prevent forgiving an offender (McCullough et al., 1998) and include self-reported
motivations to seek revenge against (5 items; e.g., “I’ll make him/her pay”) and avoid (7 items;
e.g., “I live as if he/she doesn’t exist, isn’t around”) a specific offender. Items were rated on a 5point scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. Acceptable levels of internal
consistency (alpha values ≥ .86 for each subscale, across multiple samples) and moderate eightweek test-retest reliabilities (rs ≈ .50) have been reported (McCullough et al., 1998). Cronbach’s
alpha values of .92 were found in the current sample on the full scale reported both pre- and
post-intervention, respectively. Convergent validity was supported in previous studies by
significant associations, in expected directions, between the TRIM and measures of forgiveness,
degree of apology, self- and partner-reported relationship satisfaction and commitment, empathy,
and rumination (McCullough et al., 1998). Discriminant validity was supported by small or
negligible correlations with social desirability and positive and negative affect (McCullough et
al., 1998). The TRIM is sufficiently sensitive to detect effects in single 20-minute expressive
writing tasks comparing benefit-finding versus control conditions (McCullough et al., 2006).
Useful psychological processes. The Useful Processes Questionnaire (UPQ; PascualLeone & Sawashima, 2016; unpublished measure, University of Windsor; see Appendix K) is a
newly developed, 17-item self-report measure designed to assess the perceived impact and
usefulness of single-session interventions for facilitating participant processes toward problem
resolution. The UPQ aims to capture the degree to which participants find a given task to be
promising as a means of bringing about potential symptom change, even if psychiatric symptoms
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themselves have not been directly impacted/reduced. The UPQ was developed for use in singlesession psychotherapy-analogue studies, such as this one, where traditional symptom outcome
measures are unlikely to be sufficiently sensitive to detect the impact of such brief interventions.
For instance, it might be unreasonable to expect that a single 15-minute intervention could bring
about substantial resolution of unfinished business, but nevertheless the intervention might still
be experienced as useful or helpful to participants in some way, or participants may identify the
processes as promising.
Using a theory-driven approach, the UPQ was developed in consultation with expert
clinicians and psychotherapy process-outcome researchers. Relevant items were compiled from
other established post-session psychotherapy measures of session impact or in-session processes,
with three additional and novel items that were written by Pascual-Leone and Sawashima (2016)
to capture participants’ perception of psychological gains. Items were drawn from the following
established measures: the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (Stiles, 1980), the Revised Session
Reaction Scale (Elliott, 1993), the Working Alliance Inventory – Short Revised (Hatcher &
Gillaspy, 2006), and the Bern Post-Session Report for Patients Short Form (Flückiger, Regli,
Zwahlen, Hostettler, & Caspar, 2010). Although the original 17-item measure was administered,
only 12 of the 17 items were used in data analyses. The 12-item scale was derived from a
preliminary exploratory factor analysis (Sawashima, 2018). Collection of data using the original
17-item measure was done to allow for further validation of the revised 12-item scale in a
subsequent study.
Respondents rated their level of agreement to each item using a 5-point scale from (1) not
at all to (5) very much. The UPQ contains two subscales; namely, sense of direction (7 items)
and self-awareness (5 items). Sense of direction captures the degree to which the session/exercise
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was productive and useful, particularly for clarifying the nature of the problem and potential
ways of working through it (e.g., “Even if you did not resolve the issue today, do you think doing
more of what we did would be helpful?”). Self-awareness reflects increased insight into aspects
of one’s own self, wants/needs, and situation in relation to the source and impact of distress (e.g.,
“I have come to understand myself, my feelings, or my actions better”). Moderate to high levels
of internal consistency have been reported, with alpha values of .84 for the total score, as well as
.83 and .72 for the sense of direction and self-awareness subscales, respectively (Pascual-Leone
& Sawashima, 2016). Cronbach’s alpha for the total score was found to be .94 in the current
sample. The UPQ was sufficiently sensitive to detect intervention effects in an experimental
study of the EFT empty-chair task in working through feelings of shame (Sawashima, 2018).
Subjective rating of state anger and state sadness. Two visual analogue items (Reips
& Funke, 2008) were created using Qualtrics survey software to assess state anger and state
sadness. The items were rated using a 0-100 sliding scale, from (0) not angry/sad at all to (100)
angriest/saddest I have ever felt. The advantages of visual analog scales are that they can be
administered quickly and conveniently, which is useful for repeated state measurements, and
they are continuous measures that can produce more precise interval-level data compared to
ordinal-level Likert-type scales (Funke & Reips, 2012). Visual analog scales have been found to
be sensitive in detecting small changes in affect following similar experimental manipulation
procedures as those used in the current study (Takebe et al., 2017). Inclusion of the single-item
arousal scales reduces demand characteristics and allows for descriptive tracking of affective
arousal over time for both anger and sadness.
Instruction adherence (experimental intervention). To assess participant adherence to
intervention instructions, nine items were used (see Appendix L) to infer the validity of the
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intended experimental manipulations. Using a 5-point scale, ranging from (0) not at all to (4) a
lot, participants were asked to rate their level of engagement in the tasks associated with each of
the three experimental interventions. A minimum of two items were written to capture adherence
to each condition. Participants also rated how effortful it was to think about the event in the
instructed manner. Items from this measure were used as manipulation checks and were adapted
from established measures of instruction adherence for anger rumination and cognitive
reappraisal conditions used in other studies using similar experimental procedures (e.g., Gutentag
et al., 2017; Ray et al., 2008; Szasz et al., 2016). Five of these eight items were adapted from
Ray and colleagues’ (2008) study of cognitive reappraisal, the Emotion Approach Coping Scale
(Stanton, Kirk, Cameron, & Danoff-burg, 2000), and the Rumination About an Interpersonal
Offense Scale (Wade, Vogel, Liao, & Goldman, 2008). Three more items were written by the
author specifically for the current study.
Personal relevance of the exercise. Upon completion of the study, participants
completed the Relevance Questionnaire - Revised (RQ; Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016; see
Appendix M) to report their perceptions of how genuine they were during the exercise and how
personally relevant the exercise was for their daily life. The RQ contains 6 items rated on a 5point scale from (1) not at all to (5) extremely, plus an open-ended question for participants to
make additional comments, which was adapted for the current study. This measure has not been
psychometrically validated and was used solely for descriptive purposes. Cronbach’s α in the
current sample was found to be .66, which is slightly lower than the α value of .78 reported in a
previous study (Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016).
Process measures. Two process measures were coded from participants’ responses in the
anger expression task (Step 4) after data collection was completed. One measured cognitive
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processes through a software program that counts word use. One measured emotional processes
through coding by trained raters. These assessment tools were used to examine specific processes
that were hypothesized to be differentially involved in cognitive reappraisal versus needs
identification.
Word use and cognitive processing. A linguistic analysis was used to measure both
general adherence to respective conditions in the experimental manipulation (Step 3), as well as
to specifically examine hypothesized cognitive processes associated with cognitive reappraisal
during anger expression (Step 4). The 2015 version of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC; Pennebaker, Boyd, Jordan, & Blackburn, 2015) software program was used to conduct
computerized text analyses of word use. The LIWC uses a dictionary of approximately 6400
words, word stems, and emoticons to quantify word use in 90 linguistic categories, reported as
percentages of total word use to control for text length. It should be noted that the sum of all
word categories exceeds 100% since some words can be classified into multiple categories. For
example, the word “cried” represents five linguistic categories: sadness, negative emotion,
overall affect, verb, and past tense verb. The development of LIWC dictionaries involved
gathering words from a range of sources (e.g., English dictionaries and psychological rating
scales), classification of words into psychological process categories by a group of expert judges,
and a series of revisions based on the application of the LIWC to several hundred thousand text
files (for more detail, see Pennebaker et al., 2015).
The LIWC has since been widely used and validated in a wide range of experimental and
non-experimental studies of expressive writing; honesty and deception; dialogues between
family members, friends, romantic partners, and military personnel; and political speeches
(Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). Estimates suggest that, on average, the LIWC captures 86% of
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the words people use (Pennebaker et al., 2015). Reliability estimates between single words and
other words within the same word category are variable but generally exceed correlations of .60,
supporting the internal validity of LIWC word categories (Pennebaker et al., 2015).
The LIWC does not capture context, irony, sarcasm, and idioms. For example, mad is
coded as an anger word, but may be miscoded if the meaning and intent of the word is changed,
as in the statements “I’m mad about him” or “He’s mad as a hatter.” Even so, studies generally
support the adequacy of the LIWC’s validity (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). Moderate to high
correlations (ranging from .35 to .75) have been found between LIWC scales and ratings of four
expert judges in expressive writing narratives (Pennebaker & Francis, 1996). Furthermore,
LIWC emotion word counts correspond with variations in expressive writing instructions
designed to elicit expression of either sadness or amusement in essays about autobiographical
memories or reactions to film clips (Kahn, Tobin, Massey, & Anderson, 2007). For example, the
relative use of cognitive words is consistent with predictions regarding cognitive reconstruals of
traumatic events in studies that contrasted reconstrual versus description of events (Kross &
Ayduk, 2008) or descriptions of breakup/post-breakup versus pre-breakup periods of a romantic
relationship (Boals & Kline, 2005).
In the current study, word categories were used for the purpose of manipulation checks as
well as tests of hypothesized change mechanisms. As such, the following linguistic word
categories were relevant to the present study: personal pronouns and subcategories of 1st person
singular (e.g., I, me, mine) and plural (e.g., we, us, our), 2nd person (e.g., you, your, thou), 3rd
person singular (e.g., she, her, him) and plural (e.g., they, their, they’d); past (e.g., went, ran,
had) and present (e.g., is, does, hear) tense verbs; and swear words (e.g., damn, piss, fuck).
Emotion word categories included the subcategories of positive emotion (e.g., love, nice, sweet),
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negative emotion (e.g., hurt, ugly, nasty), and anger (e.g., hate, kill, annoyed). All cognitive
process subcategories were used; namely, insight (e.g., think, know, consider), causation (e.g.,
because, effect, hence), discrepancy (e.g., should, would, could), tentative (e.g., maybe, perhaps,
guess), certainty (e.g., always, never), inhibition (e.g., block, constrain, stop), inclusive (e.g.,
and, with, include), and exclusive (e.g., but, without, exclude) words.
Emotional expression and processing. The Classification of Affective-Meaning States
(CAMS; Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2005) is an observer-based emotion coding system based
on emotion-focused theory (Greenberg & Paivio, 1997) and Pascual-Leone and Greenberg’s
(2007) empirically derived sequential model of emotional processing. The CAMS allows for
process-assessment of distinct emotion states that are expressed by participants and has been
applied successfully to expressive writing narratives (e.g., Harrington, 2012), as well as
audio/video-recorded interviews and therapy sessions (e.g., Kramer et al., 2016; Pascual-Leone,
2018).
The CAMS assesses 10 affective-meaning (i.e., emotion) states: global distress,
fear/shame, rejecting anger, negative evaluation, need, self-compassion, assertive anger,
hurt/grief, relief, and acceptance/agency. Emotion codes can also be grouped together to form
higher order variables of a) early expressions of distress (which includes global distress, rejecting
anger, and fear/shame) and b) advanced meaning-making (which includes assertive anger/selfcompassion, grief/hurt, and acceptance and agency).
The CAMS has evidenced good psychometric properties in previous research. Average
inter-rater reliability coefficients (Cohen’s κ) across 18 studies was .87, while individual studies
ranged from .59 to .93 (Pascual-Leone, 2018). Levels of agreement above .75 can be considered
excellent agreement above chance (Fleiss, 1981), indicating high levels of agreement for the
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CAMS. The CAMS also is predictive of session and treatment outcomes across seven therapeutic
modalities and five types of presenting clinical problems, in both clinical and non-clinical
samples (Pascual-Leone, 2018).
CAMS coding training and procedure. Two raters were trained by Dr. Antonio PascualLeone, the CAMS developer and an expert rater. Training consisted of reviewing the original
CAMS manual (Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2005) and the original Pascual-Leone and
Greenberg (2007) study involving the CAMS, as well as re-coding expressive writing narratives
that were coded in a previous study until an acceptable level of inter-rater reliability was
achieved (i.e., a minimum κ of .75). Approximately 50 hours of coding training was required in
order to achieve adequate reliability, which is slightly higher than the approximately 40 hours
typically reported in previous studies (e.g., Harrington, 2012; Kramer, Pascual-Leone, Despland,
& de Roten, 2015). However, this extra time was necessary since novel CAMS variables, such as
“peak anger processing,” were developed and refined throughout the training process.
Each participant’s written anger letter (Step 4) was given a rating on peak level of anger
processing and the presence vs. absence of an unmet need, based on CAMS coding criteria
(Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2005).4 Peak anger processing was a novel variable that was
created for the purposes of the current study. Peak anger processing captured the highest level of
productive anger processing present in the narrative, even if it was not the dominant code or it
only appeared briefly in the narrative. Peak anger processing was rated on a 1 to 4 scale ranging
from less healthy or specific (1 = global distress, 2 = rejecting anger) to more healthy or specific
(3 = assertive anger, 4 = resolution) expressions of anger. Narratives were rated as “uncodable”

4

Participant narratives were also coded for predominant emotional expression (not used in analyses), which
involved rating the most prevalent codable emotion that best characterizes the narrative as a whole, using a 1 to 8
scale ranging from least adaptive emotion state (i.e., 1 = global distress, 2 = rejecting anger, 3 = fear/shame) to most
adaptive emotion state (i.e., 4 = assertive anger, 5 = self-soothing, 6 = hurt/grief, 7 = relief, 8 = resolution).
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if the participant did not express emotion at all or if an expression of anger was not present in the
narrative. More detailed guidelines that were used for making coding decisions can be found in
Appendix N. Raters also used a coding flow chart that has been employed in previous studies
utilizing the CAMS (see Appendix O).
The primary coder (author) rated 100% of the data set, while the secondary coder, a
volunteer undergraduate research assistant, rated approximately one-third of the data set to
determine inter-rater reliability. The two raters met on seven occasions over the course of one
month to prevent rater drift. Observed discrepancies between codes were resolved by mutual
agreement between the two raters. Raters were blind to each participant’s assigned condition
during coding. Cronbach’s kappa values of .98, .85, and .85 were obtained for predominant
emotional expression, peak anger processing, and unmet needs (respectively), indicating strong
levels of inter-rater agreement for each of the three CAMS variables.
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CHAPTER III – STUDY 1: RESULTS
Participants were asked to identify an autobiographical, anger-eliciting event which was
the primary focus of the study intervention. Participants identified events involving a
spouse/romantic partner (34%), a family member (32%), or a friend (28%). The reported length
of time since the event occurred ranged from less than one month to twenty-five years prior to
participation in the study; 2% of participants identified events that occurred less than one month
prior, 62% that occurred one month to one year prior, 15% that occurred thirteen to twenty-four
months prior, and 21% that occurred more than two years prior. Participants tended to indicate
that the event was serious, with an average rating of 5.5 (SD = 1.3; range: 2 to 7) on a scale from
1 (not serious at all) to 7 (very serious). Most participants identified being close with the other
person at the time of the event with 64% of participants rating closeness as 5 or above on a scale
from 0 (not close) to 6 (very close). In addition, most participants believed that the other person
was not remorseful or sorry for what they did with 59% of participants rating the other’s remorse
as 1 or below on a scale from 0 (not at all sorry) to 4 (extremely sorry) and 10% giving no
response.
Many participants reported mild to severe symptoms of depression (46%) and anxiety
(52%), while some reported mild to moderate stress (26%) on the Depression, Anxiety, Stress
Scale (DASS). Participant responses on the Impact of Events Scale-Revised indicated that 71%
of participants met or exceeded the clinical cut-off (≥ 33) for trauma-related symptoms (M =
43.9, SD = 17.9) in response to their most stressful life experience. It should be noted that
participants did not explicitly indicate the content of their most stressful life experience was,
which precludes determining if the stressful event was the same as the angering event identified
in the study or if the stressful event meets the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)
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definition of a traumatic event. Descriptive statistics for participant characteristics and outcome
measures are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and generally show no significant preintervention differences between conditions on relevant study variables.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Participant Characteristics by Condition, Reported at Pre-Assessment
(Study 1)

Rumination
Reappraisal
Needs

Aggressiveness
78.7 (18.8)
78.9 (18.7)
77.1 (19.9)

Forgivingness
31.2 (7.2)
29.8 (6.4)
31.0 (7.0)

DASS
28.6 (13.5)
30.4 (15.3)
27.2 (14.5)

Trauma
Symptoms
43.7 (17.5)
46.3 (17.5)
41.7 (18.7)

BAE
42.0 (12.3)
43.0 (13.3)
40.9 (13.6)

Alexithymia
52.4 (12.4)
51.7 (12.2)
52.5 (12.9)

SelfCriticism
101.4 (17.9)
99.4 (17.9)
98.0 (19.9)

Note. Means with standard deviations in parentheses are listed for participants in the rumination
condition (n = 67), reappraisal condition (n = 64), and needs identification condition (n = 66). No
statistically significant pre-assessment differences were found between any of the conditions on
measures of mental health symptoms or individual differences. DASS = depression, anxiety, and
stress. BAE = (negative) beliefs about emotion.
Upon study completion, the majority of participants reported that they were “equally
distressed” (30%) or “less distressed” (46%) than when they began the study, while some
participants reported feeling “more distressed” (25%) than when they began the study.
Nevertheless, when asked to rate the usefulness of the intervention on a scale from 1 (“not at
all”) to 5 (“very much”), participants who reported feeling more distressed generally indicated
that the intervention was useful to some degree (M = 2.8 out of 5), with average item ratings
ranging from somewhat useful (1.7) to very useful (4.4 out of 5). No participant spontaneously
reported intent to engage in harmful/violent behavior (either directed towards self or other) in
written responses to intervention prompts. As such, although some participants reported an
increase in short-term emotional distress from the beginning to the end of the study, no crisis
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events were identified in written responses and participants reported that the intervention was at
least somewhat useful.
Table 2
Pre- and Post-Intervention Ratings of Outcome Measures by Condition (Study 1)

Rumination
Reappraisal
Needs

Step 1 Pre-Assessment
UBRS
TRIM
33.5 (11.1)
32.5 (11.9)
36.0 (8.8)
34.8 (10.7)
33.5 (8.4)
36.3 (11.1)

UBRS
32.9 (9.8)
32.4 (9.8)
32.3 (9.1)

Step 5 Outcome
TRIM
33.6 (12.0)
33.4 (11.3)
35.0 (11.1)

UPQ
39.5 (10.3)
38.2 (10.5)
39.8 (10.5)

Note. Means with standard deviations in parentheses are listed for participants in the
rumination condition (n = 67), reappraisal condition (n = 64), and needs identification
condition (n = 66). No statistically significant pre-intervention differences were found between
any of the conditions in terms of unfinished business or unforgiveness. UBRS = unfinished
business. TRIM = unforgiveness. UPQ = intervention usefulness.
Equivalence Across Conditions on Pre-Assessment Measures and Intervention Completion
Time
One-way Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) were used to assess pre-intervention
equivalence across conditions on measures of mental health symptoms, individual differences,
and study outcomes. No statistically significant differences were found between any of the
conditions in terms of mental health symptoms (p ≥ .343), individual differences (p ≥ .466),
unfinished business (p = .224), or unforgiveness (p = .153).
Participants took an average of 17.2 minutes (SD = 7.0) to complete all three steps of the
intervention, including recalling the angering event (Step 2; M = 2.4, SD = 1.4), responding to
intervention-specific prompts (Step 3; M = 5.2, SD = 4.5), and expressing anger via writing the
letter to the other (Step 4; M = 8.6, SD = 3.7). One-way ANOVAs revealed no significant
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differences between conditions in time to complete the entire intervention (p = .299) or to
complete each of the three intervention steps (p ≥ .120).
Next, ANOVAs were used to test for equivalence in self-reported anger arousal across
conditions at Step 1 pre-assessment and Step 2 anger activation, prior to random assignment to
condition-specific intervention prompts in Step 3 experimental manipulation. Self-reported anger
arousal across conditions prior to random assignment is displayed in Figure 3. A one-way
ANOVA with trait aggression and trait forgiveness entered as covariates and with Bonferronicorrected follow-up comparisons revealed that those higher in trait aggression reported higher
levels of anger at Step 1 pre-assessment than those lower in trait aggression (F(1,192) = 8.659, p
= .004, ηp2 = .043) and there was a small, marginally significant difference between conditions
(F(2,192) = 2.150, p = .119, ηp2 = .022) such that those in the rumination condition (M = 27.88,
SD = 23.94) reported slightly lower levels of anger at Step 1 pre-assessment than those in the
reappraisal condition (M = 35.75, SD = 24.28, p = .190, d = .33).
Since marginally significant differences were found in pre-assessment anger ratings at
Step 1, change scores were calculated and a one-way ANOVA showed a marginally significant
effect of condition on change in anger from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 2 anger activation
(F(2,194) = 2.268, p = .106, ηp2 = .023). Bonferroni-corrected follow-up comparisons indicated
that those in the needs identification condition (M = 6.14, SD = 17.38) reported a marginally
smaller increase in anger than those in the reappraisal condition (M = 12.39, SD = 16.68, p =
.095, d = .37) with no other significant differences between conditions (p ≥ .338).
In summary, as expected, no significant differences were found on pre-assessment
measures of mental health symptoms, individual differences, study outcomes, or on time to
complete the three intervention steps. However, contrary to expectations, participants in the
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rumination condition reported marginally less anger at Step 1 pre-assessment than those in the
reappraisal condition. Furthermore, those in the needs identification condition reported a
marginally smaller increase in anger from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 2 anger activation than
those in the reappraisal condition.
Figure 3
Self-Reported Anger by Condition, Prior to Experimental Manipulation (Study 1)
60
55
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Step 1 pre-assessment
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Note. Participants used a sliding scale to rate their state anger arousal with response options
ranging from 0 (not angry at all) to 100 (angriest I have ever felt). Means and 95% confidence
intervals are displayed. Contrary to expectations, participants in the reappraisal condition
reported marginally more anger at pre-assessment (Step 1) than those in the rumination
condition and those in the needs identification condition reported a marginally smaller increase
in anger from pre-assessment to anger activation (Step 1 to Step 2) than those in the reappraisal
condition, indicating a potential failure of random assignment prior to administration of
intervention-specific prompts in Step 3.
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This indicates a potential failure of random assignment resulting in differences between
conditions in terms of absolute ratings of anger arousal prior to administration of intervention
prompts in pre-assessment scores at Step 1 as well as in change scores from Step 1 to anger
activation in Step 2. Therefore, in an attempt to partially account for pre-intervention
discrepancies on anger ratings at Step 1 pre-assessment and Step 2 anger activation, the
dependent variable analyses of anger arousal consisted of change scores in the anger ratings
relative to anger activation in Step 2 (i.e., experimental intervention = S3 – S2; anger expression
= S4 – S2). This allowed analyses to somewhat “level the playing field” and centre patricipants
post anger activation in order to focus on relative patterns of anger in relation to the experimental
manipulations that would follow. The subjective nature of the anger arousal measure (i.e., state
anger was rated relative to “the angriest I have ever felt”) and the focus of the research question
on relative (rather than absolute) change in anger following intervention supports the suitability
of calculating change scores in this manner.
Intervention Manipulation Checks
Text analyses of participant responses to condition-specific intervention prompts in Step
3 and the letter to the offending “other” in Step 4, as well as self-reported instruction adherence
reported in Step 5 outcome questionnaires were used as intervention manipulation checks. Recall
that those in the rumination condition were instructed to reflect on the negative aspects of the
event and of the offending other, those in the reappraisal condition were instructed to take a
positive, observer perspective of the event, and those in the needs condition were instructed to
consider their own unmet existential and interpersonal needs underlying their feelings of anger.
As such, reappraisal was expected to be associated with fewer first-person singular words and
negative emotion words, as well as more positive emotion words and cognitive processing words
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(e.g., think, cause, know, ought) relative to rumination (e.g., Denson et al., 2012; King & Miner,
2000; McCullough et al., 2006; Park et al., 2016; Witvliet et al., 2010). Those in the needs
identification condition were expected to use more words involving drives for affiliation (e.g.,
ally, friend, social) and for achievement (e.g., win, success, better) relative to those in the
rumination or reappraisal conditions, while using a similar percentage of first-person singular
and negative emotion words as those in the rumination condition. Rather than a test of
substantive research hypotheses, this allows an opportunity to consider participant’s adherence to
instructions in their open-format text responses.
Manipulation check on experimental intervention: Using observer-based text
analyses (Step 3). Separate one-way ANOVAs with Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests were
used to test between-condition differences in word use for each word category. Bootstrapped
results are reported for all word categories due to violated assumptions of normality, while
Games-Howell follow-up tests are reported for first-person, positive emotion, cognitive process,
and affiliation words due to unequal error variances. Statistically significant differences were
found between conditions on percentage of first-person singular words (F(2,194) = 14.436, p <
.001, ηp2 = .130), negative emotion words (F(2,194) = 16.332, p < .001, ηp2 = .144), positive
emotion words (F(2,194) = 28.173, p < .001, ηp2 = .225), cognitive process words (F(2,194) =
3.407, p = .035, ηp2 = .034), and affiliation words (F(2,194) = 21.166, p < .001, ηp2 = .179), but
no significant differences were found in the use of achievement words (F(2,194) = .400, p =
.671, ηp2 = .004).
More specifically, consistent with expectations, those in the reappraisal condition used
fewer first-person singular words than those in either the rumination (p = .001, d = .67) or needs
identification (p < .001, d = .83) conditions, with no significant difference between the
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rumination and needs identification conditions (p = .341, d = .39). Participants in the reappraisal
(p < .001 , d = .92) or needs identification (p < .001, d = .75) conditions both used fewer negative
emotion words than those in the rumination condition, with no significant differences between
reappraisal and needs conditions (p = 1.000, d = .14). Surprisingly, non-significant differences
were found between those in the reappraisal condition and those in the rumination condition in
positive emotion words (p = .336, d = .25), while those in the needs identification condition used
significantly more positive emotion words than those in the rumination (p < .001, d = 1.17) and
reappraisal (p < .001, d = .90) conditions. As predicted, reappraisal was association with
marginally more cognitive process words than rumination (p = .063, d = .40), though nonsignificant differences were found between reappraisal and needs identification (p = .123, d =
.35) or between needs identification and rumination (p = .947, d = .05). Lastly, as expected, those
in the needs identification condition used significantly more affiliation words than those in the
rumination condition (p < .001, d = .88) and those in the reappraisal condition (p < .001, d = .99),
with non-significant differences between those in the rumination or reappraisal condition (p =
.862, d = .09).
In summary, relative to those in the other conditions, participants in the rumination
condition used relatively more negative emotion words and fewer cognitive process words;
participants in the reappraisal condition used fewer first-person singular words; and participants
in the needs condition used more positive emotion and affiliation words. These empirical
observations suggest that participants generally adhered to their condition-specific prompts,
though the more frequent use of positive emotion words in the needs identification condition was
unanticipated.
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Manipulation check on experimental intervention: Using retrospective self-reports
following outcome assessment (Step 5). One-way ANOVAs with Bonferroni-corrected followup tests were used to examine condition differences on instruction adherence items (with respect
to Step 3) that were retrospectively reported following outcome assessment (at Step 5). Thinking
about the event from the perspective of an uninvolved observer was rated higher in the
reappraisal condition than the rumination (p = .001) and needs identification conditions (p <
.001). Trying to figure out one’s own wants/needs in the context of the event was rated higher by
participants in the needs identification condition than those in the reappraisal condition (p =
.013), though this item was also rated marginally higher in the rumination condition than the
reappraisal condition (p = .121). No significant differences were found between conditions on
the remaining four items that asked participants to rate the extent to which they a) replayed the
event over and over in their mind, b) thought about the good that could come for them from the
event, c) delved into their feelings to get a thorough understanding of them, or d) tried to figure
out the reasons why the other person hurt them. It should be noted that these items were created
for the purposes of the current study and had not been previously validated.
Manipulation check on anger expression: Using observer-based text analyses during
anger expression (Step 4). Observer-rated and computerized text analyses were used to
investigate whether the effects of intervention-specific prompts (Step 3) carried over into the
way that participants expressed feelings of anger to the offending other in the anger letter (Step
4). Contrary to expectations, an odds ratio analysis indicated that those in the needs identification
condition were no more likely than those in the rumination comparison condition to express
unmet needs – as coded by the CAMS – in their letter to the other person (p = .234). Similarly,
bootstrapped one-way ANOVAs revealed no significant differences between conditions on use
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of first-person singular words (F(2,194) = .312, p = .732, ηp2 = .003), negative emotion words
(F(2,194) = 1.017, p = .364, ηp2 = .010), positive emotion words (F(2,194) = .715, p = .491, ηp2 =
.007), cognitive process words (F(2,194) = 1.088, p = .339, ηp2 = .011), affiliation words
(F(2,194) = .627, p = .535, ηp2 = .006), or achievement words (F(2,194) = .852, p = .428, ηp2 =
.009). In short, participant responses to intervention-specific prompts (Step 3) did not appear to
directly influence the way that participants wrote their letters (Step 4).
Manipulation check: Summary. In summary, text analyses of responses to interventionspecific prompts (Step 3) and self-reported instruction adherence (Step 5) both generally
indicated that the experimental manipulations were successful, offering moderate support for the
validity of the intended interventions. The effects of condition prompts did not seem to carry
over to participants’ expression and elaboration of anger (Step 4) when they were asked to write
a letter to the offending other, though this was only an indirect indicator of condition adherence.
Intervention Effects on Anger Arousal (S1.H1)
The first set of hypotheses sought to replicate previous research on the effects of
reappraisal on reducing anger arousal relative to anger rumination, while extending previous
research by examining the effects of needs identification on anger arousal as well. Recall that,
due to condition differences on anger ratings at pre-assessment (Step 1) and anger activation
(Step 2), change scores in anger ratings relative to anger activation in Step 2 (i.e., experimental
intervention = S3 – S2; anger expression = S4 – S2) were calculated and used as the dependent
variable in analyses. A 3x3 repeated measures ANOVA with condition (i.e., rumination,
reappraisal, needs) as the between-subjects factor and time (i.e., change in anger at Step 2 anger
activation, Step 3 experimental intervention, and Step 4 anger expression) as the within-subjects
factor was used to assess condition effects on anger arousal over time (see Figure 2 for reference
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to the timeline of steps). Changes in anger arousal over the course of the intervention, relative to
Step 2 anger activation, are displayed in Figure 4.
All statistical assumptions were met, except for assumptions of normality and sphericity.
Bootstrapped analyses and corrected tests produced negligible differences in results, so only the

Figure 4

Change in anger from anger activation
(Step 2)

Change in Self-Reported Anger from Anger Activation Over Time by Condition (Study 1)
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Step 4 anger expression (S4-S2)

Needs Identification

Note. The dependent variable in anger arousal analyses consisted of change scores in selfreported state anger arousal ratings that were calculated relative to anger activation achieved at
the end of Step 2. Means and 95% confidence intervals are displayed. Recall that the original
scale ranged from 0 (not angry at all) to 100 (angriest I have ever felt). The reappraisal
condition was associated with significantly greater reductions in anger following the
experimental manipulation (Step 3) than the rumination and needs identification conditions,
with no significant changes in anger from experimental manipulation to anger expression (Step
3 to Step 4).
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results of standard parametric tests are reported here5. A large and significant between-subjects
effect of condition was found (F(2,194) = 12.419, p = < .001, ηp2 = .113), whereas medium and
significant within-subjects effects were found for time (F(2,388) = 8.519, p < .001, ηp2 = .042)
and the time*condition interaction (F(4,388) = 7.231, p < .001, ηp2 = .069). Pairwise
comparisons revealed that the reappraisal condition showed significant reductions in anger
relative to the rumination (Mdifference = -16.69, SE = 3.56, p < .001) and needs identification
(Mdifference = -13.72, SE = 3.57, p < .001) conditions, whereas non-significant differences were
found between the rumination and needs identification conditions (Mdifference = 2.97, SE = 3.53, p
= 1.000). Follow-up paired sample t-tests demonstrated that those in the reappraisal condition
reported a significant decrease in anger from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3 experimental
manipulation (t(63) = 6.745, p < .001, d = -1.19), whereas no significant changes from Step 2
anger activation to Step 3 experimental manipulation were found in the rumination (t(66) = .275, p = .784, d = .05) or needs identification (t(65) = .894, p = .374, d = -.16) conditions.
Paired samples t-tests revealed non-significant changes in anger from Step 3 experimental
manipulation to Step 4 anger expression in each of the three conditions (p ≥ .586, d ≤ .07).
In short, these results are consistent with study hypotheses based on previous research
regarding intervention effects on anger; that is, participants in the reappraisal condition reported
significantly greater reductions in anger from anger activation to experimental intervention (Step
2 to Step 3) than those in the rumination condition (S1.H1a) and those in the needs identification
condition, with no significant changes in anger from experimental manipulation to anger

5

Also, trait aggression and trait forgiveness were entered as covariates in a separate repeated measures ANOVA,
which is not reported in detail here since these variables had a negligible impact on the effects of condition on anger.
Trait aggression (p = .413, ηp2 = .003) was a non-significant predictor of anger ratings, whereas those who were
more forgiving tended to report lower levels of anger relative to those who were less forgiving (p = .035, ηp2 = .023),
irrespective of condition.
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expression (Step 3 to Step 4; S1.H1b). In addition, participants in the needs identification
condition reported little change in anger arousal from anger activation to experimental
intervention (Step 2 to Step 3; S1.H1c) and from anger activation to anger expression (Steps 2 to
4; S1.H1d), though the level of arousal did not significantly differ from those in the rumination
condition.
Intervention Effects on Outcomes (S1.H2)
In addition to testing condition effects on anger arousal, the second set of hypotheses
sought to extend previous research by examining direct effects of condition on clinically relevant
outcomes as well; namely, on unfinished business, unforgiveness, and perceived intervention
usefulness. Separate hierarchical multiple regressions were tested for each dependent variable.
Pre- to post-intervention change scores (from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome
assessment) were calculated for unfinished business and unforgiveness, whereas usefulness was
only reported post-intervention (Step 5). For all analyses, trait aggression and trait forgiveness
were entered as covariates in the first block. Two condition contrast codes were entered in the
second block comparing C1: rumination comparison condition vs. active interventions
(reappraisal or needs identification) and C2: reappraisal vs. needs identification. The two
hypothesized mediators, cognitive process words and productive anger processing, were also
entered in the second block. Assumptions of normality were violated for most dependent variable
and productive anger processing by condition combinations. However, bootstrapped analyses
produced negligible differences in results, so standard parametric results are reported here.
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Intervention effects on unfinished business (S1.H2a). As expected, independent
samples t-tests revealed that participants in the reappraisal condition (M = -3.58, SD = 6.59)
reported greater decreases in unfinished business than those in the rumination condition (M = .57, SD = 7.54, t(129) = 2.430, p = .016, d = .42; see Figure 5). However, contrary to
expectations, those in the needs condition (M = -1.26, SD = 6.92) did not differ from those in the

Figure 5
Change in Unfinished Business by Condition (Study 1)

*

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Change scores on the outcome
measure were computed from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome assessment.
Participants in the reappraisal condition reported significantly greater decreases in
unfinished business from pre- to post-intervention than those in the rumination or
needs identification conditions.
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rumination condition (t(131) = .550, p = .583, d = .10) and reported marginally smaller
reductions in unfinished business than those in the reappraisal condition (t(128) = -1.957, p =
.053, d = .34). As such, the condition contrast codes were not optimally specified and were
recoded as a contrast between C3: reappraisal vs. rumination or needs identification and C4:
rumination vs. needs identification.
The final regression model was statistically significant (F(6,190) = 2.213, p = .044) and
accounted for 6.5% of variance in pre-post changes in unfinished business. Trait aggression was
a significant predictor of change in unfinished business (β = -.168, p = .033, rpartial = -.154), such
that those who were more aggressive tended to report greater decreases in unfinished business
than those who were less aggressive. The reappraisal contrast (C3) was also significant (β = .187, p = .009, rpartial = -.188, d = .38), with participants in the reappraisal condition (p < .001, d
= -.38) reporting significantly greater decreases in unfinished business than those in the
rumination (p = .540, d = -.05) or needs identification (p = .145, d = -.14) conditions. Trait
forgiveness (β = -.059, p = .452, rpartial = -.055), productive anger processing (β = -.007, p = .924,
rpartial = .007), cognitive process words (β = -.095, p = .183, rpartial = -.096), and the rumination vs.
needs identification contrast (C4; β = -.049, p = .491, rpartial = -.050, d = .10) were all nonsignificant.
Intervention effects on unforgiveness (S1.H2b). The final regression model was
statistically significant (F(6,190) = 2.715, p = .015) and accounted for 7.9% of variance in prepost changes in unforgiveness. As expected, the contrast between rumination vs. interventions
was significant (β = -.217, p = .002, rpartial = -.218, d = .50), with those in either the reappraisal (p
= .031, d = -.12) or needs identification (p = .026, d = -.12) conditions reporting greater
reductions in unforgiveness than those in the rumination condition (p = .083, d = .09), while non-
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significant differences were found between those in the reappraisal condition vs. needs
identification condition (β = -.001, p = .993, rpartial = -.001, d = .01; see Figure 6). Peak anger
processing was marginally significant (β = -.132, p = .064, rpartial = -.134), such that those who
expressed more productive levels of anger processing in their letters reported greater reductions
in unforgiveness than those with less productive anger processing (see Figure 7). Trait

Figure 6
Change in Unforgiveness by Condition (Study 1)

*

*

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Change scores on the outcome
measure were computed from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome assessment.
Participants in the reappraisal or needs identification conditions reported significantly
greater reductions in unforgiveness from pre- to post-intervention than those in the
rumination condition.
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Figure 7
Change in Unforgiveness by Peak Anger Processing (Study 1)

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Change scores on the outcome
measure were computed from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome assessment.
Participants who expressed more productive levels of anger processing in their letters
reported greater reductions in unforgiveness than those with less productive anger
processing.
aggression (β = -.079, p = .312, rpartial = -.073), trait forgiveness (β = .021, p = .793, rpartial =
.019), and cognitive process words (β = .049, p = .486, rpartial = .051) were not significant
predictors of change in unforgiveness.
Intervention effects on perceived usefulness (S1.H2c). The final regression model was
statistically significant (F(6,190) = 2.243, p = .018) and accounted for 6.6% of variance in
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participant ratings of intervention usefulness. Irrespective of condition, participants generally
found the intervention to be useful, with an average rating of 39.2 (SD = 10.4) on a scale that
ranges from 12 to 60. Contrary to expectations, no significant differences were found in contrasts
between rumination vs. active intervention conditions (β = -.006, p = .933, rpartial = -.006, d = .04)
or between reappraisal vs. needs identification conditions (β = .047, p = .502, rpartial = -.049, d =
.16) on perceived usefulness.
However, trait aggression (β = .173, p = .028, rpartial = .158) and trait forgiveness (β =
.161, p = .042, rpartial = .147) were significant predictors of usefulness, such that those who were
more aggressive or more forgiving tended to perceive the intervention as being more useful than
those who were less aggressive or forgiving, regardless of condition. Cognitive process words
was a marginally significant predictor of usefulness (β = .132, p = .064, rpartial = .134) whereby
those who used more cognitive process words in their letters to the offending other tended to
report higher intervention usefulness than those who used fewer cognitive process words.
Surprisingly, productive anger processing was a non-significant predictor of usefulness (β =
.081, p = .259, rpartial = .082). However, unmet needs (i.e., presence versus absence) was a
marginally significant predictor of usefulness (β = .132, p = .062, d = .31) in a post hoc analysis;
that is, those who expressed an unmet need in their letter to the offending other tended to report
higher perceived usefulness than those who did not, regardless of condition.
In summary, greater pre-to-post-intervention (Step 1 to Step 5) reductions in unfinished
business were reported by those higher in trait aggression and by those in the reappraisal
condition relative to the rumination or needs identification conditions (S1.H2a). Those who
expressed more productive levels of anger processing in their letters indicated greater reductions
in unforgiveness, as did those in an active intervention condition (i.e., reappraisal or needs
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identification) relative to those in the rumination comparison condition (S1.H2b). Contrary to
expectations, no significant differences were found between conditions on perceived intervention
usefulness, however, those who were relatively more aggressive, more forgiving, who expressed
an unmet need, or who used more cognitive process words tended to perceive the intervention as
being more useful (S1.H2c).
Cognitive and Anger Processing Change Mechanisms (S1.H3 & S1.H4)
The third and fourth sets of hypotheses were designed to test potential indirect effects of
cognitive process words and productive anger processing on differences between conditions on
study outcomes. First, a hierarchical multiple regression was used to test for condition
differences in use of cognitive process words, while a binomial logistic regression was used to
test for condition differences in the likelihood that participants’ peak level of productive anger
consisted of early expressions of distress (i.e., global distress or rejecting anger) versus advanced
meaning-making (i.e., assertive anger or resolution). Version 3.5 of Andrew Hayes’ PROCESS
macro for SPSS (processmacro.org; Hayes & Rockwood, 2017) was used to test for indirect
effects of the two mediators on between-condition differences in study outcomes (for more
information on multiple mediator models, see Preacher & Hayes, 2008). All statistical
assumptions were met satisfactorily. Trait aggression and trait forgiveness were entered as
covariates in all analyses of change mechanisms.
Contrary to expectations, the hierarchical regression model predicting the proportion of
cognitive process words used during anger expression (Step 4), where participants wrote a letter
to the offending other, was not significant (F(4,192) = 1.129, p = .344, R2 = 2.3%). Trait
forgiveness was a marginally significant predictor of cognitive process words (β = .139, p = .082,
rpartial = .125), suggesting that those who were more forgiving tended to use relatively more
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cognitive process words. Trait aggression (β = .082, p = .304, rpartial = .074), the rumination vs.
active interventions contrast (β = .088, p = .218, rpartial = .089, d = .14), and the reappraisal vs.
needs contrast (β = .018, p = .804, rpartial = .018, d = .21) did not predict differences in use of
cognitive process words.
Likewise, the binomial logistic regression was also non-significant (χ2(4) = 5.624, p =
.229, Nagelkerke R2 = 4.0%), indicating that there were no differences between conditions in the
likelihood of participants expressing early versus advanced levels of anger processing (Wald(2)
= .847, p = .655). However, those who were more forgiving were more likely to achieve an
advanced level of anger processing than those who were less forgiving (Wald(1) = 4.413, p =
.036); that is, every unit increase in forgiveness was associated with a 5.8% greater chance of
expressing assertive anger or resolution rather than global distress or rejecting anger.
Since no condition effects on mediators or outcomes were found for unfinished business
or intervention usefulness, indirect effects were only tested for unforgiveness. Cognitive process
words did not mediate differences between rumination vs. active interventions (i.e., reappraisal
or needs identification; effect = -.035, 95% CI [-.287, .081]) or between reappraisal vs. needs
identification (effect = .067, 95% CI [-.131, .329]) on pre-post intervention change in
unforgiveness. Similarly, productive anger processing did not mediate differences between
rumination vs. active interventions (i.e., reappraisal or needs identification; effect = -.123, 95%
CI [-.458, .086]) or between reappraisal vs. needs identification (effect = -.035, 95% CI [-.397,
.221]) on pre-post intervention change in unforgiveness. Lastly, there was also no significant
difference in indirect effects between cognitive process words and productive anger processing
for the rumination vs. active intervention contrast (i.e., reappraisal or needs identification; effect
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= -.018, 95% CI [-.088, .049]) or the reappraisal vs. needs identification contrast (effect = -.102,
95% CI [-.535, .234]).
Supplementary analyses regarding effects of anger processing on outcome. Peak
productive anger entailed a 4-point ordinal progression as is consistent with Pascual-Leone and
Greenberg’s (2007) model on the various levels at which people might engage anger experiences
(from less productive to more productive). The model also highlights two specific expressions of
anger as nominal categories: “assertive anger” is believed to be a more specific and more
productive form of anger experience and expression than “rejecting anger.” To examine this
nominal distinction more closely, t-tests were conducted to compare the outcomes of participants
who were observed to express rejecting anger vs. assertive anger. Those who expressed assertive
anger reported greater reductions in unforgiveness (t(174) = 3.063, p = .003, d = -.55) than those
who only expressed rejecting anger, with a medium effect size, whereas non-significant
differences were found for unfinished business (t(174) = -.083, p = .934, d = .02) and usefulness
(t(52.530) = -1.575, p = .121, d = .34).
In short, the results did not support hypothesized intervention-specific mechanisms of
change toward resolution of lingering anger. The conditions did not differ in the extent to which
they facilitated cognitive (S1.H3) or anger (S1.H4) processing, nor did cognitive or anger
processing mediate the effects of condition on unfinished business, unforgiveness, or
intervention usefulness. Nevertheless, those who were more forgiving tended to use relatively
more cognitive process words and were more likely to express assertive anger or resolution (i.e.,
advanced anger processing) than those who were less forgiving, regardless of assigned condition.
Furthermore, those who expressed assertive anger in their letters reported greater reductions in
unforgiveness than those who only expressed rejecting anger.
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Further Specifying Cognitive Mechanisms of Change (S1.H5)
Lastly, the fifth hypothesis was an exploratory hypothesis designed to identify word
categories that are unique to reappraisal relative to rumination or needs identification in the letter
to the offending other. To reduce inflated type I error associated with conducting multiple tests, a
one-way Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) was used to test for intervention
differences in word use while controlling for trait aggression and trait forgiveness as covariates.
The following ten LIWC word categories were entered as dependent variables: first-person
singular, negative emotion, positive emotion, negation, insight, causation, differentiation,
discrepancy, tentative, and certainty words. Assumptions of normality were violated for most
word categories, as was the assumption of equal covariances, so bootstrapped results with
relatively stringent Pillai’s tests are reported. All other statistical assumptions were met.
Overall, trait aggression (Pillai’s Trace = .054, F(10,183) = 1.035, p = .416, ηp2 = .054),
trait forgiveness (Pillai’s Trace = .041, F(10,183) = .780, p = .648, ηp2 = .041), and condition
(Pillai’s Trace = .107, F(20,368) = 1.038, p = .415, ηp2 = .053) were non-significant predictors of
the ten LIWC word use categories. When examining each word category individually, condition
was a marginally significant predictor of causation words (F(2,192) = 2.862, p = .060, ηp2 =
.029). Follow-up pairwise comparisons revealed non-significant differences in percentage of
causation words used in the reappraisal condition (M = 2.30%, SD = 1.17%) relative to either the
rumination condition (M = 2.74%, SD = 1.35%, p = .116) or needs identification condition (M =
2.75%, SD = 1.25%, p = .118). Condition was a non-significant predictor of the nine other word
categories (p = .108 to .729), though observed power was low (range: .100 to .556). Contrary to
expectations, no significant differences were found in use of cognitive processing subcategories
in the reappraisal condition relative to the rumination or needs identification conditions.
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CHAPTER IV – STUDY 1: DISCUSSION
Are cognitive interventions and experiential interventions effective for working through
lingering feelings of anger in response to autobiographical interpersonal grievances? And, if so,
how do they work? The current study sought to address these questions by replicating previous
experimental studies on cognitive reappraisal interventions relative to anger rumination
comparisons and extending this research to a needs identification intervention that was inspired
by experiential and insight-oriented psychotherapies. The current study also examined whether
the effects of cognitive reappraisal and needs identification on clinically relevant outcomes occur
through shared or distinct mechanisms of change.
Cognitive Reappraisal Facilitated Reductions in Anger Arousal (S1.H1)
In a subclinical sample of undergraduate students, participants in the reappraisal
condition reported significantly greater reductions in anger from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3
experimental manipulation than both the rumination condition (S1.H1a) and needs identification
condition, with no significant changes in anger from Step 3 experimental manipulation to Step 4
anger expression (S1.H1b). These results were consistent with hypotheses based on previous
research regarding the effects of cognitive reappraisal on reduced anger arousal (Ayduk & Kross,
2008, 2009; Denson et al., 2012; Kross et al., 2005; Offredi et al., 2016; Ray et al., 2008; Szasz
et al., 2016; Takebe et al., 2017; Wimalaweera & Moulds, 2008). With a Cohen’s d of -1.19,
reductions in anger from pre- to post-reappraisal (Step 2 to Step 3) were very large and
comparable to effect sizes reported in previous studies comparing reappraisal versus rumination,
which generally report Cohen’s d values ranging from .46 (Kross et al., 2005) to .75 (Ray et al.,
2008), though values as high as 2.03 have been reported (Szasz et al., 2016).
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Participants in the needs identification condition reported little change in anger arousal
from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3 experimental manipulation (S1.H1c) and to Step 4 anger
expression (S1.H1d). Though some studies suggest that anger rumination is associated with
increases in anger arousal (Bushman, 2002; Rusting & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1998), the current
study is consistent with other studies showing that anger rumination tends to maintain rather than
increase anger, which of course is still problematic (Denson et al., 2012; Peuters, Kalokerinos,
Pe, & Kuppens, 2019). Taken together, these results suggest that cognitive reappraisal is
effective for reducing short-term anger arousal, while needs identification is not.
Clinically Relevant Outcomes were Differentially Impacted by Reappraisal and Needs
Identification Interventions (S1.H2)
In addition to testing intervention effects on anger arousal, the current study extended
previous research by examining intervention effects on clinically relevant outcomes as well.
Unforgiveness. As expected, participants in an active intervention (i.e., reappraisal or
needs identification) reported greater pre- to post-intervention reductions in unforgiveness than
those in the rumination condition, with a medium effect (d = .50, see Figure 6). This is consistent
with other studies that have reported positive correlations between reappraisal and forgiveness
(Wenzel & Coughlin, 2020), as well as significant reductions in unforgiveness following brief,
single-session interventions (e.g., McCullough et al., 2006; Nardone, 2019). For example,
McCullough and colleagues (2006) conducted a study in which undergraduate participants
completed a single-session writing intervention and found that, relative to ruminating, benefitfinding lead to small-to-medium reductions in unforgiveness motivations of avoidance (d = .33)
and revenge (d = .38) in response to interpersonal grievances. This is also consistent with
research showing the effectiveness of a 12-session emotion-focussed therapy for working
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through longstanding interpersonal grievances (e.g., forgiveness among other outcomes), relative
to a psychoeducation control (Greenberg et al., 2008). This is a significant finding since
reductions in negative affect following brief interventions for interpersonal grievances do not
necessarily extend to changes in forgiveness (cf. Liao et al., 2012), which is arguably a more
abstract and substantial outcome for clients than short-term reductions in anger arousal alone.
Unfinished Business. Participants in the reappraisal condition reported greater pre- to
post-intervention reductions in unfinished business than those in the rumination or needs
identification conditions (d = .38, see Figure 5). Somewhat unexpectedly, no differences were
found between the needs identification condition and rumination condition on unfinished
business (d = .10). These findings are surprising since a) it was initially unclear if the measure of
unfinished business was sufficiently sensitive to detect effects in single-session interventions and
b) the two active interventions were hypothesized to have equivalent effects on outcomes.
The Unfinished Business Resolution Scale has typically been used as a final treatment
outcome measure in studies assessing therapeutic change over the course of face-to-face
psychotherapies over multiple sessions (e.g., Diamond et al., 2016; Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002;
McMain et al., 1996; Paivio & Greenberg, 1995). Studies using brief interventions (e.g.,
Nardone, 2020; Rohde et al., 2015; Sawashima, 2018) have typically reported null findings
regarding intervention effects on unfinished business. Therefore, the current study is one of the
first to suggest that the Unfinished Business Resolution Scale may be sufficiently sensitive to
detect changes due to brief, single-session interventions (also see Rohde et al., 2015).
Based on the available data, it is not immediately obvious why reappraisal was more
effective than needs identification for reducing unfinished business, but theorized differences in
the complexity of their respective change processes could be an important factor. As the current
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study and others (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2008; Gross & John, 2003; Hou, Jiang, Wang, & Li,
2017) suggest, cognitive reappraisal involves accessing new perspectives and information that
changes one’s valuation of the self-relevance of an event, resulting in short-term reductions in
anger arousal. As such, cognitive reappraisal appears to involve a relatively simple, single step
change process leading to reductions in both anger arousal and unfinished business.
In contrast, emotion-focussed theory and the sequential model of emotional processing
indicates that experiential interventions for anger involve relatively complex, multi-step change
processes (Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007). More specifically, resolution of maladaptive
rejecting anger occurs in a non-linear, recursive fashion with identification of unmet needs being
the first of at least three distinct steps (for a review, see Pascual-Leone, 2018). After unmet needs
are identified, the second step is to find ways to meet the need by expressing assertive anger or
self-compassion6, before acceptance, agency, and resolution can occur in the third step. As such,
identification of unmet needs appears to involve a longer and more complex resolution process
than cognitive reappraisal and this may have been reflected in the relative lack of improvement
in unfinished business in needs identification relative to reappraisal. Perhaps reductions in
unfinished business might have been observed in the needs identification condition if participants
completed more sessions, like the three, 15-minute writing sessions often used in expressive
writing (Frattaroli, 2006; Pennebaker & Beall, 1986).
Perceived Intervention Usefulness. No significant between-condition differences were
found in ratings of intervention usefulness. This null finding regarding perceived intervention
usefulness seems to contradict a large body of literature identifying anger rumination as a key
cognitive risk factor for problematic anger (Owen, 2011; Takebe et al., 2016; Wilkowski &

6

The EFT emotional processing model (Pascual-Leone, 2018; Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007) also specifies
another resolution pathway which could also involve attending to the unmet need by expressing grief or hurt.
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Robinson, 2010). Perhaps the current study, like others (e.g., Lunnen, Ogles, and Pappas, 2008),
suggests that self-reported ratings of perceived usefulness or satisfaction are not always
correlated with actual symptom change. Indeed, people often engage in rumination precisely
because it seems to be a useful strategy for feeling better (at least implicitly), even though the
empirical evidence shows the strategy often backfires and even maintains feelings of anger
(Mischkowski et al., 2012).
Another interpretation is that perhaps imaginal expression of anger to the offending other
via a letter could also be regarded as a stand-alone intervention in and of itself. For example, a
qualitative reading of participant responses suggested that participants were more likely to
spontaneously identify the letter (Step 4) than the condition-specific prompts (Step 3) as being a
particularly beneficial aspect of the intervention. In other words, perhaps participants in the
rumination condition reported that the intervention was useful because it not only appeared to be
a valid intervention, but the letter (Step 4) itself might have actually been a useful intervention in
its own right by subsequently facilitating processes of anger elaboration and meaning-making
rather than rumination.
Support for Intervention-Specific Mechanisms of Change was Limited (S1.H3-H5)
Relative to rumination, reappraisal was associated with greater use of cognitive process
words and needs identification was associated with greater use of affiliation words in response to
intervention-specific prompts (Step 3). Use of cognitive process words during anger expression
(at Step 4) was positively associated with perceived intervention usefulness, irrespective of
condition. However, contrary to study hypotheses, differences in cognitive and affiliation words
at Step 3 did not carry over into the way that participants expressed their anger when writing a
letter to the offending other in Step 4 and neither cognitive process words or observer-rated
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levels of anger processing in participants’ letters mediated the effects of cognitive reappraisal or
needs identification on clinically relevant outcomes.
Taken together, these findings suggest that participants were actively engaged in
meaning-making processes and may have reverted to their own preferred processing strategy
during the anger letter (Step 4) when they were no longer explicitly instructed to engage in either
rumination, reappraisal, or needs identification. Indeed, previous studies suggest that participants
who are high in trait reappraisal (Memedovic, Grisham, Denson, & Moulds, 2010) or who
spontaneously engage in self-distanced reappraisal (Ayduk & Kross, 2010) or positive
reappraisal (Denson et al., 2012) without explicit instruction to do so tend to report more
favorable outcomes, such as decreased emotional arousal and cardiovascular activity in response
to provocation or while recalling negative interpersonal experiences.
In an analogous manner, individuals also vary in their tendency to use experiential
processing strategies, such as emotional approach coping, with higher emotional approach
coping generally associated with better wellbeing (Moreno, Wiley, & Stanton, 2017), including
better outcomes in expressive writing interventions (Seeley, Yanez, Stanton, & Hoyt, 2017).
Perhaps such predispositions were more influential than condition-specific prompts for eliciting
the targeted processes of rumination, reappraisal, and needs identification during open-ended
anger expression (in Step 4).
Although study interventions did not facilitate the targeted processes as hoped, there was
some evidence supporting the theorized associations between adaptive anger processing and
beneficial intervention outcomes. First, irrespective of condition, those who expressed assertive
anger or resolution in their letters reported greater reductions in unforgiveness than those who
only expressed rejecting anger. Second, again irrespective of condition, those who expressed
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unmet needs in their letters reported that the intervention was more useful than those who did not
articulate an unmet need. This is consistent with research linking EFT with improvements in
forgiveness (Greenberg et al., 2008). However, because the experimental manipulation of
underlying cognitive and emotional processes in the anger letters (Step 4) was unsuccessful,
causal conclusions regarding the direction of these effects cannot be asserted.
Those Higher in Trait Aggression and Trait Forgiveness Tended to Rate the Intervention
as More Useful
The current study also found that those who rated themselves as being more aggressive or
more forgiving tended to perceive the intervention as being more useful than those who were less
aggressive or forgiving, regardless of condition. Additionally, those higher in trait aggression
reported greater reductions in unfinished business than those lower in trait aggression.
These are novel findings in the literature. Perhaps, compared to their relatively less
aggressive counterparts or to those who chose not to volunteer for this study, relatively
aggressive participants were more ready and motivated to break problematic patterns of
impulsivity (Gagnon & Rochat, 2017) and avoidance (Gerhart, Baker, Hoerger, & Ronan, 2014)
that exacerbate anger, hostility, and aggression. It is also possible that participants higher in trait
aggression may have more room for change than those lower in trait aggression and these effects
could be partially influenced by statistical regression to the mean. Like other studies on
forgiveness interventions (Goldman & Wade, 2012; Worthington et al., 2010), trait forgiveness
did not predict changes in unforgiveness (or unfinished business). However, the current study
suggests that trait forgiveness may facilitate other intermediary outcomes such as greater selfawareness and a sense of direction in response to a brief intervention.
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CHAPTER V – STUDY 2: METHOD
Study 2: Participants
The second study consisted of a general clinical sample of adults who met inclusion
criteria for lingering anger; namely, those who endorsed experiencing problematic, unresolved
anger in response to an interaction with a significant other that occurred at least one month prior
to participation in the study. Thirty-seven participants were recruited using flyers posted at
thirteen local mental health clinics, including community mental health agencies, private
practices of psychologists and social workers, and a university student counselling centre. Six
participants were subsequently excluded from the dataset prior to analysis due to invalid or
inadequate adherence to the protocol. Specifically, these participants were excluded because
they: no longer met inclusion criteria at the time of participation (e.g., their feelings of lingering
anger had resolved since initial recruitment), provided invalid responses on questionnaires, did
not follow the instructions of intervention prompts (e.g., describing tangential events or issues
despite attempts to focus the participant on one main event or issue, providing details about the
negative impact of an event instead of identifying unmet needs when prompted to do so, etc.), or
encountered interruptions that prevented them from adequately engaging in the intervention (e.g.,
one participant needed to tend to their distressed child in a nearby room, one participant
repeatedly fell asleep throughout the study due to narcolepsy). As such, the final clinical sample
that was included in statistical analyses consisted of a total of 31 participants. Data was collected
from November 2018 to November 2019.
Of those who were included in the final dataset (N= 31), 68% of participants identified as
female (29% male and 3% transgender) and 71% identified as White/Caucasian, with an average
age of 44 years (SD = 12; range: 22 to 69). Gender and ethnicity demographics are generally
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comparable to studies of cognitive reappraisal or experiential interventions for anger, though the
current clinical sample is generally older. Regarding psychosocial background, 55% reported
being single (32% partnered or married), 74% reported achieving at least some post-secondary
education (16% high school diploma, 10% some high school), and 71% reported being
unemployed (16% employed full-time, 3% employed part-time, 7% student, 3% retired).
Regarding self-reported mental health backgrounds, 81% of participants indicated that
they had been diagnosed or treated for a mental disorder and 13% reported being diagnosed with
a personality disorder. When asked if participants themselves or anyone close to them had ever
been concerned about their anger, 58% said yes, 26% said no, and 16% were unsure.
Regarding mental health treatment, most participants indicated that they had been
prescribed psychiatric medication, either in the past (23%) or currently (65%). Similarly, most
participants also endorsed past (16%) or current (81%) engagement in psychotherapy or
counselling. Of those who had received or were currently in counselling, 48% reported attending
thirteen or more sessions, 32% reported attending between five to twelve sessions, and 10%
reported attending four or fewer sessions. These rates are not surprising given the fact that
participants were recruited from local mental health clinics.
Study 2: Procedure
Research Ethics Board approval was obtained prior to commencement of the study.
Interested individuals first contacted the researcher via telephone or email. After a brief phone
interview to confirm their appropriateness for the study, eligible participants were invited to
complete the study one-on-one with the researcher in a private room furnished as a
psychotherapy office. The purpose and nature of the study was explained to participants, along
with the potential risks and benefits. The researcher emphasized that, although there was reason
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to believe that the exercises in the study may be useful, it was not primarily a clinical therapy
session but it was a research study designed to better understand how people process and work
through unresolved feelings of anger.
Instructions in Study 2 were presented orally by the researcher, in face-to-face interaction
with the participant. Nevertheless, the procedure for Study 2 followed the same design as Study
1 with a few minor modifications in the researcher’s script for the intervention phase (see
Appendix P). While in the context of face-to-face interaction, participants completed paper
copies of pre-intervention self-report questionnaires (Step 1 pre-assessment; see measures
section). Following this, the researcher verbally presented the instructions for the three-step
intervention, which included the event description (Step 2 anger activation), condition-specific
intervention prompts (Step 3 experimental manipulation), followed by the anger monologue
(Step 4 anger expression). The three-step intervention phase (Steps 2 to 4) was audio-recorded so
as not to disrupt participants’ emotional processes, in keeping with research recommendations
made by Pascual-Leone, Herpertz, and Kramer (2016). A laptop computer was used to record the
length of time spent in each intervention step, and record participant ratings of state anger and
state sadness. The researcher was blind to random assignment until the moment of implementing
conditions at the beginning of Step 3 and a laptop was used to inform the researcher of the
participant’s assigned condition. At the end of each of the first four steps, participants rated how
angry and sad they felt in the moment using a sliding scale. To encourage each participant
consistently, scripted validations were given in between each step of the intervention. Lastly,
after completing hard copies of post-intervention questionnaires (Step 5), participants were
thanked, provided with a handout that included a relaxation exercise and a list of community
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mental health resources, and were compensated with $5 in cash in order to offset any travel or
parking costs that they may have incurred.
Step 1 pre-assessment: Pre-intervention questionnaires. Prior to the three-step
intervention, participants completed the same pre-intervention questionnaires as in Study 1. That
is, participants provided self-report data regarding demographic variables; trait aggression (Buss
& Perry, 1992); trait forgiveness (TFS; Berry et al., 2005); supplementary measures (Lovibond
& Lovibond, 1995; Parker et al., 2003; Rimes & Chalder, 2010; Thompson & Zurof, 2004;
Weiss & Marmar, 1997); and dependent measures (TRIM and RS; McCullough et al., 1998;
Singh, 1994). The two single-item self-report measures of state anger and state sadness were
administered at the same four timepoints as Study 1; that is, at the end of pre-assessment (Step
1), after anger activation (Step 2), after experimental intervention (Step 3), and after anger
expression (Step 4).
Step 2 anger activation: Description of interpersonal angering event. As in Study 1,
the intervention phase began by asking participants to describe the angering event in detail.
Participants were encouraged to imagine themselves back in that moment and experience and
describe the details of what happened – where they were, what exactly the participant said and
did, and what exactly the other person said and did. The primary purpose of this step was to
activate autobiographical memories and to increase anger arousal and emotional engagement in
preparation for the condition-specific intervention prompts in Step 3.
Step 3 experimental intervention: Condition-specific intervention. Next, participants
were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: anger rumination (comparison condition),
cognitive reappraisal, or needs identification. The experimenter was blind to each participant’s
assigned condition until the beginning of Step 3. Participants in the anger rumination condition
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were encouraged to re-experience the angering event from their own perspective while focussing
on the details they get stuck on, the negative impact of the other’s actions, their own hostile and
angry thoughts and feelings toward the other, ways that the other may have been deliberately
inconsiderate and mean, and fantasies about getting back at the other person or the other person
getting what they deserve. Participants in the cognitive reappraisal condition were invited to
experience the event anew, from the perspective of an outside observer (i.e., a “fly-on-the-wall”)
and reflect on ways that this new perspective changes their understanding of the event and its
impact on them for self-growth. Finally, participants in the needs identification condition were
encouraged to deepen their own affective meaning-making processes by reflecting on the unmet
needs underneath their feelings of anger. The intention was for the protocol to remain
standardized within certain parameters while at the same time creating a single session exercise
that encourages someone to work with their anger in some way.
Step 4 anger expression: Anger monologue. Following the completion of their assigned
condition-specific intervention, all participants provided a subjective rating of anger and sadness
arousal and immediately began the anger monologue. Instructions for the anger monologue were
identical for all conditions and consisted of asking participants to express their feelings of anger
out loud to the imagined other who was involved in the angering event. Participants were
encouraged to imagine talking to the imagined other in an empty chair that was in the room, as is
typically done in emotion-focused empty-chair interventions (Paivio & Greenberg, 1995).
Unlike Study 1, the anger monologue (Step 4 anger expression) was completed in the
context of a face-to-face interaction with the experimenter. The primary purpose of this face-toface interaction was to facilitate affective engagement within the task, while at the same time
taking precautions to minimize experimenter influence in ways that might systematically bias
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participant responses. To this end, specific criteria for prompts were developed and are listed in
Appendix P. These criteria specify exactly what prompts were permitted as well as how often
and under what circumstances to deliver them.
Step 4 was intended to be used as an indicator of little “o” in-session event outcome (i.e.,
as opposed to big “O” final treatment outcome; Greenberg & Pinsof, 1986). Participants were
not instructed to reflect on their previous responses when expressing their anger to the imagined
other, rather steps were taken to ensure that the monologue was open-ended expression and
elaboration of anger as participants were experiencing it in the moment. Participants rated their
anger and sadness arousal prior to completing post-intervention questionnaires
Step 5 outcome: Post-intervention questionnaires. Post-intervention questionnaires
consisted of the three dependent measures (e.g., TRIM, RS, and for the first time, the UPQ), selfreported instruction adherence items, and a questionnaire assessing how relevant participants felt
that the exercise was for them to their daily lives. During the debriefing, participants were
provided with a hardcopy list of community mental health resources and were also asked not to
discuss the study prompts with others.
Study 2: Measures
The same demographic questions, trait aggression (Cronbach’s α = .93) and trait
forgiveness (Cronbach’s α = .79) questionnaires; supplementary measures; dependent measures
of unfinished business (Cronbach’s α = .61 and .80 pre- and post-intervention, respectively),
unforgiveness (Cronbach’s α = .88 and .91 pre- and post-intervention, respectively), and useful
processes (Cronbach’s α = .90); state anger and state sadness items; instruction adherence items;
and relevance questionnaire (Cronbach’s α = .55) were administered in Study 2 as Study 1.
Process measures from Study 1 were excluded from Study 2.
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CHAPTER VI – STUDY 2: RESULTS
Participants were asked to identify an autobiographical anger-eliciting event which was
the primary focus of the study intervention. Examples of angering events described by
participants included: failure to provide support or follow through on a commitment, separation
or abrupt ending of a relationship, wrongful accusation or damage to one’s reputation, being
stolen from or lied to, being forced to do something against one’s will, witnessing or being the
victim of physical abuse or an assault, abuse (sexual, verbal, and/or emotional), invasion of
privacy, and partner infidelity. Most participants identified events involving a family member
(52%) or a spouse/romantic partner (36%), with a few involving significant relationships with a
friend (10%) or work colleague (10%). The reported length of time since the event occurred
ranged from approximately one month to fifty years prior to participation in the study; 32% of
participants identified events that occurred one to six months prior, 10% reported events that
occurred seven to twenty-four months prior, and 58% referred to events that occurred more than
two years prior. All participants indicated that the event was serious, with an average rating of
6.6 (SD = 0.8; range: 4 to 7) on a scale from 1 (not serious at all) to 7 (very serious). Most
participants identified being close with the other person at the time of the event with 58% of
participants rating closeness as 5 or above on a scale from 0 (not close) to 6 (very close). In
addition, 65% of participants believed that the other person was “not at all” remorseful or sorry
for what they did (M = .8, SD = 1.2, scale range: 0 – not at all sorry to 4 – extremely sorry).
On the Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale (DASS), most participants reported at least
mild symptoms of depression (29% Mild, 19% Moderate, 7% Severe) and anxiety (19% Mild,
19% Moderate, 19% Severe or Extremely Severe), although most scored within the Normal range
on stress (81%). Participant responses on the Impact of Events Scale-Revised indicated that 74%
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of participants met or exceeded the clinical cut-off (≥ 33) for trauma-related symptoms (M =
45.2, SD = 18.2) in response to their most stressful life experience.7 Descriptive statistics for
participant characteristics and outcome measures are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for Participant Characteristics by Condition, Reported at Pre-Assessment
(Study 2)

Rumination
Reappraisal
Needs

Trait
Aggression
91.2 (20.4)
68.4 (23.6)
86.4 (18.5)

Trait
Forgiveness
26.8 (10.5)
32.8 (6.1)
26.8 (7.7)

DASS
28.1 (14.7)
29.1 (12.5)
32.9 (11.8)

Trauma
Symptoms
46.9 (21.2)
41.7 (18.0)
47.8 (16.8)

BAE
43.2 (17.0)
37.8 (11.6)
48.1 (13.6)

Alexithymia
57.1 (15.9)
49.2 (14.1)
58.5 (15.1)

SelfCriticism
97.6 (16.2)
91.0 (22.4)
104.1 (22.7)

Note. Means with standard deviations in parentheses are listed for participants in the rumination
condition (n = 9), reappraisal condition (n = 12), and needs identification condition (n = 10). DASS =
depression, anxiety, and stress. BAE = negative beliefs about emotion.
Table 4
Pre- and Post-Intervention Ratings of Outcome Measures by Condition (Study 2)

Rumination
Reappraisal
Needs

Step 1 Pre-Assessment
UBRS
TRIM
38.8 (6.5)
36.3 (10.6)
38.3 (8.8)
39.5 (10.6)
35.4 (9.7)
33.1 (12.1)

UBRS
43.6 (7.3)
35.3 (9.4)
37.1 (14.1)

Step 5 Outcome
TRIM
41.1 (8.6)
37.8 (12.5)
35.3 (16.2)

UPQ
49.7 (9.2)
50.2 (5.9)
47.0 (9.1)

Note. These pre/post measures represent the impact of the entire experimental protocol, which
includes intervention procedures at Steps 2, 3, and 4. Means with standard deviations in
parentheses are listed for participants in the rumination condition (n = 9), reappraisal condition
(n = 12), and needs identification condition (n = 10). UBRS = unfinished business. TRIM =
unforgiveness. UPQ = intervention usefulness.

7

It should be noted that participants did not explicitly indicate what their most stressful life experience was, so we
cannot determine if the stressful event was the same as the angering event identified in the study or if the stressful
event meets the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) definition of a traumatic event.
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Note that, due to the small sample size, measures of effect size and measures of
statistical significance are both given consideration in the interpretation of results (e.g.,
Wilkinson, 2014). As such, between-condition differences were deemed to be significant either
for p-values below .10 or for large effects approaching or exceeding Cohen’s d values of .80 or
partial η2 values of .140 (Cohen, 1988).
Equivalence Across Conditions on Pre-Assessment Measures and Intervention Completion
Time
One-way Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests
were used to assess pre-assessment equivalence across conditions on measures of mental health
symptoms, individual differences, and study outcomes. Significant and large differences were
found on trait aggression (F(2,28) = 3.501, p = .044, ηp2 = .200), with participants in the
reappraisal condition reporting less trait aggression than those in the rumination condition (p =
.063, d = 1.02) and the needs identification condition (p = .171, d = .84). Marginally significant
condition differences with large effect sizes were found for the reported seriousness of events
participants chose to explore (F(2,28) = 2.491, p = .101, ηp2 = .151), with participants in the
needs identification condition rating their angering events as less serious than participants who
were assigned to the rumination (p = .199, d = .79) or reappraisal (p = .178, d = .75) conditions.
Though not statistically significant, relatively large differences were found on trait
forgiveness (F(2,28) = 2.061, p = .146, ηp2 = .128), such that participants in the reappraisal
condition were more forgiving than those in the needs identification condition (p = .276, d = .88)
and those in the rumination condition (p = .300, d = .73). Non-significant and negligible
differences (ηp2 ≤ .096) were found between the conditions in terms of time since the event (p =
.730), the others’ perceived remorsefulness (p = .679), symptoms of depression, anxiety, and
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stress (p = .690), symptoms of trauma-related stress (p = .707), negative beliefs about emotion (p
= .244), emotional awareness (p = .300), self-criticism (p = .356), unfinished business (p = .644),
or unforgiveness (p = .416).
Participants took an average of 19.5 minutes (SD = 2.7 minutes, range: 14.8 to 26.1
minutes) to complete all three steps of the intervention, including an average of 6.3 minutes
recalling the angering event (Step 2; SD = 1.9 minutes), 7.2 minutes responding to prompts for
experimental conditions (Step 3; SD = 1.1 minutes), and 6.0 minutes expressing anger to the
imagined other (i.e., Step 4; SD = 1.0 minute). One-way ANOVAs revealed no significant
differences between conditions in time to complete the entire intervention (p = .604). Participants
in the needs condition (M = 6.5 minutes, SD = .7 minutes) took longer than those in the
reappraisal condition (5.7 minutes, SD = 1.1 minutes) to complete the Step 4 anger monologue (p
= .212, d = .80), though no other significant differences between conditions were found in
completion times for Step 2 anger activation or Step 3 experimental manipulation (p ≥ .454, ηp2
≤ .055).
One-way ANOVAs were used to assess equivalence across conditions on anger arousal at
Step 1 and Step 2, prior to random assignment, with anger ratings displayed in Figure 88. No
significant differences were found between conditions on self-reported anger arousal at Step 1
pre-assessment (F(2,28) = .233, p = .794, ηp2 = .016), though observed power was very low at
.0839. A paired-samples t-test revealed a significant and large increase in anger arousal from Step

8

Due to violations of assumptions of normality in the needs identification condition at Step 2, bootstrapped analyses
(1000 samples) were tested. Bootstrapping provided negligible differences in results, so only the results of
parametric tests are reported. It should also be noted that one participant in the rumination condition reported
oscillating between feelings of anger and feelings of sadness, both in spontaneous verbal reports as well as in scale
ratings. For example, this participant reported a 62-point decrease in anger and a 52-point increase in sadness from
pre-assessment to anger activation (Step 1→2). This may increase variability in anger arousal ratings. However,
removal of this participant produced negligible differences in results, so this participant was retained in analyses.
9
Trait aggression and trait forgiveness were entered as covariates in a separate ANOVA and were found to be nonsignificant predictors of anger arousal ratings at Step 1 (p ≥ .117).
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Figure 8
Self-Reported Anger by Condition, Prior to Experimental Manipulation (Study 2)
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Note. Participants used a sliding scale to rate their state anger arousal with response options
ranging from 0 (not angry at all) to 100 (angriest I have ever felt). Means and 95%
confidence intervals are displayed. As expected, no significant differences were found
between conditions on self-reported anger arousal prior to experimental manipulation.
1 pre-assessment to Step 2 anger activation across conditions (t(30) = -4.777, p < .001, d = .76),
with an average increase from 39.23 (SD = 29.80) to 62.10 (SD = 30.10) on a scale ranging from
0 to 100. Using change scores from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 2 anger activation as the
dependent variable, a one-way ANOVA revealed non-significant differences in anger between
conditions (F(2,28) = 1.484, p = .244, ηp2 = .096, power = .290). Bonferroni-corrected follow-up
comparisons were non-significant, with negligible differences between conditions on changes in
anger from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 2 anger activation (p ≥ .343, d = .19 to .66).
In summary, contrary to expectations based on random assignment, participants in the
reappraisal condition reported lower levels of trait aggression than those in the rumination or
needs identification conditions and participants in the needs identification condition rated their
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angering events as less serious than participants who were assigned to the rumination or
reappraisal conditions. Though not statistically significant, participants in the reappraisal
condition reported higher ratings of trait forgiveness than those in the rumination or needs
identification condition. No other significant differences were found between conditions on other
pre-intervention measures of mental health symptoms, individual differences, pre-assessment
study outcomes, or changes in anger arousal. Participants in the needs condition took longer than
those in the reappraisal condition to complete the Step 4 anger monologue, but no other betweencondition differences were found on time to complete the other two intervention steps.
Unexpected between-condition differences prior to experimental maniplation reflect a possible
failure of random assignment, likely related to the small sample size in the current study. Since
these differences could not be controlled for as covariates due to insufficient statistical power, all
findings regarding intervention effects on outcomes should be interpreted with caution.
Manipulation check on experimental intervention (Step 3): Using-self reports
One-way ANOVAs with Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests were used to examine
condition differences on self-reported instruction adherence items. Thinking about the event from
the perspective of an uninvolved observer was rated higher in the reappraisal condition than the
needs identification condition (p = .009), but not the rumination condition (p = .691). Thinking
about the ways my life was negatively impacted by what the other person did was rated higher by
those in the rumination condition than the reappraisal condition (Games-Howell: p = .091), but
not the needs identification condition (Games-Howell: p = .595). No significant differences were
found between conditions on the remaining four items (p ≥ .511) that asked participants to rate
the extent to which they a) replayed the event over and over in their mind, b) tried to figure out
their own wants/needs, c) thought about the good that could come for them from the event, or d)
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delved into their feelings to get a thorough understanding of them. It should be noted that these
items were created for the purposes of the current study and have not been previously validated.
In short, the examiner judged that participants provided appropriate responses to interventionspecific prompts and participant self-reports provided some support for instruction adherence. As
such, manipulation checks were deemed to be valid.
Intervention Effects on Anger Arousal (S2.H1)
The first set of hypotheses sought to determine whether or not the findings from Study 1
among a subclinical sample regarding the effects of reappraisal on reducing anger arousal would
be replicated in the clinical sample of study 2. Change in self-reported anger arousal from Step 2
anger activation by condition are displayed in Figure 9. A 3x3 repeated measures ANOVA with
condition (i.e., rumination, reappraisal, needs) as the between-subjects factor and time (i.e.,
change in anger from Step 2 anger activation, to Step 3 experimental intervention, and to Step 4
anger expression) as the within-subjects factor was used to assess condition effects on anger
arousal over time10. Follow-up paired samples t-tests were used to test for within-condition
changes from Step 2 to Step 3 and from Step 3 to Step 4 and one-way ANOVAs were used to
further investigate between-condition differences in anger changes scores at Step 3 experimental
intervention and Step 4 anger expression.
The statistical assumption of normality was violated for change in anger at Step 4 in the
rumination condition. Note that the independence of observations assumption was also violated
since the same clinician delivered all the interventions, which may increase Type 1 error (p. 120;
Cohen et al., 2003). However, the clinician was blind to each participant’s assigned condition

10

Trait aggression and trait forgiveness covariates were excluded from all analyses since the sample size was too
small to include two additional predictors, based on Stevens’ (2009, p. 117) recommendation of 15 participants per
predictor.
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until the beginning of Step 3 when experimental interventions were delivered, the clinician
followed a standardized intervention script, and the clinician was experienced in the delivery of
both cognitive and experiential kinds of interventions, thereby reducing the impact of violations
of independence. All other statistical assumptions were met. Since violations of normality can
lead to biased estimates of significance tests and confidence intervals, especially in small
samples (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003, p. 120; Stevens, 2009, p. 236), results of
bootstrapped (1000 samples) follow-up t-tests and ANOVAs are reported.

Figure 9
Change in Self-Reported Anger from Anger Activation Over Time by Condition (Study 2)
60
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Anger Arousal
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Rumination

Step 3 experimental manipulation
(S3-S2)
Reappraisal

Step 4 anger expression (S4-S2)
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Note. The dependent variable in anger arousal analyses consisted of change scores in selfreported state anger arousal ratings that were calculated relative to anger activation in Step 2.
Means and 95% confidence intervals are displayed. Recall that the original scale ranged from
0 (not angry at all) to 100 (angriest I have ever felt). Participants in the reappraisal condition
reported significant reductions in anger from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3 experimental
manipulation, while those in the rumination condition reported significant increases in anger
from Step 3 experimental manipulation to Step 4 anger expression.
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The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant within-subject effect of time
(F(2,56) = 6.193, p = .004, ηp2 = .181, power = .876), indicating a large increase in anger ratings
from Step 2 anger activation to Step 4 anger expression across all conditions, as well as a
significant and large time*condition interaction (F(4,56) = 2.746, p = .037, ηp2 = .164, power =
.721). The between-subjects effect of condition was also significant and large (F(2,28) = 4.335, p
= .023, ηp2 = .236, power = .705). Follow-up paired sample t-tests with bootstrapping revealed
that those in the reappraisal condition reported significant and very large reductions in anger
from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3 experimental intervention (t(11) = 2.782, p = .018, d = 1.14), whereas those in the needs identification (t(9) = -.345, p = .738, d = .15) or rumination
(t(8) = -.140, p = .892, d = .07) conditions reported non-significant and negligible changes in
anger. A one-way ANOVA with bootstrapping identified large differences between conditions
on changes in anger at Step 3 experimental intervention (F(2,28) = 1.555, p = .229, ηp2 = .100,
power = .302). Though not statistically significant, this ANOVA was under-powered and
Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests revealed those in the reappraisal condition appeared to
report large reductions in anger at Step 3 relative to those in the needs identification (p = .391, d
= -.82) condition and possibly medium reductions in anger relative to the rumination condition (p
= .493, d = -.61).
In contrast, paired sample t-tests with bootstrapping indicated that those in the rumination
condition reported a significant and very large increase in anger from Step 3 experimental
manipulation to Step 4 anger expression (t(8) = -2.475, p = .038, d = 1.08), whereas those in the
reappraisal (t(11) = -.999, p = .339, d = .46) or needs identification (t(9) = -1.407, p = .193, d =
.28) conditions reported non-significant and only medium-to-small increases in anger. A oneway ANOVA with bootstrapping revealed significant and very large differences between
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conditions on changes in anger at Step 4 anger expression (F(2,28) = 4.611, p = .019, ηp2 = .248,
power = .733), with those in the rumination condition reporting significantly more anger than
those in the reappraisal (95% CI [15.06, 65.02]) or needs identification (95% CI [.49, 52.95])
conditions, whereas those in the reappraisal or needs identification conditions did not differ
significantly from each other (95% CI [-35.01, 9.67]).
In short, the cognitive reappraisal condition was associated with very large reductions in
anger arousal at Step 3 experimental intervention, whereas non-significant changes in anger
arousal were observed in the needs identification or rumination conditions. In contrast, the
rumination condition was associated with very large increases in anger arousal at Step 4 anger
expression, whereas non-significant and only medium-to-small increases in anger were observed
in the reappraisal or needs identification conditions.
Intervention Effects on Outcomes (S2.H2)
The second set of hypotheses sought to examine the effects of condition on clinically
relevant outcomes in a clinical sample; that is, on unfinished business, unforgiveness, and the
perceived usefulness of the three-step intervention. Separate multiple regressions were tested for
each dependent variable. Pre- (Step 1) to post-intervention (Step 5) change scores were
calculated for unfinished business and unforgiveness, whereas usefulness was only reported at
post-intervention (i.e., at Step 5). Two condition contrast codes were entered as independent
variables comparing C1: rumination vs. interventions (reappraisal or needs identification) and
C2: reappraisal vs. needs identification. Assumptions of normality were violated for some
variables, however, bootstrapped analyses produced negligible differences in results, so standard
parametric results are reported here. As mentioned earlier, the independence of observations
assumption was also not met. All other statistical assumptions were met.
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Intervention effects on unfinished business (S2.H2a). The final regression model
accounted for 17.0% of variance in pre- (Step 1) to post- (Step 5) intervention changes in
unfinished business and the model was marginally statistically significant (F(2,28) = 2.866, p =
.074). Changes in unfinished business by condition are displayed in Figure 10. The contrast
between rumination vs. active interventions was marginally significant with a medium-to-large

Figure 10
Change in Unfinished Business by Condition (Study 2)

*

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Change scores on the outcome
measure were computed from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome assessment. *
= Rumination was associated with greater increases in unfinished business than the
active interventions while reappraisal was associated with greater decreases in
unfinished business than needs identification.
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effect size (β = -.314, p = .079, rpartial = -.326, d = .74), with the rumination condition reporting a
greater increase in unfinished business (i.e., and exacerbation of the presenting concerns) than
the reappraisal and needs identification conditions. The contrast between reappraisal vs. needs
identification was also not statistically significant, but had a large effect size (β = .252, p = .155,
rpartial = .266, d = .70) with the reappraisal condition showing a greater decrease in unfinished
business than the needs identification condition. Follow-up paired samples t-tests showed a
marginally significant, medium-to-large increase in unfinished business in the rumination
condition (t(8) = -1.562, p = .157, d = .69) and non-significant changes in unfinished business in
the reappraisal condition (t(11) = 1.426, p = .182, d = -.33) and needs identification condition
(t(9) = -.896, p = .394, d = .14).
Intervention effects on unforgiveness (S2.H2b). The final regression model was
statistically significant (F(2,28) = 3.248, p = .054) and accounted for 18.8% of variance in pre(Step 1) to post- (Step 5) intervention unforgiveness change scores. Changes in unforgiveness by
condition are displayed in Figure 11. The contrast between rumination vs. active interventions
indicated a large, marginally significant difference (β = -.331, p = .063, rpartial = -.344, d = .78)
such that participants in the rumination condition reported a greater increase in unforgiveness
(e.g., and exacerbation of the presenting concern) as compared to those in the reappraisal or
needs identification conditions. The contrast between reappraisal vs. needs identification also
indicated a large, marginally significant difference (β = .265, p = .131, rpartial = .282, d = .71)
with participants in the reappraisal condition reporting a greater decrease in unforgiveness than
those in the needs identification condition. Follow-up paired samples t-tests showed a marginally
significant increase in unforgiveness in the rumination condition (t(8) = -2.103, p = .069, d = .50)
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and non-significant changes in unforgiveness in the reappraisal condition (t(11) = 1.127, p =
.284, d = -.15) and needs identification condition (t(9) = -1.218, p = .254, d = .15).
Figure 11
Change in Unforgiveness by Condition (Study 2)

*

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Change scores on the outcome
measure were computed from Step 1 pre-assessment to Step 5 outcome assessment. *
= Rumination was associated with greater increases in unforgiveness than the active

interventions while reappraisal was associated with greater decreases in unfinished
business than needs identification.
Intervention effects on perceived usefulness (S2.H2c). Across conditions, participants
generally indicated that the intervention (Steps 2 to 4) was useful, reporting an average score of
49.0 (SD = 7.9) on a scale that ranges from 12 to 60. The final regression model was not
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statistically significant (F(2,28) = .469, p = .631) and accounted for only 3.2% of variance in
participant ratings of intervention usefulness. The contrast between rumination vs. active
interventions was small and not significant (β = -.063, p = .736, rpartial = -.064, d = .12). The
contrast between reappraisal vs. needs identification was also not statistically significant, with
only a small-to-medium effect size (β = -.172, p = .364, rpartial = -.172, d = .42) with those in the
reappraisal condition reporting that the intervention was slightly more useful than those in the
needs identification condition.
In summary, rumination was associated with increases in problems related to unfinished
business and unforgiveness from pre-to-post intervention. In contrast, cognitive reappraisal was
associated with reductions in problems related to unfinished business and unforgiveness from
pre-to-post intervention while needs identification showed little change in outcomes. No
differences emerged between conditions regarding participants’ perceived usefulness of the
intervention.
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CHAPTER VII – STUDY 2: DISCUSSION
Most studies on the effectiveness of single-session cognitive reappraisal interventions for
the resolution of lingering anger in response to autobiographical interpersonal grievances have
relied on subclinical samples of undergraduate students (Wallace-Hadrill & Kamboj, 2016). As
such, the goal of Study 2 was to determine whether findings regarding the efficacy of cognitive
reappraisal and needs identification interventions in the subclinical sample in Study 1 could be
replicated and generalized to a clinical sample recruited from community mental health centres.
Due to a relatively small sample size, Study 2 should be considered a pilot study with measures
of effect size and measures of statistical significance given equal weight in the interpretation of
results.
Cognitive Reappraisal Facilitated Reductions in Anger Arousal in a Clinical Sample
(S2.H1)
The cognitive reappraisal intervention was associated with reductions in anger arousal
whereas needs identification showed no significant changes in anger arousal. Finally, rumination
was associated with an increase in anger arousal over the course of the Step 4 anger monologue.
This is consistent with findings in the subclinical sample (Study 1), except that rumination was
found to exacerbate – rather than merely maintain – angry feelings in the clinical sample. As
such, the current project suggests that anger rumination may be a more significant risk factor for
anger-related pathology in clinical populations than in subclinical populations (Rusting & NolenHoeksema, 1998). Moreover, the current findings replicate the conclusion of study 1,
demonstrating that reappraisal is an effective emotion down-regulation strategy in both clinical
and subclinical populations. At the same time, based on the finding that the needs condition
demonstrated non-significant changes in anger from Step 2 anger activation to Step 4 anger
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expression, it appears that needs identification may facilitate engagement with memories of a
past interpersonal grievance without worsening short-term anger arousal. This is a provocative
finding with clinical implications for exploring the deeper meaning and motivation of someone’s
angry feelings without inadvertently exacerbating the target problem, which is a common hazard
when experientially engaging with anger.
Cognitive Reappraisal Facilitated Resolution and Forgiveness in a Clinical Sample (S2.H2)
In contrast to Study 1 which showed that rumination had little short-term impact on
clinically relevant outcomes, anger rumination was associated with increases in problems related
to unfinished business and unforgiveness from pre-to-post intervention in the Study 2 clinical
sample. Like the findings regarding anger arousal reported above, rumination appears to worsen
– rather than merely maintain – the negative impact of interpersonal grievances in clinical
populations more so than subclinical populations.
As was the case in the subclinical sample, cognitive reappraisal was associated with
reductions in problems related to unfinished business and unforgiveness from pre-to-post
intervention (i.e., from Step 1 to Step 5) in the clinical sample. This is an important new finding
in the literature on reappraisal which suggests that reappraisal goes beyond short-term downregulation of anger and facilitates letting go of and forgiving interpersonal grievances in both
clinical and subclinical populations. It should be noted that some participants reported or were
observed to have difficulties understanding or responding to some of the reappraisal prompts, in
particular, when asked to take a self-distanced, “fly-on-the-wall” perspective. As such,
consideration should be given to revising some of these prompts in future studies to make them
more readily understood by participants.
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The needs identification condition in the clinical sample demonstrated little change in
outcomes over the course of the intervention (from Step 1 to Step 5). This means that
improvements in unforgiveness related to the needs identification condition in the subclinical
sample did not appear to generalize to the clinical sample. Given that this is the first study to
examine these effects, it is too early to conclude whether or not brief needs identification
interventions are effective for working through lingering anger. If it is true that experiential
interventions involve relatively complex and slower change processes compared to cognitive
reappraisal – as was hypothesized in the subclinical sample – then we would expect these
differences to be further magnified in a clinical sample in which anger-related difficulties are
presumably more chronic, rigid, or severe than in the subclinical population. Future studies
should employ multi-session needs identification interventions in a clinical sample to further test
this hypothesis. However, in the absence of this data, the current project suggests that brief needs
identification interventions may not be optimal for clinical populations and that cognitive
reappraisal may be a preferred intervention.
Consistent with findings from Study 1 in the subclinical sample, no differences emerged
between conditions regarding participants’ perceived usefulness of the intervention in the clinical
sample. As was seen in the subclinical sample, participants in the clinical sample generally
reported that the intervention was useful for facilitating greater self-awareness and a sense of
direction across conditions, but reappraisal or needs identification were not perceived to be more
useful than rumination. This is interesting given that the rumination intervention in the clinical
sample was reported to be useful while at the same time resulting in a worsening of unfinished
business and unforgiveness. As noted above with the subclinical sample, this could reflect
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differences in the perceived versus actual usefulness of rumination as a meaning-making
strategy.
Alternatively, the negligible differences between conditions on perceived intervention
usefulness could also be an example of a psychotherapy trajectory characterized by those who
experience delayed benefits or who “get worse before getting better,” which are typically those
who experience greater initial functional impairments (Owen et al., 2015; Pascual-Leone,
Yeryomenko, Morrison, Arnold, & Kramer, 2016). That is, perhaps participants felt that opening
up old relational wounds was painful, yet they may have perceived that simply talking to an
empathic and professional listener might provide a helpful starting or continuing point in their
healing journey as they seek to make sense of, and work through, their lingering anger. As such,
initial face-to-face interaction with an empathic and attentive listener may have been perceived
to be beneficial even in the rumination intervention, but perhaps rumination would have been
perceived to be less beneficial than cognitive reappraisal or needs identification if assessed over
a longer time period, for example, if multiple sessions were offered or if usefulness was reported
at a later follow-up (for example, see Pascual-Leone et al., 2016).
Anecdotal observations also provided some support for the perceived usefulness of these
exercises, including the possibility that reappraisal or needs identification might have been
associated with greater perceived usefulness than rumination if assessed over a longer time
period. One participant (reappraisal condition) spontaneously commented that she got more out
of this single session than her other therapy experiences. Similarly, another participant stated that
she expected that she would have reported greater improvements on study outcomes if she had a
day or two to reflect on the session. Most poignantly, the case worker who initially
recommended the study to a third participant (needs identification condition) contacted the
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researcher by email after the study stating, “I just want to let you know that you have helped [my
client] immensely! The tools you gave her to use when she becomes upset have stuck with her
and she uses them regularly! I have seen her break down and she says out loud, what did Mike
tell me to do. [sic] …I thank you so much on her behalf and she is excited to continue therapy
along the same lines. I truly believe you have set her on a path to healing!”
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CHAPTER VIII – GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current project suggests that cognitive reappraisal is effective for facilitating
resolution and forgiveness of interpersonal grievances, in addition to reducing anger arousal, in
both subclinical and clinical samples. Table 5 (below) summarizes major findings. Evidence
provided little support for hypothesized mechanisms of change, in which peak productive anger
predicted improvements in unforgiveness in the subclinical sample, irrespective of assigned
condition. However, when these findings were considered alongside prior research and theory,
the current project may have been unable to detect intervention-specific differences in change
mechanisms since cognitive reappraisal seems to involve relatively simple, single step change
processes compared to needs identification, which likely involves relatively complex, multi-step
change processes.
Clinical Implications
Anger rumination has consistently been identified as an important cognitive risk factor
for anger-related problems, but there is ongoing debate about whether rumination merely
maintains or exacerbates anger (e.g., Owen, 2011; Rusting & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1998; Yasinski
et al., 2016). Present findings suggest that anger rumination plays a different role depending on
the population. That is, rumination appears to maintain anger in subclinical populations, while it
exacerbates problematic anger and unforgiveness in clinical populations. Contrary to catharsis
theories of anger resolution, merely venting negative feelings does not seem to heal, and on the
contrary can further exacerbate interpersonal wounds (Bushman, 2002; Lewis & Bucher, 1992;
Lohr, Olatunji, Baumeister, & Bushman, 2007; McCullough, Bono, & Root, 2007). It is not
entirely clear how this shift occurs developmentally, but presumably there is a reciprocal
relationship between anger rumination and psychopathology, such that chronic, repetitive
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Table 5
General Summary of Findings by Sample and by Condition
Study 1 (online)
Sub-clinical (N = 197)
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
Aggressiveness
Depression, Anxiety, Stress
Trauma-related Stress
COGNITIVE REAPPRAISAL
Reduction in Anger
Unfinished Business
Unforgiveness
NEEDS IDENTIFICATION
Reduction in Anger
Unfinished Business
Unforgiveness
RUMINATION
Reduction in Anger
Unfinished Business
Unforgiveness
PROCESS ACROSS CONDITIONS
Rejecting Anger vs. Assertive Anger
Unforgiveness
Unmet Needs (presence vs. absence)
Usefulness
Cognitive Process Words
Usefulness

Study 2 (in-person)
Clinical (N = 31)

78.2 (19.0)
28.7 (14.4)
43.9 (17.9)

80.8 (22.8)
30.0 (12.7)
45.2 (18.2)

dS2-S3 = -1.19
dS3-S4 = ns
d = -.38
d = -.12

dS2-S3 = -1.14
dS3-S4 = ns
ns
ns

dS2-S3 = ns
dS3-S4 = ns
ns
d = -.12

dS2-S3 = ns
dS3-S4 = ns
ns
ns

dS2-S3 = ns
dS3-S4 = ns
ns
ns

dS2-S3 = ns
dS3-S4 = 1.08 (deleterious)
d = .69 (deleterious)
d = .50 (deleterious)

d = -.55a
d = .31
rpartial = .134

Note: To help with clarity of the summary, only significant variables and findings are listed.
Analyses that were not significant are indicated “ns,” analyses not conducted are left blank.
Under sample description, means and standard deviations are reported. Reductions in anger are
reported from Step 2 anger activation to Step 3 experimental manipulation (dS2-S3) and from
Step 3 to Step 4 anger expression (dS3-S4). a Assertive anger was associated with greater
reductions – and hence, improvements – in unforgiveness relative to rejecting anger.
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recollection of a specific interpersonal grievance entrenches feelings of anger, resentment,
hostility, and grudge-holding. As such, clinicians should normalize and validate the client’s
angry thoughts and feelings, provide psychoeducation about the detrimental effects of
rumination, and invite the client to explore new ways of reflecting on or experiencing such
memories, for example, through the use of cognitive reappraisal or needs identification
interventions.
Alternatively, these differences between samples in terms of maintaining or worsening
anger could be (at least partially) due to methodological factors, since the subclinical and clinical
samples also differed in terms of online versus in-person delivery, respectively. As such, it is
also possible that the in-person format may have been more emotionally-evocative, thereby
increasing participants’ awareness of or contact with the relational injury, which may have
contributed to greater exacerbations on reported outcomes relative to the online format.
Cognitive reappraisal is often described as an adaptive emotion-regulation strategy (e.g.,
Gross, 2001). The current findings suggest that cognitive reappraisal is more than just an
emotion-regulation strategy – it is also an effective meaning-making strategy that helps people to
reduce lingering feelings of anger toward resolution or forgiveness of interpersonal grievances.
This is a novel contribution to the literature on cognitive reappraisal for anger and supports
cognitive reappraisal as an effective short-term intervention for clients who present with
unresolved anger toward a significant other, even for those experiencing clinically-significant
mental health symptoms. Current findings also suggest that, in the context of very brief (i.e., ~20
minute), single session interventions for problematic anger, cognitive reappraisal may work
better than experientially-focused interventions for immediate emotional change when anger is a
sign of distress or presenting concern. However, the use of assertive anger to address an unmet
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need (whether implicitly or explicitly) may involve the expression of anger as a way of working
through – rather than reducing – distress, which arguably represents a longer-term process.
The current project suggests that clinicians working with problematic anger in a very
brief (e.g., ~20 minute) psychotherapy model should generally give preference to cognitive
reappraisal over needs identification interventions. This is as simple as asking clients to take a
step back, reflect on the event from the perspective of an uninvolved observer (i.e., a fly-on-thewall), explore what they might not have been fully seeing or aware of in the moment, and
identify what good might have come for them from the event (e.g., a life lesson or ways they
may have grown or changed for the better). This is similar to the use of cognitive defusion and
self-as-context interventions in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, whereby clients are
encouraged to step back to observe their thoughts and feelings in order to promote psychological
flexibility (Stockton et al., 2019).
That said, clinical context should remain an important consideration in intervention
selection. In the current project, the largest reductions in anger arousal were observed in the
cognitive reappraisal condition, suggesting that cognitive reappraisal may be more suitable in
situations where the therapeutic goal is immediate reductions in secondary emotions of rejecting
anger. It should also be noted that cognitive reappraisal interventions are more directive and
explicit than the other two conditions and, from an experimental perspective, this also creates
stronger demand characteristics. In contrast, the largest reductions in unforgiveness were
associated with relatively more productive expressions of anger, suggesting that needs
identification may be more appropriate if the goal is to prepare the client for accessing primary
emotions of assertive anger11. Furthermore, irrespective of assigned condition, the expression

11

Note, however, that the absence of significant mediation effects in Study 1 preclude causal interpretations of
theorized associations between needs identification interventions, productive anger processing, and unforgiveness.
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(versus absence) of an unmet need or the expression of assertive anger (relative to rejecting
anger) was linked to greater perceived intervention usefulness or reductions in unforgiveness,
respectively. This suggests that expressions of unmet needs and assertive anger may be
transtheoretical emotion change processes that should be attended to and facilitated by clinicians
regardless of therapeutic orientation. This can be done by asking clients to identify what they
wanted, needed, or deserved; to describe what was so unfair or unjust about what happened; or to
say why this is not okay, in reference to a specific interpersonal grievance.
Some have questioned whether recalling an event from the perspective of a detached
observer or seeking positive aspects of an otherwise negative experience could be interpreted as
an avoidant or defensive strategy that may be used to protect oneself from having to confront
painful or difficult realities (e.g., McIsaac & Eich, 2004; Pyszczynski, Solomon, Greenberg,
Arndt, & Schimel, 2004; Williams & Moulds, 2007; Wimalaweera & Moulds, 2008). While it is
true that spontaneous self-distancing can reflect defensive avoidance in some cases, the strategic
or deliberate use of self-distancing is typically adaptive because, in addition to reducing affect
intensity, it has the potential to create semantic change (Wallace-Hadrill & Kamboj, 2016). More
specifically, cognitive reappraisal involves attending to and actively engaging with an angerinducing memory rather than avoiding it, for example, as in the case of distraction (Denson et al.,
2012). Furthermore, self-distancing interventions that include a meaning-making component
(e.g., observing the self from a distance and thinking about the reasons underlying the emotions
of the distant “you”) also produce greater reductions in trauma-related avoidance symptoms than
self-immersed or descriptive interventions (e.g., thinking about what I was feeling in the
moment, as if reliving the experience; Ayduk & Kross, 2009). Therefore, rather than promote
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defensive avoidance, cognitive reappraisal is a simple, brief, and effective way for clinicians to
help clients approach, re-interpret, and work through lingering feelings of anger.
Nevertheless, there may be some clinically-relevant caveats to consider when utilizing
cognitive reappraisal interventions. Clinicians would be wise to attend to inflexible, emotionallydetached, superficial, or naïvely optimistic client responses to reappraisal interventions, which
could be indicators that the client is engaging in the intervention in an avoidant or defensive
manner. For example, when asked to think of the positive effects of a predominantly negative
event, a client may readily recite naïvely optimistic platitudes or clichés that might only provide
superficial or temporary relief rather than deeply genuine meaning-making and lasting
resolution. Alternatively, being asked to identify positive aspects of an interpersonal injury may
be perceived as invalidating, so clinician should deliver cognitive reappraisal interventions in a
validating and supportive context and attend to and address such client reactions when they
occur. It is also important to consider that research on how people deal with the unpleasant
experience of some “approach emotions” – namely, anger – may or may not extend to the
negative affect of “withdrawal emotions” (e.g., sadness, fear, shame) that typically co-occur
alongside anger in unfinished business. Furthermore, the cognitive strategy of taking an
experientially distant perspective requires an executive strategy of disentangling from the
passion of the moment, and some research has suggested such strategies are less effective during
moments of acute stress (Zhan et al, 2017).
The current project supports the use of cognitive reappraisal for lingering anger in an
online, self-guided format which could be used as a stand-alone intervention or as an adjunct to
face-to-face psychotherapies in a blended care approach (e.g., Wentzel, van der Vaart,
Bohlmeijer, & van Gemert-Pijnen, 2016; Zwerenz et al., 2019). Clinicians could send clients a
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link to complete the cognitive reappraisal intervention as a between-session homework
assignment or the intervention could be incorporated into a mental health app. Online mental
health interventions are becoming increasingly popular as research supports their effectiveness
for improving clinical outcomes along with their potential to be cost-effective, convenient, and
widely accessible (Barak, Hen, Boniel-Nissim, & Shapira, 2008; Barak & Grohol, 2011).
Strengths, Limitations, and Future Directions
In replicating and extending previous studies of cognitive reappraisal for anger, the
current project utilized an experimental design to ensure high internal validity to support causal
interpretations of condition effects on study outcomes. The design of reappraisal and rumination
prompts was based on previously validated experimental manipulations for self-distancing (e.g.,
Kross et al., 2005; Ray et al., 2008; Szasz et al., 2016) and benefit-finding (e.g., McCullough et
al., 2006). While the needs identification intervention was a novel experimental manipulation, it
was based on experiential psychotherapies for anger (Pascual-Leone, 2018), it utilized a
modified version of previously-validated sentence stems for facilitating emotional processing
(Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016), and it was designed to mirror the framework of corresponding
reappraisal and rumination prompts. Efforts were also made to achieve, as best as possible,
approximate equivalence across all three conditions in terms of time and effort demands, as well
as format and structure (e.g., writing/speaking versus an abdominal breathing relaxation
exercise). The experimental design also controls for other potential confounding factors that
might otherwise account for potential differences in dependent variables between conditions,
such as face validity as a plausible approach to working with anger (i.e., to manage placebo
effects) and engaging with the angering event in some way rather than using distraction or
suppression.
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The current project sought to place greater emphasis on clinically relevant
generalizability than most experimental studies of cognitive reappraisal in order to strike a
balance between internal, external, and face validity. Prior research has typically relied on
undergraduate participants (Wallace-Hadrill & Kamboj, 2016), whereas the current project
replicated findings by scaling the same design from a subclinical sample to a general clinical
sample. Participant responses to intervention instructions were recorded, which allowed for
examination of hypothesized change mechanisms, whereas some reappraisal studies record
participants’ thought processes retrospectively or do not record participant responses to
intervention prompts at all (cf. Kross et al., 2005; Ray et al., 2008). By asking participants to
reflect on an autobiographical memory, the current project utilized personally relevant and
socially complex anger stimuli, which are more ecologically generalizable than standardized
stimuli (Pascual-Leone et al., 2016; Ray et al., 2008). Similarly, this project included clinically
relevant measures of unfinished business and unforgiveness as outcomes, in addition to anger
arousal. Experiential interventions are under-researched relative to cognitive-behavioural
interventions for anger (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018), so the current project is a novel contribution
to the literature on anger treatments.
Several limitations of the current project should also be acknowledged. Due to the
relative emphasis on external and face validity in the current project, the experimental
manipulation of cognitive reappraisal was less narrowly constricted than in previous studies. For
example, the reappraisal intervention manipulated both a self-distanced perspective and a
benefit-finding perspective simultaneously, whereas these have typically been investigated
independently in separate studies. Outcome measures were limited to self-reported
questionnaires – researchers should consider including physiological or behavioural outcome
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measures as well (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2008; Ray et al., 2008). For example, Ayduk and Kross
(2010) measured spontaneous self-distancing over a three-week period and found that those who
self-distanced were less likely to act with hostility in a laboratory-based conflict-discussion task.
Relatedly, the current results do not indicate whether reappraisal led to long-term improvements
in anger arousal, unfinished business, and unforgiveness (e.g., Giovanetti et al., 2019) or if there
were lag effects in the needs identification condition. As such, future studies should consider
including a follow-up assessment, for example, one day or one week after completion of the
intervention. Also, the small number of participants in the clinical sample limited statistical
power and results will need to be replicated in order to determine the reliability of the findings
reported here.
Participants’ baseline, preferential, or spontaneous meaning-making strategy should also
be routinely assessed in similar studies (Wallace-Hadrill & Kamboj, 2016). Participants differ in
the degree to which they spontaneously engage in reappraisal, which is negatively associated
with rumination, distress, and changes in blood pressure in response to provocation (Ayduk &
Kross, 2010; Memedovic et al., 2010). As such, measures of participants’ default coping
strategies should be used to determine whether assigned interventions are novel relative to
participants’ default approach to working through their grievance and whether they revert to their
default approach over the course of the intervention. Examples include measures of trait anger
rumination (Sukhodolsky, Golub, & Cromwell, 2001) or state-specific rumination (Wade, Vogel,
Liao, & Goldman, 2008), trait reappraisal (Gross & John, 2003), and emotional-approach coping
(Stanton, Kirk, Cameron, & Danoff-Burg, 2000). Similarly, intervention adherence checks
should be administered immediately following the manipulation since the adherence items were
administered at Step 5 outcome assessment and may have been confounded in the current study.
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The current project was not successful in elucidating intervention-specific mechanisms of
change underlying the effects of cognitive reappraisal or needs identification on unresolved
anger. Although productive anger processing was associated with reductions in unforgiveness
and greater use of cognitive process words and expression of unmet needs were associated with
more useful processes, neither the LIWC word categories nor CAMS anger processing variables
significantly mediated intervention effects on outcomes. It is possible that these null findings are
due to random chance and that a replication study could find significant mediation effects.
However, until then, other experimental designs and change mechanisms should also be
explored. Since the anger expression exercise in Step 4 is a plausible intervention in and of itself
(Tsvieli & Diamond, 2018) and may have confounded the effects of reappraisal and needs
identification interventions, researchers could consider substituting the expression of anger
through a letter or monologue in Step 4 with a more neutral task, such as an open-ended word
completion task (e.g., Kross et al., 2005; Wimalaweera & Moulds, 2008).
Researchers should also consider different measures of potential mediating variables. The
LIWC cognitive process word category is a simple proxy for more nuanced change mechanisms
purported to underlie cognitive reappraisal; namely, self-distancing that leads to new information
that changes the valuation and self-relevance of an external event. For example, Ray and
colleagues (2008) coded participants’ written descriptions of how they thought about the event
for change in interpretation of the event and found that participants in the reappraisal condition
reinterpreted the event more positively than those in the rumination condition. Also, Kross and
colleagues (2005; 2012) developed a thought process measure to assess the degree to which
participants recounted (e.g., focussed on replaying the external chain of events) versus
reconstrued (e.g., felt as sense of insight, closure, or cognitive change about the event) their
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experience that can be self-reported or observer-rated. Similarly, the CAMS measures momentby-moment changes in emotional expression, but there are other productive experiential
processes that could be measured, such as a subjective shift in view of the other, an increased
sense of deservingness of one’s own needs, a greater sense of empowerment or agency, or a
desire to hold the other accountable (Greenberg & Malcolm, 2002; Steinmann et al., 2017;
Timulak & Creaner, 2010). As such, more nuanced self-report or observer measures of such
shifts in perceptions of the other, the external event and its self-relevance, oneself and one’s
sense of deservingness and agency, or one’s desire to hold the other accountable could help to
identify and refine intervention-specific mechanisms of change toward anger resolution.
Conclusion
How can we help clients work through problematic, lingering feelings of anger and move
toward resolution of interpersonal grievances? Findings in the current project support the
effectiveness of a very brief (i.e., ~20 minute) cognitive reappraisal intervention for improving
angry feelings, unforgiveness, and unfinished business. The use of assertive anger to address an
unmet need (whether implicitly or explicitly) was found to facilitate forgiveness and may
represent the expression of anger as a way of working through – rather than reducing – distress.
Further research is needed to elucidate intervention-specific mechanisms of change in cognitive
and experiential interventions for anger.
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APPENDIX A
Study 1 Instructions for the Description of the Interpersonal Angering Event (Step 2)

Now you will be asked to complete a series of exercises to help you explore your feelings in
relation to the angering event that you identified earlier.
On the next page, you will be given 2 minutes to recall the angering event in your mind. You can
move to the next screen for further instructions after a 2-minute delay. Click the button below
when you are ready to start.
Remember back to the angering event that you identified earlier. Put yourself back into that
moment and experience. Recall the scene as it unfolded, as if you were playing it on a movie
screen in your mind.
Consider:
Where were you?
What was happening around you?
What could you see/hear/touch?
What exactly did you say and do?
What exactly did the other person say and do?
What were the things that initially made you feel so frustrated or angry?
[2-minute delay]
On the next page you will find instructions to help you reflect on and work through some of
these unresolved feelings of anger. As you do so, really try to “let go,” not holding anything
back. Be as honest and candid about the event and your experiences as you can. Remember, your
responses will be kept confidential.
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APPENDIX B
Study 1 Instructions for the Anger Rumination Condition (Step 3a)
Take a moment to replay the event in your mind’s eye once again. Think about the event from
your own perspective, turning it over and over again in your mind. Try to reexperience the event,
focusing on the things that initially made you feel so angry and then how you responded in the
way that you did. Focus on repeating the experience in your mind one, two, or more times.
Further instructions will be provided after a 30-second delay.
[30 sec. delay before showing next screen]
As you continue to relive the event, answer the following questions in one or two sentences per
question:
What angry and hostile thoughts do you have toward the other person as you relive the event?
For example, some people might have thoughts like: he’s such a jerk; she always does this to me;
I’m so angry that I want to break something; it’s hard not to punch him in the face; etc.

Sometimes other people can be deliberately inconsiderate or mean. In what way(s) might that
have been the case in this event?

How was your life negatively affected by what this person did to you? In what way(s) is your life
still negatively affected by this event?

What kind of punishment do you think would be fair for [the other person]? What would bring
you justice?
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APPENDIX C
Study 1 Instructions for the Cognitive Reappraisal Condition (Step 3b)
Take a moment to replay the event in your mind’s eye once again. However, this time, take a few
steps back… Move away from the situation to a point where you can now watch the interaction
unfold from a distance, from the perspective of an uninvolved observer or commentator.
Further instructions will be provided after a 30-second delay.
[30 sec. delay before showing next screen]
As you observe the event from a distance, answer the following questions in one or two
sentences per question:
As the observer, what do you see happening? What else might [your name] not be fully seeing or
aware of in the moment?

What good could come for [your name] from this event (e.g., perhaps it was a valuable life
lesson or gave an opportunity for growth, I became stronger or more mature in some way, etc.)?

In what ways does taking the perspective of an observer help you to think about or experience
the event differently now?
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APPENDIX D
Study 1 Instructions for the Needs Identification Condition (Step 3c)
Take a moment to consider what you needed most (or still need), but didn’t get, in this specific
event. Ask yourself: what is my frustration and anger about? Underneath all those feelings of
anger, what I needed most was… (e.g., love/affection, recognition, safety/security, etc.).
Further instructions will be provided after a 30-second delay.
[30 sec. delay before showing next screen]
In the space below, identify two needs that were violated or unmet in the event. Use your own
words if you can, but if you aren’t sure, maybe one of these fits for you:
I need…
- recognition, respect, or appreciation
from others
- to be liked or accepted
- love, friendship, or belonging
- support, help, or protection
- sympathy, soothing, or validation

-

independence, autonomy, or selfdetermination
self-respect or freedom from
confinement/criticism
joy, beauty, or playfulness in life

In one or two sentences per need, elaborate on each need by considering the following questions:
In what specific ways did I not get what I needed (what did this look like for me)? What was it
like for me and what did it mean to me that this need was violated/unfulfilled?
UNMET NEED 1:

UNMET NEED 2:

As you reflect on your unmet needs, complete the following statement in one or two sentences:
Sometimes anger can be helpful. And I have a right to be angry because I…
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APPENDIX E
Study 1 Anger Expression Instructions and Prompts (Step 4)
Anger Monologue Instructions [5 min]
Let’s imagine for a moment that you could tell [other person] about your experience of this
event. If you could be guaranteed that nothing bad would happen, what would you want to tell
[other person]?
Note: The letter that you write will not actually be sent to the other person. Also, this exercise is
not meant to be "practice" for confronting this person in "real life." Rather, this is intended to be
an exercise for your own benefit only, to assist you in working through your feelings of anger.
Try to write continuously. If you get stuck, additional prompts are included at the bottom of the
page.
For the next 7 minutes, write a letter telling [other person] about the anger that you feel right
now, in this moment, in response to this event. Share your thoughts and feelings openly… show
him/her what it’s like for you and how it feels on the inside. Tell [other person] what all those
angry feelings are about. Speak from that place of anger and just say whatever comes to your
mind.
Prompts:
• Tell him/her what you are most angry about.
• Say why this isn’t okay.
• Tell her/him more.
• Say what you want to do when you feel this anger.
• Tell him/her what the worst part in all of this is.
It’s okay to repeat yourself if you need to – sometimes that reminds you what your anger is
about.
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APPENDIX F
Demographics Questionnaire
What is your…
1. Age: ___
2. Gender (check one):
__ Male

__ Female

__ State my own gender: ___________

3. Ethnicity:
__ White/Caucasian __ Black/African Canadian
__ Arab/Middle Eastern
__ Hispanic/Latino
__ South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, etc.)
__ First Nations/Inuit/Métis __ East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, etc.)
__ Other: _____________________
4. Relationship status:
__ Single
__ Partnered __ Married/Common-law
__ Separated/Divorced
__ Widowed
5. Highest level of education:
__ Some high school
__ Some college/university

__ High school diploma
__ College/university degree

6. Employment status:
__ Student
__ Unemployed
7. Academic status:
__ N/A
__ Year 1
__ Year 4 or above

__ Part-time

__ Full-time

__ Year 2
__ Year 3
__ Graduate student

Mental health history
8. Have you ever been diagnosed or treated for a mental disorder?
__ Yes
__ No
__ Unsure
If yes, which disorder(s): _______________________________________________
9. Have you ever been diagnosed with a personality disorder?
__ Yes
__ No
__ Unsure
10. Have you been prescribed psychiatric medication?
__ Never
__ In the past (not currently)

__ Yes, currently

11. Have you ever received therapy/counselling?
__ Never
__ In the past (not currently)

__ Yes, currently

If yes, approximately how many sessions did you attend?
__ 4 or fewer __ 5-12
__ 13 or more
__ Unsure
12. Have you or anyone close to you ever been concerned about your anger?
__ Yes
__ No
__ Unsure
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13. How did you hear about this study? _____________________________________
Define the Angering Event
After completing a series of questionnaires, you will be asked to reflect on an angering event:
A specific interaction that you had with an important person in your life who said or did
something that left you feeling angry.
Pick an angering event that includes all four of the following criteria (check all that apply):
__ involved an important person in your life (e.g., a friend, family member, romantic partner, etc.)
__ occurred at least one month ago (it could be something that happened several years ago)
__ you still feel angry about currently, and
__ left you with unresolved feelings of anger, bitterness, or resentment that you feel is
problematic for you in some way.
In one sentence, please briefly summarize what happened during the angering event:

This event will be referred to as the “angering event” from this point on, and the “other person”
refers to the main person whom your feelings of unresolved anger are about in the context of the
angering event.
Note that although it is common to feel other emotions in addition to anger when thinking about
these types of situations, you will be asked to focus mostly on your feelings of anger today.
Please rate the following with regard to the angering event…
14. How serious was the angering event?
1
2
3
4
5
6
Not serious at all

7
Very serious

15. Approximately how long ago did the event occur (in months)? ___________
16. What was the nature of your relationship with the other person at the time of the event?
__ Friend
__ Romantic partner (e.g., boyfriend/girlfriend)
__ Family member __ Spouse (e.g., married/common-law)
__ Other: ___________________
17. How close were you with the other person at the time of the event?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Not close

Very close

18. How remorseful/sorry do you believe the other person is for what they did?
0
1
2
3
4
Not at all
Extremely
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APPENDIX G
Aggression Questionnaire (Buss & Perry, 1992)
Instructions: Using the 5-point scale shown below, indicate how uncharacteristic or characteristic
each of the following statements is in describing you.
1 = extremely uncharacteristic of me
2 = somewhat uncharacteristic of me
3 = neither uncharacteristic nor characteristic of me
4 = somewhat characteristic of me
5 = extremely characteristic of me
——— 1. Some of my friends think I am a hothead.
——— 2. If I have to resort to violence to protect my rights, I will.
——— 3. When people are especially nice to me, I wonder what they want.
——— 4. I tell my friends openly when I disagree with them.
——— 5. I have become so mad that I have broken things.
——— 6. I can’t help getting into arguments when people disagree with me.
——— 7. I wonder why sometimes I feel so bitter about things.
——— 8. Once in a while, I can’t control the urge to strike another person.
——— 9. I am an even-tempered person.
——— 10. I am suspicious of overly friendly strangers.
——— 11. I have threatened people I know.
——— 12. I flare up quickly but get over it quickly.
——— 13. Given enough provocation, I may hit another person.
——— 14. When people annoy me, I may tell them what I think of them.
——— 15. I am sometimes eaten up with jealousy.
——— 16. I can think of no good reason for ever hitting a person.
——— 17. At times I feel I have gotten a raw deal out of life.
——— 18. I have trouble controlling my temper.
——— 19. When frustrated, I let my irritation show.
——— 20. I sometimes feel that people are laughing at me behind my back.
——— 21. I often find myself disagreeing with people.
——— 22. If somebody hits me, I hit back.
——— 23. I sometimes feel like a powder keg ready to explode.
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——— 24. Other people always seem to get the breaks.
——— 25. There are people who pushed me so far that we came to blows.
——— 26. I know that “friends” talk about me behind my back.
——— 27. My friends say that I’m somewhat argumentative.
——— 28. Sometimes I fly off the handle for no good reason.
——— 29. I get into fights a little more than the average person.
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APPENDIX H
Trait Forgiveness Scale (TFS; Berry, Worthington, O’Connor, Parrott, & Wade, 2005)
Directions: Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement below by
using the following scale:
1=strongly disagree
2=mildly disagree
3=agree and disagree equally
4=mildly agree
5=strongly agree
——— 1. People close to me probably think I hold a grudge too long.
——— 2. I can forgive a friend for almost anything.
——— 3. If someone treats me badly, I treat him or her the same.
——— 4. I try to forgive others even when they don’t feel guilty for what they did.
——— 5. I can usually forgive and forget an insult.
——— 6. I feel bitter about many of my relationships.
——— 7. Even after I forgive someone, things often come back to me that I resent.
——— 8. There are some things for which I could never forgive even a loved one.
——— 9. I have always forgiven those who have hurt me.
——— 10. I am a forgiving person.
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APPENDIX I
Unfinished Business Resolution Scale (UBRS; Singh, 1994)
Instructions: the following questions ask you how you feel now in terms of the angering event
that you identified. Please circle the number of the scale that best represents how you currently
feel.
1. I feel troubled by my persisting unresolved feelings (such as anger, grief, sadness, hurt,
resentment) in relation to this person.
0
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all
Very much
2. I feel frustrated about not having my needs met by this person.
0
1
2
3
Not at all

4

5
Very much

3. I feel worthwhile in relation to this person.
0
1
2
Not at all

3

4

5
Very much

4. I see this person negatively.
0
1
Not at all

3

4

5
Very much

4

5
Very much

2

5. I am comfortable about my feelings in relation to this person
0
1
2
3
Not at all

6. This person’s negative view or treatment of me has made me feel badly about myself.
0
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all
Very much
7. I feel okay about not having received what I needed from this person.
0
1
2
3
4
Not at all

5
Very much

8. I feel unable to let go of my unresolved feelings in relation to this person.
0
1
2
3
4
Not at all

5
Very much

9. I have a real appreciation of this person’s own personal difficulties.
0
1
2
3
4
Not at all

5
Very much

10. I have come to terms with not getting what I want or need from this person.
0
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all
Very much
11. I feel accepting toward this person.
0
1
2
Not at all

3

4

5
Very much
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APPENDIX J
Transgression-Related Interpersonal Motivations Inventory
(TRIM; McCullough, Rachal, Sandage, Worthington, Brown, & Hight, 1998)
For the questions on this page, please indicate your current thoughts and feelings about the
person who recently hurt you. Use the following scale to indicate your agreement with each of
the questions.
1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Neutral
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree
1. ____ I’ll make him/her pay. (R)
2. ____ I wish that something bad would happen to him/her. (R)
3. ____ I want him/her to get what he/she deserves. (R)
4. ____ I'm going to get even. (R)
5. ____ I want to see him/her hurt and miserable. (R)
6. ____ I keep as much distance between us as possible. (A)
7. ____ I live as if he/she doesn't exist, isn't around. (A)
8. ____ I don't trust him/her. (A)
9. ____ I find it difficult to act warmly toward him/her. (A)
10. ____ I avoid him/her. (A)
11. ____ I cut off the relationship with him/her. (A)
12. ____ I withdraw from him/her. (A)

Note. Items on the Avoidance and Revenge subscales are denoted with (A) and (R), respectively.
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APPENDIX K
Useful Processes Questionnaire
(UP-Q; Pascual-Leone & Sawashima, 2016; unpublished measure, University of Windsor)
Instructions: Rate how true the following items are for you or your perspective right now,
particularly as a result of the session/ exercise/ process you just participated in…
USEFULNESS
1. Do you feel this (session, exercise, etc.) was productive?
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

2. Even if you did not resolve the issue today, do you think doing more of what we did would
be helpful?
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

3. If someone like you was in counselling for this issue, do you think doing this kind of exercise
would be useful?
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

4. In this session something shifted for me. I saw something differently or experienced
something freshly.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

PROBLEM CLARIFICATION & SENSE OF DIRECTION
5. The exercise or work I have been doing gives me new ways of looking at my problem.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

4

5
Very Much

6. I feel that I understand my problems better.
1
Not at all

2

3

7. I have a sense that working this way or with this intervention is a promising direction for me.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much
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8. I am more aware of what I want now.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

9. I am now a bit clearer as to how I might be able to change.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

10. I have realized or clarified more of what I need to work on, or what my problems or goals
are.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

INSIGHT INTO SELF OR OTHERS
11. I have come to understand myself, my feelings, or my actions better.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

12. Today it became clearer to me why I react in a certain way and not differently towards
certain people.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

13. I have become more aware of things about other people or my situation; or of another
person's responsibility for things that have happened.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

4

5
Very Much

IMPACT AND RELEVANCE
14. Today I was very involved emotionally.
1
Not at all

2

3

15. The themes discussed touched me and are relevant to me.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much
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16. What I said and felt was generally representative of the thoughts, feelings, and reactions I
have in everyday life when it comes to this issue.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

17. I now feel less negative, depressed, guilty, anxious or hurt; emotionally, I feel more positive,
relieved, unburdened, safe, relaxed, generally confident or encouraged.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much
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APPENDIX L
Instruction Adherence Items
Instructions: Please rate the degree to which you engaged in the following during the specified
section of the exercise that you completed. Answer each statement, “I did this ____.”
During the written portion of the task…
1. I replayed the event over and over in my mind. (Ru) c
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

2. I tried to figure out my own wants/needs in the context of the event. (N)
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

3. I thought about the good that could come for me from the event. (Re)
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

4. I delved into my feelings to get a thorough understanding of them. (N) b
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

5. I tried to figure out the reasons why the other person hurt me. (Ru) c
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

6. I thought about the event from the perspective of an uninvolved observer. (Re) a
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot

7. Also, please rate how effortful it was to think about the event in the instructed manner. a
0
Not effortful at all

1

2
Somewhat effortful

3

4
Extremely effortful

Reflecting on my overall experience in this study…
8. This exercise has helped me to become clearer about what I needed but didn’t get in the
context of this event. (N)
0
Not at all

1
A little

2
Somewhat

3
A fair bit

4
A lot
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adapted from the following studies/measures (as indicated):
a
Ray, Wilhelm, & Gross (2008)
b
Emotion Approach Coping Scale (Stanton, Kirk, Cameron, & Danoff-burg, 2000)
c
Rumination About an Interpersonal Offense Scale (Wade, Vogel, Liao, & Goldman,
2008)
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APPENDIX M
Relevance Questionnaire - Revised (RQ; Kramer & Pascual-Leone, 2016)
The purpose of this questionnaire is to measure the extent to which you consider the kinds of
things you talked about or did in the exercise may be relevant to your everyday life. There are no
“correct” answers to these questions. We only want to get a sense of whether the process seemed
to reflect the way you think or feel about yourself from time to time in your normal life.
Circle the response that best reflects how true the statement is for you:
1. What happened here today is typical of how I sometimes feel in everyday life.
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much
extremely
2. I get the feeling that the themes we discussed do not really relate to me.
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much
extremely
3. The themes discussed touched me and are relevant to me.
1
2
3
4
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much

5
extremely

4. The words I used in this session describe how I sometimes feel about myself.
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much
extremely
5. I was just going through the motions and could not personally relate to what I was saying.
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much
extremely
6. What I said and felt in this session was generally representative of the thoughts, feelings,
and reactions to this issue that I have in everyday life.
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
a little bit
somewhat
very much
extremely
Do you have any other comments on how “relevant” or “true” these exercises felt to you? Maybe
some parts felt more genuine than others? Feel free to comment on specific parts of the study,
such as when you were asked to describe the angering event, write sentences about the event, or
imagine expressing your anger to the other person. Suggestions for improvement are also
welcome.
_
.
_

.

_

.
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APPENDIX N
Supplemental CAMS Coding Rules for Lingering Anger Study (LAS)
General
- Code only what is stated explicitly in the text – don’t make assumptions (e.g., about what the
client might have been feeling or might have needed in the moment)
o Err on the conservative side – don’t assign a code unless there is clear support for the
code
- To help differentiate between GD vs. no code (i.e., not presently expressing emotion), it can be
helpful to determine whether or not the statement is an external (no code) vs. internal/reflexive
narrative (GD), as per the Narrative Process Coding System
- How to determine if meaning is specific or global, ask: “What is the emotion about?”
o (e.g.) if the participant says, “I feel betrayed” – what was the betrayal?
o What is the “it”? If you can answer that, then it is specific. If you cannot, it’s probably
more global.
- Needs/Self-evaluations are coded independently from emotion
o (i.e.) emotion & need/eval are two separate variables
Coding Units
- In the current study, the coding unit is the entire narrative. Sentence-by-sentence coding can be
used only if the overall code is not clear after the first reading.
- “involvement is judged in the context of previous arousal and engagement” … “the participant
must utter a minimum of two consecutive statements that indicate the same emotion class”
(i.e., continuous coding; CAMS manual, p. 3-4)
o Can have multiple utterances within a single sentence
o (e.g.) I felt so X [one utterance], but then Y [second utterance]
o (e.g.) I felt so X [one utterance] because XYZ [elaboration/second utterance]
o Exception: Needs/Self-Evaluations only require a single utterance (p. 4)
Present vs. Past Emotion
- Code emotion that is expressed currently
- Can be a description of past emotion, but must be vivid or elaborated on (i.e., more than a
single word)
o This mean that a list of emotions (e.g., “I feel sad, angry, and worried…”) cannot be
coded, unless the preceding context supports it (i.e., a vague list may even be an
indicator of Global Distress)
- Code if: Past emotion PLUS vivid description/context, physical reaction, etc.
o (e.g.) if a participant is not explicitly describing how they are feeling right now, hate
could be coded as Rejecting Anger if it’s a very vivid description of emotion; it would be
current emotions because they are likely in touch with that emotion as they write
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LAS CODING VARIABLES
General
- Together, the three variables should give a good representation/profile that captures the entire
narrative overall. As such, the three variables are not entirely independent and should be coded
together.
- Coding procedure:
- Step 1: Start by reading each narrative and coding the three variables based on an
overall impression as a whole (i.e., “Together, a mode of X, a peak of Y, and yes/no need
is the best representation of this narrative overall”)
- The CAMS Decision Tree is helpful in this regard (e.g., Is the narrative more sad
or more angry? Is the meaning global or specific? Is there a negative or positive
self-evaluation? etc.)
- Step 2: If the code is still unclear (e.g., more than one code might apply), then re-read
and make specific codes sentence-by-sentence, but return to the general impression of
the narrative as a whole (i.e., do NOT add up the number of lines/codes quantitatively
to determine the mode)
- Uncodable: no emotion or mixed
- If a narrative is rated as uncodable, the rater’s best guess should be listed in
parentheses (e.g., LAS 144550 → Mode: “uncodable (GD)”)
- The “mode” is the most prevalent codable emotion. Therefore, if most of the narrative
is non-emotional (e.g., plot-and-characters) but there is a brief codable emotion
somewhere in the narrative, there should probably be a code for the “mode.” In this
case, the “mode” should only be coded as “uncodable” if the codes are too mixed to be
able to confidently identify the most prevalent code.
- For the “peak,” use uncodable only if there is no GD, RA, AA, or RES (e.g., a narrative
could be only FS)
Predominant Emotional Expression (mode CAMS)
99 = Uncodable 1 = GD 2 = RA 3 = FS 4 = AA 5 = SS 6 = HG 7 = REL 8 = RES
- The mode is the most prevalent codable emotion across the whole narrative
- If the mode of the narrative is approximately equally split between two codes, err on the side of
coding the higher level, but only if it is representative of the narrative overall - if not, assign
uncodable/mixed
- (e.g.) if it’s between GD vs. FS and the narrative is clearly more sad than angry, FS might
be a more fitting code
- (e.g.) if the mode is split between GD vs. RA and the peak is RA, then mode GD and peak
RA might best characterize the narrative as having a mix of GD and RA as opposed to
mode RA and peak RA, which suggests that the narrative is consistently RA throughout
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Peak Anger Processing (anger specificity / peak healthy anger)
99 = Uncodable 1 = GD 2 = RA 3 = AA 4 = RES (4a = with anger, 4b = without anger)
- The threshold for determining the presence or absence of each of these four emotion states is
the same as those outlined in the coding rules below
- The codes are ranked in order from lowest to highest level of emotional (i.e., anger) processing
in the Pascual-Leone and Greenberg (2007) model
- Each narrative receives a single code (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4)
- The code that is assigned is the highest code present in the narrative, even if it’s not the
dominant code and only appears briefly. It does not matter where the code appears in the
narrative (i.e., early vs. late in the narrative, before or after other emotion codes, etc.).
NOTE: By analogy, Peak Anger is like the highest rung on the ladder that someone reaches, even if it’s
only momentary or they spent more of their time on other rungs of the ladder (i.e., the latter would be
Mode CAMS).
Unmet Need
0 = absent
1 = present
(See below for more detail…)
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CODE-SPECIFIC NOTES
Negative Self-Evaluations
A belief that is a) absolute and unqualified, b) internally attributed, and c) stable in time
- Occurs in the context of emotional arousal (though emphasis is on meaningfulness)
- Should be reserved for relatively harsh self-criticism (not a plan or intention, p. 41)
- Examples… “I am not lovable”
- “I am worthless”
- “I will be destroyed (i.e., go crazy)”
- “I will be abandoned and unable to survive on my own”
Existential Need
Expresses a need/wish/desire for healthy functioning in the context of emotional arousal
- Typically a) uncompromisable or straightforward, b) internally attributed, and c) stable in time
- Statement of self-observation or self-discovery (rather than anger or a demand on others)
o Cues: I need… / I want… / I wish… / I don’t need… / I don’t want…
o (e.g.) NOT “I want you to…” or “I need you to…”
o (e.g.) “It frustrates me that you don't consider me as an important person in your life
anymore and I am almost an afterthought.” → minimum threshold for coding a need.
Need is somewhat implied, but clear enough to code as a need to feel important and
valued. With the context, it’s also clear that his participant is not just “fighting against”
something, but is clearly “aiming for” something (i.e., the need to feel important and
valued).
- Insight that motivates agency
- Three overarching categories: attachment, personal agency, or survival
- Making plans or setting goals is not sufficient to code a need (e.g., “I want to be able to love
myself”)
- If the participant uses metaphorical language (i.e., does not explicitly state “I need” or “I
want…”), then we code an unmet need ONLY if there is a clear expression of what I didn’t get,
but (based on supporting context) that I needed or should have gotten → “I didn’t get X, but I’ve
been wanting/needing/waiting for X” OR “I’m angry because you didn’t give me X”
o (e.g.) “I felt like I was his adopted daughter. It was so nice because my parents never
cared for me like that.”
o (e.g.) “I felt like you didn't think of me while you were doing this” → clear implication is
that you should have thought of me and been considerate of my wellbeing
o (e.g.) “I truly thought that we both trusted each other… I thought that out of everyone
you'd understand me the most… I feel betrayed, and it hurts so much that you would
think that I would choose to [cheat on your son].” → expression of need for
trust/understanding
o In contrast, the following is an implicit need that would not be coded as a need: (e.g.) “I
don't appreciate what you did and I hope you can think about what you say first in
future situations… Please next time don't speak from your heart impulsively. Think
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about it first, things work out better for you that way (sometimes)” → the context
suggests assertion of an implied need - presumably to have my own wellbeing
considered, or to be treated fairly and respectfully - however, the focus is more on you
than on myself and my needs (e.g., you need to do X, rather than I need Z).
- Expression of someone else’s need is NOT coded as a need → needs must be about one’s own
needs (i.e., “What do I need when I feel distressed about her situation?”)
o (e.g.) “My friend was sexually assaulted and she needs safety and justice. But, I guess
I’m also feeling afraid because I need to feel that the world is a safe and just place.”
- Assertive Anger = need AND feeling entitled/deserving to have need met
- Rejecting Anger = generic demanding
- Self-Soothing = explicit activity or effort to grant an explicit need (e.g., reflexive nurturance or
positive self-talk, imagining nurturance, attributed nurturance from another, or acknowledging
existing resources or autobiographical memories)
Examples of needs:
- Recognition/affirmation (e.g., admiration, praise, respect, have accomplishments recognized)
- Approval/acceptance (e.g., to be liked, to be believed in)
- Affiliation/affection (e.g., love, tenderness, warmth, intimacy, friendship, belonging, cooperate,
socialize)
- Support (e.g., help, protection, emotional support)
- Nurturance (e.g., ‘mothering,’ soothing, validation, sympathy)
- Autonomy (e.g., independence, freedom, avoid feeling confined or restrained, resist influence or
coercion)
- Inviolacy (e.g., to preserve one’s self respect, psychological distance, immunity from criticism)
- Joy, beauty, or playfulness in life
- A metaphorical image or autobiographical example that conveys a need for one of the above
Differentiating types of RAGE/HATE/ANGER
- Character assassination & insults may be either Global Distress or Rejecting Anger (pp. 14, 3134)
o (e.g.) “you are selfish and self-centered!”
- Vengefulness from a position of distance (rather than anger) is Global Distress (p. 14)
o (e.g.) “Screw you. If you don’t have any consideration for my feelings I won’t have any
consideration for yours”
- Sense of direction - Who am I angry at? Am I fighting against something or for something?
o No sense of direction in GD (e.g., angry at a lot of different people/events)
o Fighting against → direction is away from person/stimulus (e.g., “I don’t know what I
want, but it’s NOT that”)
o Fighting for → direction is toward need (e.g., “I need/deserve THAT”)
- Global Distress – insults that consists of belligerent swearing, especially with a tone of
whining/complaint or unbridled and inarticulate rage; limited and avoided distress - the client
makes excuses, rationalizations, justifications with a quality of defensiveness and whininess, the
client seems avoidant yet is unable to disengage from the distressing material
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Rejecting Anger – insults that serve to punctuate a more articulate statement of rejection;
expression of noxiousness of the experience or hedonistic righteousness (e.g., “I’m upset
because what you did hurt me”); defensive against offending object, but lacking explicit positive
self-evaluation; “underdog/plaintiff” who is less agentic than AA, but more agentic than GD;
you-language; type of anger that individual wants to “get rid of” or “get over”;
Assertive Anger – anger at violation of values/ethics/self-worth (e.g., “I’m upset because what
you did was wrong”); entitlement to or deservingness of explicit need; boundary setting;
includes self-affirmation or positive self-evaluation; agentic; I-language; individuals often feel
positive about anger directed toward assertion of needs.
Examples of minimum threshold for coding AA:
o (e.g.) “He didn’t even have the decency to call me” … “he could have handled it so much
differently” ... “I had no say in the situation and feel very angered.” (supported by
surrounding context above, implied need for autonomy/respect)
o (e.g.) “what you said and did that night was not okay because: 1- he is taken, 2- you are
my friend, 3- you need to respect boundaries… I also really need you to try and work on
ensuring that I am comfortable with the two of you hanging out alone again, earn my
trust and don't just expect it.” (also supported by surrounding context above, boundary
setting and implied need for trust/fair treatment)

Differentiating types of SELF-CRITICISM
Self-criticism can be…
- Global Distress – vague self-blame or guilt
- Fear/Shame – collapse or suffering in face of harsh self-contempt or guilt
o The object of shame is clear 🡪 “I feel ashamed of X”, a familiar age-old wound, etc.
- Negative Self-evaluation – relatively harsh self-criticism that is absolute, internally attributed,
and stable in time
Self-criticism CANNOT be coded as Rejecting Anger
- Code as a negative self-evaluation instead
- Then, use as a cue that a codable emotion is likely coming (i.e., determine if it’s fear/shame,
global distress, or something else)
Differentiating types of SADNESS
Sadness can be…
- Global Distress – vague; feeling tearful or troubled without a clearly recognized loss; helpless
complaint/whining; could also be avoidant yet unable to disengage from the distressing material
- Fear/Shame – implied negative self-evaluation; chronic “closing down” in sadness; personal,
self-referencing shame / fear-sadness; maladaptive or deep and enduring suffering (i.e., same
old story)
- Hurt/Grief – sadness over loss, woundedness→ specific and elaborated
o sadness that is adaptive because it is well-grounded, with an underlying tone of realism
and acceptance of things as they are - implied positive self-evaluation
o Examples:
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▪

Sadness over loss…
● Of person, innocence, thing one never had, missed opportunity, etc.
● Regret, remorse, etc.
▪ Recognizing one’s woundedness (e.g., past emotional/physical damage)
▪ Realistic hopelessness over regaining lost object (but not out of despair)
o All of the above must be without blaming, self-pity, or resignation
o Specific self-observation: it must be more than just an external reference to damage or
some negative effect/outcome (e.g., “as a result of what he did to me, my grades
dropped and I was failing classes”), but it must be an internal and deeply personal
wound/loss (e.g., “I lost my sense of being intelligent and capable in the world”)
o (e.g.) loss of a loved one (HG) versus helplessness, resignation, and vague despair of
being without that loved one (GD)
o (e.g.) appraisal of being locally and temporarily damaged (“I’ve been very badly
damaged, but I can function” = HG) rather than globally and permanently damaged (“I’m
so badly damaged, I can’t function” = FS and/or negative self-eval)
Note: “Depression” is too vague to make a code on its own, unless there is context to support a code.
For example, depression could be used as an empty label in an impersonal, detached, or journalistic
manner (no code), or it could mean “I felt collapsed and hopeless” (GD), “I felt worthless and ashamed”
(FS), or because of specific losses, such as “it felt so hard trying to move on without having his comfort
and support” (HG)
Differentiating Self-Soothing / Relief / Acceptance & Agency (p. 72)
- Self-soothing – good feelings must be functionally directed toward meeting some need.
- Relief – a “good feeling” with no functional intention. Content is clearly not yet resolved, but is
still progress.
- Acceptance and agency (resolution) – when content appears to be resolved. There is a)
dissipation of arousal, b) the emergence of a novel feeling, and c) the creation of new meaning.
New meanings and feelings are often projected into the future.
o Dissipation of arousal: “there are little or no lingering feelings of global distress, fear,
shame, anger, or grief.”
o Must clearly be about resolution of the participant’s problematic emotions about a
situation/event, rather than a change in topic or a shift to other more positive
situations/events that follow the original event being discussed (i.e., it must be an
emotional shift, rather than a historical/content shift)
▪ (cf.) NOT resolution: “[I told him to f* off, then…] Over the months I explored
Europe, met new people, and experienced something different. This gave me
strength and to realize there is more to my life then just him.”
o The resolution must occur in the present moment, rather than a description of a past
insight/resolution
o Present vs. Past: To increase reliability and ensure that it is a present (rather than past)
insight, there should be evidence of emotional engagement (e.g., some other codable
emotion or supporting context suggesting present emotion) prior to the resolution code
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APPENDIX P
Researcher Script for Intervention-Phase
INTRO: Now you will have an opportunity to express and explore your feelings related to the
angering event that you identified earlier.
VAS1:12 Before we start, I would like you to rate how angry and sad you feel right now. [Brief
pause:]13 I will turn the audio recorder on now.
2) DESCRIBE EVENT
Remember the angering event that you identified earlier? Put yourself back into that moment and
experience. Tell me what happened. Describe it in detail, as if it were playing on a movie screen
in front of us. Go step-by step…
- Where were you? What exactly did you say and do? What exactly did the other person
say and do?
VAS2: Yeah, that sounds like a difficult situation. I guess you might be feeling a mix of different
emotions right now as we talk about this. Take a moment and show me how angry and sad
you’re feeling right now.
[After rating, VALIDATE:] I know this kind of thing can be hard to talk about, but you’re doing
a good job.
3a) Anger Rumination14
It’s common for people to ruminate on these sorts of things. Go back to the beginning and, as
you replay this event in your mind, what part keeps bugging you? What part keeps replaying
over and over again in your mind?
(If participant denies ruminating → Even if you don’t, could you try doing that now? As an
exercise? Is there a moment that stands out?15)
- Sometimes people get stuck on specific details. What details do you get stuck on? Was it
… what he/she said? … tone of voice? … a look? What did it look like when he/she did
that? [Pause] Tell me what it’s like when you get stuck on that.
- In what ways was your life negatively impacted by what *other*16 did?
- What angry and hostile thoughts do you have toward *other*?
(e.g., he’s such a jerk; she always does this to me; I’m so angry I could break something)
- Sometimes people can be deliberately inconsiderate or mean. In what way(s) might that
have been the case in this situation?
(If empathizes with other → redirect to next prompt)
- Sometimes people have fantasies about getting back at the other person, or maybe the
fantasy is just about bad karma coming around, where the person gets what they deserve.
What would it look like to get back at *other*, or if she/he got what she/he deserved?
VAS = Visual Analog Scale – participant ratings of state anger and sadness on a laptop
Bracketed text (here and throughout) is not spoken, but is a note to guide the researcher
14
Note: for all conditions, researcher can assist by redirecting OR elaborating as necessary
15
Italicized text in parentheses (here and throughout) indicates an optional prompt that is only given if participants
express hesitation or appear to be stuck or unsure of how to proceed.
16
*Starred* text indicates that the researcher should insert either the participant’s own name (i.e., *you*) or the
name of the other person involved in the angering event (i.e., *other*).
12
13
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3b) Cognitive Reappraisal
Let’s rewind the tape and start back at the beginning again, but this time imagine that you’re
watching the event from a distance – as if you were a fly on the wall. Imagine you’re watching
the events unfold in real time…
- As the observer/fly, what do you see happening? What else might *you* not be fully
seeing or aware of in the moment? What might be going on behind the scenes with
*other*?
- Despite how difficult the experience is, people can often find opportunities for growth in
response to these kinds of situations. In what ways have you grown or changed for the
better in response to this experience?
(e.g., life lesson, learning experience, became stronger or more mature, etc.)
- In what ways does this “fly on the wall” perspective help you to think about the event
differently now?
3c) Needs Identification
As you reflect on this event, what did you need most? “Underneath all my feelings of anger,
what I needed most was…” Is there a word/phrase that fits?
(If participant seems unclear about the direction → It’s not about what you needed from the other
person, it’s more about what you needed for yourself, to flourish as a human being… So, it’s not
“I need him to apologize,” or “I need her to admit what happened.” So, this exercise isn’t about
them, it’s about you. Like: “I needed to feel like I mattered,” or “I needed for someone to have
my back”, make sense?)
(If participant talks about the needs of the other person → Okay, *empathic reflection: e.g., so it
sounds like he needed someone to care for him*, and you see that that was what he/she needed.
But what did you need for yourself? What did you need on a relational or personal level?)
(If participant has difficulty identifying a need, researcher tentatively suggests some possibilities
→ It sounds like maybe you needed to be loved/respected/protected/heard/independent/etc.?)
[VALIDATE:] Ok, so that really catches it, huh? That’s the core issue here about what you
needed and deserved.
- In what ways did he/she not *provide need*?
- What was that like for you that this need was violated/unfulfilled? What did it mean to you?
- Sometimes anger can be helpful, especially when it’s about what you deserved or were
entitled to. “And I have a right to be angry because I…”
VAS3: How angry and sad are you feeling right now as we talk about this? Show me here…
[VALIDATE:] You’re doing really well. I know this is tricky, but you are really making this
work. Let’s keep going… can we focus on your sense of anger for a moment?
General Reflection/Validation Prompts (STEPS 2 & 3; up to once per step)
- That sounds tough/painful. No wonder you felt *emotion identified by participant*.
- Yeah, that must have been so *emotion implied or identified*. Tell me more.
- That’s awful; nobody deserves that.
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4) EXPRESS ANGER
Let’s imagine for a moment that *other* is here in the room with us, right now, sitting in this
chair. Can you find that feeling of anger inside you right now? Let’s go there. Take a breath.
For the next few minutes, speak from that place of anger. What would you want to tell him/her?
Look over here and tell *other*. Try starting with, “I resent the fact that…”

Prompts to instruct, clarify, or redirect (as often as needed)
- [Researcher/interviewer uses angry affirming tone when reflecting client anger, to both
model and further activate]
- If hesitant to speak to other → This is not practice for confronting [other] in real life –
this is just for you and your own benefit. Even if you didn’t say something at the time,
what would you want to say to him/her now?
- If refers to the other in third person → rephrase statement as an I/you statement
- If talks about emotion other than anger → Yeah, I can see how you’d feel sad/worried/etc.
– And it sounds like that was also pretty frustrating for you [OR] I know it can be
difficult, but can you try to stay with those feelings of anger? [up to 2x]
- If stuck → It can be hard, but try to say more about how angry you feel. It’s ok to repeat
yourself, sometimes that reminds you what your anger is about.
- If continuing past 5 min → [Gently interrupt:] This sounds like a frustrating situation.
There’s a lot to say and you’ve done a good job expressing your feelings. [VAS4]
Prompts to encourage participant to continue or elaborate (maximum 3x)
[VALIDATE:] Yeah, *paraphrase narrative/implied emotion*, [then PROMPT:]
- Tell him/her what you are most angry about.
- Tell him/her what the worst part in all of this is.
- Say what was so unjust/unfair about what he/she did to you.
- Tell him/her what it’s like for you to tell him this, right now.
- Say more. Make him/her understand why that wasn’t okay.
- Tell him/her more.
VAS4: How angry and sad do you feel right now? Show me here…
[After rating, VALIDATE:] It takes courage to share your feelings so openly; thank you for
sharing this with me.
Just to remind you, everything we did here together will remain confidential.
Now I would like you to answer some additional questions to help you reflect on what it was like
for you to express and explore your feelings… [give post-questionnaires]
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